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" Kingsborough Commun1ty College has
provided us all with a sense of prede and accomplishment. I offer my own congratulations to all members of the Kengsborough
Community for the1r dedicat1on. their
1mag1nation and the1r profess1onahsm
Kingsborough can serve as a model both
w1thin the CUNY system and to community
colleges everywhere as to wh at can be
done when talent and comm1tment are
focused on real objectives under fa1r and
inspireng leadership...
Robert J K1bbee
Chancellor. C1ty Uni11ersity
of New York
January. 1974
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Fall1974
Sept 2 M on
Sept 3. Tues
Sept. 4 & 5. Wed & Thurs
Sept. 6, Fr1
Sept 9 & 10 Mon & Tues
Sept 11 Wed

Sept. 12. Thurs

Sept 13 & 16, Fn & Mon
Sept 16. Mon
Sept 17 & 18. Tues & Wed
Sept 25. Wed
Sept 26. Thurs
Sept 27. Fn .

Oct 1 Tues

Oct 10. Thurs
Oct 14. M on

Nov 1 Fr1

Nov. 4, Mon

Nov 5. Tues
Nov 7. Thurs
Nov. 8 . Fn

Nov 11 . Mon

..

Labor Day
Reg1strat1on-DAY ONLY Starts 1 00 PM ,
Reg1 strallon- Day & Evening
Reg1stration- DA YON LY
... Reg1strat1on-Day & Even.ng
EVENING STUDENTS
Classes Beg.n
Late Registration & Program Changes
DAY STUDENTS
Classes Beg.n
Late Reg1strat1on & Program Changes- Day
& Evening
Program Changes-DAY ONLY
. No Classes AFTER 4 .00 P.M .
. No Classes-Rash Hashanah
No Classes AFTER 4 ·00 PM
No Classes-Yom K1ppur
. DAY CLASSES FOLLOW MONDAY SCHEDULE

Penod Opens to F1le Applications for
DAY STUDENTS
January 1975 Degrees
Advanced Stand1ng
Change of Cimculum
EVENING STUDENTS
Matnculauon
Transfer to Day Sess1on
LAST DAY to F1lc Pet1t1ons for
Make-Up Examinations- Preced ing Spr1ng
and/or Summer Semesters
EVENING CLASSES FOLLOW MONDAY
SCHEDIILE
... No Classes- -':olumbus Day

LAST DAY to F1le Apphcauons for
Transfer to CUNY Semor Colleges
1975 Graduates
LAST DAY to F1le Applications for
January 197 5 Degrees
Advanced Standing
Change of Curnculum
No Classes- Election Day

January

. . . ..... DAY CLASSES FOLLOW TUESDAY SCHEDULE
. LAST DAY to Withdraw Without Academ1 c
Penalty
(M1d Semester Po1nt)
No Classes-Veterans Day
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Nov 12-14. Tues -Thurs
Nov. 15. Frt Nov 2B & 29. Thurs & Frt

Dec. 2. Mon . . .
Dec. 1 . Thurs .

Dec 23 Jan. 1. Mon Wed

Jan. 2 . Thurs
Jan. 3 . Frt _ .....
Jan.
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

9. Thurs
14. Tues
15. Wed
13-20. Mon-Mon ..
16-22 Thurs -Wed

Make-Up F1nal Exammatlons Admm1stered for
Preced-ng Sprtng and/or Summer Semesters
LAST DAY to Apply for
Transfer to CUNY Semor Colleges
NO CLASSES- Thanksg1vmg Recess

Classes Resume
. LAST DAY to F•le Applications for
M atnculatlon
Transfer to Day Sess•on
Transfer to Evening Session
No Classes Christmas Recess

. Classes Resume
.. LAST DAY to Remove ''INC' for
Sprtng and Summer 197 4 Semesters

DAY CLASSES-Last Meetmg
EVENING CLASSES Last Meet1ng
No Classes Human R1ghts Day
DAY CLASSES-Fmal Exammat1ons (5 days)
EVENING CLASSES-Fmal Exam•nations
(4 Evemngs)

Spring 1975
Jan. 31.Frt
Feb. 3 6. Mon-Thurs
Feb 7. Fri
Feb 10. Mon

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb.

11 . Tues ..
12. Wed
13, Thurs
17. Mon
24. Mon

. Reg1strat1on-DA Y ONLY
. Reg1strat1on Day & Even1ng
Late Reg•strat•on-DA Y ONLY
Day & Evenmg
CLASSES BEGIN
Late Reg1strat1on & Program Changes
Program Changes-Day & Even•ng
No Classes Lmcoln's Birthday
Program Changes-Day & Evenmg
. No Classes-Washmgton's Birthday
Penod Opens to F1le Application for
DAY STUDENTS
June 1975 Degrees
Advanced Stand•ng
Change of Curnculum
EVENING STUDENTS
Matnculauon
Transfer to Day Sess1on
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LAST DAY to F1le Pe1111ons for :
Fmal M ake- Up Exammallons- Fall 1974
. LAST DAY to F1le Applications for .•
Transfer to CUNY Senior Colleges- J une
1975 Graduat es
LAST DAY to F1le Apphcat1ons for
Transfer to CUNY Semor Colleges
LAST DAY to File Appl1ca11ons for .

Feb 27. Thurs
Feb. 28. Fn • . . . . .

Mar 14. Fn
Mar 21 . Fn

Mar 24 28. Mon-Fn
Mar 31 . Mon
Apr 4, Fn

Apr 7 10 Mon-Thurs
Apr 22. Tues

June 1975 Degrees
Advanced Stand1ng
Change of Curnculum
No Classes-Spnng Recess
Classes Resume
.. . . LASTDAYto:
W 1thdraw Without Academ ic Penalty
(Mid- Semester Pomt)
..•.. • .... . .. M ake Up Fmal Exam1nat1ons Admm1stered for
Fall 1974 Semester
• . . . . . . . . DAY & EVENING CLASSES FOLLOW MONDAY
SCHEDULE

Apr. 24. Thurs

May 26. Mon . .
May 28. Wed ...
May 29 June 4. Thurs-Wed
June 10. Tues
June 20. Fn

LAST DAY to File Applications for
M amcu Iat1on
Transfer to Day Sess1on
Transfer to Evemng Sess1on
No Classes-Memor1al Day
. . LAST DAY of Classes Day & Evenmg
. Fmal Examinations Day & Even1ng (5 days)
Commencement

LAST DAY to Remove " INC" for Fall1974
Semester

Summer Session 1975
June 16. Mon
to
July 24. Thurs
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A dministrat ive Officers
Leon M Goldstetn, Pres1dent
A .A S . B A . M A
Israel Glasser V1ce President and Dean of the College
B A . M PA . PhD
Ralph Edwards. Dean of Admimstra(IOn and Plannmg
B S . MS .. Ed D
Alfred R. Mascolo. Dean of Instructional Services
BS.MA
Anthony F Russo. Dean of Students
BA MA
M ichael Zibnn. Jr Dean of Faculty
AA . AB . MBA
Robert G. Jones. Associllte Admimstrator and Busmess Manager
Manlyn Chernin. Assoc1ate Dean of Students
BS . M A
Stdney Helfant. Associate Dean of the College
BA. M A
Thelma L. Malle. Assoc1ate Dean of F8culty for Open Adm1ss1ons
BS .• M .A
Murray S Pltssner. Assoclilte De8n of Students
BA. M A. Ph.D
Davtd B. Stiver. Associate Dean of Admmlstra(IOn and Pl8nning
A B .J D
M iles Goodman. Ass1stant Dean of Faculty

B.S M A
Fred B Malamet. Assistant Dean of Faculty for Evenmg Stud1es. Continumg Educat1on and
Summer Sess1on
BA. MA
Jultus R Sternberg. ASSIStant Dean of Admmlstra(lon and Planning
BA. M .A
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KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLE G E
History
Kingsborough Commun1ty College 1s a un1t of the C1ty Un1vers1ty of New York.
administered by the Board of H1gher EducatiOn under the program of the State Un1versity
of New York It was founded m 1963. as the n1nth C1ty Un1verstty Commun1ty College. and
twenty-seventh Statew1de two-year college Kmgsborough offers programs m the l1beral
Arts and Sc1ences lead1ng to the Associate mArts (A A ) degree. programs 1n Mathemaucs
and Sc1ences. and the Arts (Music. Fine and Theatre Arts) leadmg to the A ssoc1ate m
Science (A.S.) degree: programs in Bus1ness. the Health Sc1ences. and Human Serv1ces
leading to the Associate m Applied Sc1ence (A AS.) degree; Dayt1me and Evening
Sessrons are held durrng the regular academrc year and durrng Summer Sessrons Contmuing Education non-credrt courses are avarlable during the school year.
Krngsborough admitted rts frrst students rnto a temporary. Mrd- Brooklyn. facrlity rn September. 1964. In the Fall of 1965, the College was given rts permanent. unrque and beautiful. 60- acre site at Manhattan Beach. Surrounded on three sides by the waters of
Sheepshead Bay. Jamarca Bay and the Atlantrc Ocean. the College has been functronrng in
a serres of well equipped temporary burldrngs. located at one end of the srte The College
Master Plan calls for an ultra modern Campus now betng constructed Composed of a
contmuous serres of rnter-connected burldrngs. as distingUished from the usual separate
buildrngs seen on most campuses. thrs plan has been lauded as a forward -lookrng solution
to the problem of College growth and urban pressures. The "new" Kingsborough's many
outstandrng features wrll rnclude; enlarged library; computer center : lecture hall and
learnrng resources centers . scrence technology and vrsual arts burldrngs. a " college
cluster-classroom buildrng" each housrng four groups of 750 students. cafeterra. lounge.
study. counselrng and faculty olf1ces: theatre audrtorium: student- faculty center. physical
educatron fac1lrttes with two gymnasiums. and an indoor swtmmtng pool: spectal facilities
for nurstng. business and secretarial departments. offtces for administratron. general
servrces and a power plant
Durrng construction. students attendrng the College conttnue to use. study and
learn m the exrstrng renovated and temporary structures
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Goals
Kmgsborough Communtty College's primary objectives include offertng and furthenng
the goals of the New York State Board of Regents as reflected 1n the followtng
I Sttmulate efforts to have comprehenstve community colleges recogntzed and supported as the baste mstttuttonal approach to provtde broader public educattonal opportumttes above the htgh schoolleveltn New York Sta te.
II Help to locate communtty colleges wtthtn reasonable datly commuting dtstance of
the student's homes. open them to all high school graduates or persons with
cqutvalen t educational background. and operated at low student cost s.
Ill Further performance goals tn the follow tng specific educat tonal func t tons.
a

b

c

d

e

General EducatiOn (provtde post secondary-school general background and
elCperience for all students tn conjunction with their m ajor academtc ftelds of
study.)
College or Untverstty Transfer Educat ton (provide the requtstte courses for two
years of collegiate study for students mterested and competent to contmue for
the bachelor degree I
Occupational or Career Educatton (provide programs of educatton and tratmng
beyond high school. but below professtonal levels. for students seekmg tmmed tate entry into the producttve labor force 1n busmess. tndustry. or
government organtzat tons w ho need employees w tth htgher level abtlittes. and
for employed mdiv tduals seeking to improve. or learn. new skill s.)
Adult or Conttnuing Educatton (provide conttnutng educatton programs above
the htgh school level to ass1st adults of all ages meet changing educational.
cultural. and economtc condttlons and/ or tmplement changes tn thetr personal
ObJectives )
Guidance and Counseling (provide all students wtth necessary testtng.
gutdance and counselling to enable each to know and accept personal
strengths and limttattons and to choose the most suttable programs tn the light
of ObJeCttve informatton and thetr personal situatton at that ttme I

Educational Objectives
Kmgsborough is committed to seek and tmplement any addttional. tnnovative factors
whtch w tll help shape tt s educattonal ObJeCttves; fu lf tll its obligations to tt s studen ts and
communtty. contnbute to the overall performance of the CU NY and SUNY systems
To meet these goals Kingsborough wtll
a
elCert every effort to serve the educational needs of those wllhtn tts geographtc

b

area.
offer educattonal programs that contnbute to a balanced umverstty educational
scheme. whtle avoldtng duplication where needs are already betng met by other

c

untverstty units .
. . make every eff ort to respond wtth educational programs

d

capacity t o fill demonstrated needs not already fu ll tiled.
attempt to fu rther its obligat ton to develop and defi ne logtcal areas of spec taliza-

e

1n

areas w here 11 has the

tlon and av01d scattenng tts energtes.
tn add it ton to 1ts Ltberal Arts transfer programs. continue to focus tiS efforts on
career programs tn the areas of Bustness. Human and Publtc Servtce. Health and
Related Services
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The Future
K1ngsborough Commun1ty College will cont1nue to respond and grow to meet the ever
chang1ng complex1on of the dynam1c urban area 1n which it 1s Situated Programs w1ll be
continuously reexam1ned in light of sh1ftmg econom1c. soc1al. occupational and recreat1onal
needs of the population to be served Any defined needs w11l be translated mto educational
programs The college accepts that ns pnmary m1ssion 1s educational. therefore.
Kmgsborough w111 always attempt to meet 1ts responsibility by contnbutlng its fac1ht1es and
1ts reservo~r of talent to 1ts local1ty in any endeavor wh1ch does not conflict w1th 1ts pnmary
miSSIOn

A cered itation
K1ngsborough Commun1ty College 1s accredited by the Middle States Associat1on of
Colleges and Secondary Schools The Nurs1ng Program has rece1ved accreditation from the
National League for Nursing Acadme1c programs have been approved by the State
Un1vers1ty of New York and the Umvers1ty of the State of New York. and the State
Educat1on Department
The College is a member of the Amencan Association of Jumor Colleges. Amencan
Counc1l on Educat1on. Assoc1at1on of Colleges and Un1vers1t1es of the State of New York.
Council of H1gher Educational lnst1tut10ns m New York C1ty Jumor College Counc1l of the
M1ddle Atlant1c States. Middle States Assoc1at1on of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
New York State Assoc1at1on of Jun1or Colleges. and the Assoc1at1on of College UnionsInternational
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Officers of the City University
Robert J . Kibbee. Chancellor
Seymour C. Hyman. Deputy Chancellor
Allen B. Ballard. Jr.. A ctmg Vice -Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Mary P. Bass. General Counsel and Vice-Chancellor for Legal Affairs
J ul•us C. C Edel stei n. Vice-Chancellor for Urban Affairs
Ti mothy S. Healy. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs
A nthony D. Knerr, Acting Vice- Chancellor for Budget and Planning
J Joseph Meng. Vice -Chancellor for Administrative Affairs
David Newton. Vice-Chancellor for Faculty and Staff Relations
Peter S. Spiridon. Vice Chancellor for Campus Planning and Development
Leslie Berger. University Dean for Academic Evaluation
Lester G. Brailey. University Dean for Admission Services
Mary P. Dol ciani. University Dean for Academic D.evelopmenr
Kenneth M King. University Dean for Computer Systems
James J M cGrath. University Dean for the Academic Program
Lawrence Podell. Umversity Dean for Program and Policy Research
Max We•ner, Acting University Dean for Teacher Education
Robert Young. University Dean for Special Programs
Henry D. Paley. Director, University Relations
Mar~a M . Perez. Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Kather ine M Klotzburger. Special Assistant to the Chancellor
Joseph P. Wells. Director. Government Relations
N. Michael Carfora. Secretary of the Board of Higher Education
Arthur H. Kahn. Special Counsel to the Board of Higher Education
Duncan B. Pardue. Executive Assistant to the Chairman

Board of Higher Education of the C ity of New York
Alfred A. Giardino. Chairman, A. B . LL.B.. J. D.
Franklin H. Williams. Vice-Chairman. A. B.. LL B.
Francesco Cantarella. B.A. . M .S.
Vincent R. FitzPatr~ck. B.A.. LL.B.
Gurston 0 Goldin. A.B. M .S.. M .D.
Rita E. Hauser, A.B .. LL.B.. Doctorate d'Universite.
License en Droit
Harold M . Jacobs. B S. M .S.
James P Murphy, B.A., LL.B.
V.nia R. Quinones. B.A. M .S.W.
Marta Valle. B.A.. M S.
James F. Regan, B.S.. M.S.. Ex Officio
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Units of the City University

L

Graduate Division
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER, founded in 1961
Harold M . Proshansky, President
Senior Colleges
THE CITY COLLEGE, founded in 1847
Robert E. Marshak, President
HUNTER COLLEGE, founded in 1870
Jacqueline G. Wexler, President
BROOKLYN COLLEGE, founded in 1930
John W . Kneller, President
QUEENS COLLEGE. founded in 1937
Joseph S. Murphy, President
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINALJUSTICE, founded in 1964
Donald H. Riddle. President
RICHMOND COLLEGE. founded in 1965
Edmond L. Volpe. President
YORK COLLEGE. founded in 1966
Milton G. Bassin, President
BERNARD M . BARUCH COLLEGE. founded in 1968
Clyde J . W ingfield. President
HERBERT H. LEHMAN COLLEGE. founded in 1968
Leonard Lief. President
MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE. founded in 1968
Richard D. Trent. President
Commu nity Colleges
STATEN ISLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE. founded in 1955
Will iam M . Birenbaum. President
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE, founded in 1957
James A. Colston. President
OUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE. founded in 1958
Kurt R. Schmeller. President
KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE. founded in 1963
Leon M . Goldstein. President
BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE, founded in 1963
Edgar D. Draper, President
NEW YORK CITY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, founded in 1946: affiliated with The
City University in 1964
Herbert Sussman. President
EUGENIO MARIA DE HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE. founded in 1968
Candido A. de Le6n. President
FIORELLO H. LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE. founded in 1968
Joseph Shenker. President

fl

Affiliated Institution
MOUNT SINAl SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. affiliated with The City University
in 1967
Thomas C. Chalmers. Dean
14

TH E C ITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK ................... .
1s a public institUtion composed of sen1or colleges. community colleges. an upper dl·
vtston untt. a college of cnmmal justice. an afftllated medical school. a Graduate School
and University Center. Universtty-wide doctoral programs are offered in nmeteen academ1c
dtsciplmes. The ten member Board of Htgher Education (three members are appointed by
the Governor and seven by the Mayor) serve as the Universtties· Board of Trustees.
In 1847. a public referendum was called by New York City to discuss ways to meet the
ctty"s growing need for free htgher educatton The result was the establishment of the Free
Academy (now known as Ctty College) and the btrth of the Umvers1ty In 1961. through an
act of State legtslat1on. seven muntc1pal colleges operated by the Board of H1gher
Education. became The Ctty University of New York. CUNY has contmued to expand untiltt
reached tts present presttgious position as the largest U niverstty in the nation. The
Untverstty has grown. has added larger. modern. completely equtpped Institutions:
tncreased facilities to serve more students: maugurated evermore tnnovattve. far-reachtng
programs of study. recruited faculty and admtmstrators of the highest caliber w ith out·
stand1ng qualif1cat1ons and demonstrated Interest. 1ncluded research programs geared to
meet urban needs. succeeded tn 1ts ··open Admissions·· goal w h1ch guarantees every h1gh
school graduate the opportunity to pursue further education at a Ctty Un1versity institution
of htgher learning ; and conttnues its tradition of free tu1t1on for under graduate matriculants
who are bona-fide residents of New York C1ty
To assist disadvantaged high school students enter and stay in college. CUNY developed
the largest universtty-sponsored programs tn the nat1on. tncludtng the College Discovery
Program. operat1on SEEK (Search for Educatton. Elevatton and Knowledge). CLEP (College
Level Entfance Pr09raml. Advanced Placement Programs and others In add1tton. CUNY
established or sponsored. Urban Centers. wh1ch offer short-term vocat1onal tra1ning and
college-adapter courses and are operated under contract with State Umverstty of New
York
15

City U niversity Admissions Service
Professional counselors staff the Admissions Service Information Center. wh1ch was established to provide informat1on about undergraduate programs. admission requirements.
how. where. and when to apply for admission to City Umversity Colleges.
Serv1ce 1s available to current high school students. high school graduates. and
mterested adults who wish answers to pertinent queStiOns or require assistance The office
is on the 7th floor of 875 Avenue of the Americas (31 Street) New York. N.Y. 10001 . For
advice or to make an appointment for a personal1nterview phone 790-4581.

City University Baccalaureate Degree Program
Students enrolled in degree programs at any commumty or senior college umt of City
University are elig1ble to apply for adm1ss1on into this innovative Baccalaureate Degree
Program upon completion of a minimum of 15 cred1ts at the~r home schools.
Once admitted mto the program. students follow an individualized sequence of courses
and activities determined by the1r 1nterests and competenc1es and by availability at the City
Un1versity college. After consultation with at least two faculty members who constitute the
panel committee. study plans are tailored for each student in the curricu lum.
The CUNY Baccalaureate Program requires successful completion of the equivalent of
120 credits- 90 credits mmimum in course work and 30 cred1ts. e1ther in courses or in
extra-curricular activities such as appropriate travel. research. individual study or work
experience.
Further information and details may be obtamed from the Graduate School and
University Center. 33 West 42 Street. New York. N.Y. 10036. phone 790-4395

CITY UNIVERSITY FOREIGN STUDENTS PROGRAM
All applicants who hold (or expect to obtain) temporary (non- immigrant) visas all
United States citizens. and permanent residents who graduated from foreign secondary
schools and studied in either Umted States or fore1gn universities or. graduated from a
United States secondary school and attended a f oreign university only. should obtam the
correct application form from the Foreign Student Section. Office of Admission Services.
875 Avenue of the Amencas. New York NY 10001. Prospective students who are
permanent residents of the United States and completed part or all of the1r secondary
schooling outside the United States. but have not attended a college or university. should
request a regular application blank from the University Processing Center. Box 148. Vanderveer Station. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11210.

City University Open Admissions Program
The Open Admissions Policy involves all the two- and four-year colleges under CUNY's
jurisdiction. It makes any prospective student. who graduated since June. 1970 with a h1gh
school diploma (a cert1f1cate does NOT fulfill this requirement). el igible for admission to
City University.
New York City high school graduates (prior to 1970) will be accommodated as space
and finances permit. Applicants who earned a New York State Equivalency diploma; applicants who hold a United States Armed Forces Institute diploma and submit proof of a
total score of 225; and applicants who passed the General Education Development Examination with appropriate scores. are also eligible for admission to the Cit y University.
Photostat of the scores must be submitted with the application.
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City University Special Programs
Students who meet certa1n reqUirements, particularly w1th regard to fam•ly 1ncome. may
be el1g1ble for admiSSIOn to one of C1ty Umvers•ty's spec1al programs The Commun1ty
College level program IS called College Dtscovery A "f1rst-t1me admiSSIOn" applicant who
may be quahf1ed for th1s program should complete the admiSSIOns apphc;atlon form section
pertammg to Spec1al Programs. A computenzed lottery system IS used to select the cand1·
dates. those not chosen for the Spec1al Programs are automatically considered for ad
m1SS1on under the regular admiss1ons procedures

City University Study Abroad Program
Academ•c development IS stressed m study centers located at fore•gn un•vers111es w here
CUNY students m the program can expenence a sense of commun1ty m the host country
They enroll m the same courses as native students, are reqUired to speak the1r language
and take the same year end exammat1ons
Currently. the Study Abroad Program has full-year or summer courses centers 1n Eng
land, France. Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Puerto Rico. and the Soviet Un1on
Selected year-round programs. as well as summer projects are open to students who
have completed at least one academ1c year. All programs are open to students who complete the1r second year of academ1c work F1nanc1al A1d, through umvers1ty-admm1stered
scholarshipS, IS limited to year-long study programs Appl1cat1ons for these year long pro
grams must be completed during February, for summer-only programs. during March
Further mformatlon and detailS may be obtamed from the Graduate School and
Umverslty Center. 33 West 42 Street, New York. N Y 10036. phone 790·4 395

Super Citizens
New York C1ty residents 65 years of age or older may attend CUNY Colleges under a
policy of the Board of H1gher Education Although no tu1t1on IS charged to City residents. a
$10 general fee per semester IS reqUired Some documentation of age must be subm1tted
w ith fee payment.
Students are accepted on a matnculated or non matncula ted bas1s, dependmg upon
prev1ous educational expenence and the ava1lab1hty of space at the college Students
w1sh1ng to apply as matnculated students should check the appropnate f1hng dates on
page 19
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ADMISSIONS AND RE CO RDS
Morton Tanenbaum. A.B. Ed.M .. Director
lnfOfmation about attendtng Kmgsborough Commumty College IS ava1lable from the Adm1ss1ons Office (Room T-7108. ext. 341 . or d1rect line 769 -7670 I The Adm1ss1ons Off1ce
1s responsible to the Dean of InstruCtional Services

M atriculat ion
Prospective students who plan to attend the college to earn a degree. apply fOf Matnculated Status and may attend e1ther day Of evemng sessions A H1gh School. General
Equivalency or U . S. Armed Forces Institute Diploma IS reqUi red. (See page 19 for admiSSIOns deadline dates. page 19-20 adm1ss1on requ~rements mformation I

N on-M atriculation
Prospective students who do not plan to earn a degree. apply as non-matrtculant s They
are accepted only for the eventng sess1on and are required to pay tu it1on. charged according to the number of contact hours for each semester in attendance
Any prospective non-matnculant who fils mto one of the followmg categones:
a.
attended college prev1ously but rece1ved below 2.0 index (9 or more cred1tsl:
b
attended college prev1ously but rece1ved penalty grades.
m1ssed the deadline fOf applytng to the Process1ng Center for adm1ss1on as a mac
tnculant.
must apply for the direct application form available only from Kmgsborough Community
College Adm1ss1ons Off1ce (see page 19 for adm1ss1on deadline dates)

Admissions Pr ocedure
I.
Any prospective matriculant now attending any New York C1ty H1gh School should
II.

obtam the application form from the1r H1gh School's College Off1ce
Any prospect1ve matnculant who fits mto one of the follow1ng categones.
a
graduated from H1gh School before the 1mmed1ately preceding term :
b
graduated from a High School not 1n New York City:
now attends a Htgh School notm New York C1ty:
c
d
never previously attended a college Of a college degree granttng mstltuuon.
e.
never rece1ved a penalty grade or any course cred1t from a prev1ously attended
college.
should apply for admiSSIOn to K1ngsborough by requesting the application form from

Ill.

e1ther:
1.
Un1vers1ty Application Processmg Center
Box 148. Vanderveer Station
Brooklyn. New YOfk. 1 1210
2
Any local H1gh School College Appllcauons Off1ce
3 Kmgsborough Communit y College Admiss1ons Office
Any prospective matnculant w ho prev1ously attended college and earned
m tmmum 2.0 1ndex on a 4 0 scale (9 credits or morel

or
m in1mum 2.5 index on a 4 0 scale (U NDER 9 creditS)
should apply fOf adm1ss1on by requesting a d1rect application form from the
Ktngsborough Commumty Colleg e AdmiSSIOns Off1ce See page 19 for adm1ss1on deadline
dates

Admission Deadline D at es
Students who w1sh to be ass1gned to K tngsborough as the1r f1rst cho1ce of college.
should strictly observe the deadline dates for f1llng the1r applicatiOns to attend the college
Preference may be given t o applications received by dates listed
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I.

II.

Students who wish admission as matriculants apply:
directly through the Univers1ty App lication Processing Center for
September admission. by
........ . . January 15
directly to Kingsborough for September admission with advanced
standing, by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ....... . .... .. . . .. . .. March 15
directly through the University Application Processing Center for
February adm1ssion. by . . . . ..... . ..... . . . .... .. .... .. . . .. October 15
directly to Kingsborough for February admission with advanced
standing, by
..... ....
Students applying for admission as non-matriculants apply:

. . November 1

directly to Kingsborough for September admiss1on. by
directly to Kingsborough for February admiss1on. by

. . . . . August 15
... . ... . . January 15

Freshm a n Course Placement
Students who are accepted as matriculants are gi ven "Placement Examinations".
designed for evaluation purposes. in the vitally important areas of reading comprehension
and mathematics. As a result of the Placement Examination scores. students are assigned
to Freshman English and Mathematics classes which can best meet their individual educational needs and prepare them to successfully complete college requirements. fulfill their
career plans and further their educational goals

Ad vanced Standing
Students with prev1ous col lege expenence. who achieved a minimal "C" index and wish
matriculated status. apply d1rectly to Kingsborough Community College (see deadline
dates page 19). Advanced standing may be granted for credit earned through examination
(see page 20). Kingsborough accepts satisfactory resu lts earned on the Advanced
Placement Examinations administered by Educat1onal Test1ng Service 1n Princeton. New
Jersey.

Transf er t o King sborough
A maximum of 30 credits may be accepted for transfer purposes and is based on having:
1.
completed each course taken with satisfact ory grades;
2. the course content taken. be related to similar course work given at Kingsborough;
3 . an honorable dismissal statement be submitted from each institution attended.

Foreign St udent s
Kingsborough does not issue Immigration forms to foreign students who wish to attend
part -time (carrying less than 12 credits) or those who are non-matnculants (see page 20
for additional information).

Sup er Citizen s:
Kingsborough w elcomes citizens 65 years of age and older to the college. New York City
residents who enroll in credit courses will be exempted from all fees. except a general fee
of $10 a semester. regardless of the number of courses taken. This admissions policy for
Super Citizens 1s made on a space available basis. Prospective students who wish to
receive counseling may do so through the Department of Student Services. Room S 144.
ext. 411 (see page 30 for addi tional information).

Residence
All candidates who apply for admisston on a matriculated. tuition-free basis. must be
bona-fide residents of New York City. The residency of a student under 21 years of age is
cons1dered that of parents or legal guardian. Students who are accepted as matriculants
and whose residence is outside of the City or State are required to pay tuition. See page 21
for details.
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T UITION (Per Semester)
Matnculated Students · FULL TIME (Day)

1

2

Bona fide New York City Res1dents
Non New York C1ty res1dents
A
New York C1ty res1dents
who subm1t off1c1 al Certificate
of Res1dence. from County
Res1dence prior to. or at
B
C

None ·

registratio n
New York State res1dents Without
Cert•f1cate of Residence
Out of State Res1dents

$275

$600
$600

Matnculated Students · Part T1me (Even1ng -Summerl

1
2

None·

Bona f1de New York City res1dent s
Non- New York C1ty residents
A . New York State res1dents
who submit off1c1al
Cert1f1cate of Res1dence.
from County of Res1dence.
pnor to, or ar.reg1strat1on.
B.
C

$20 per contact hour

New York State res1dents
Without Certificate of Res1dence
Out of State residents

$40 per contact hour
$40 per co ntact hour
Total not to exceed $600 per semester

Non -Matnculated Students
1
Bona f1de New York C1ty reside nts

2

$15 per contact hour

Non-New York C•ty res1dents
A
New York State residents

B
C

who subm1t otf1C1al
Cert1f1cate of Res1dence.
from County of Res1dence.
prtor to, or at reg1stration.
New York state res1dents
w1thout Cert1f1cate of Res1dence
Ou · of State res1dents

$20 per contact hour
$40 per contact hour
$40 per contact hour
Total not to exceed $600 per semester

TUition for each Contmuing Educat1on course IS spec1f1ed 1n
the Bulletin available m Room T-7211 ext 331
(see page 42).

·
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FEES NOT REFUNDABLE
Aequ1red Non- Refundable Fees
General Fee (Per Semester)
Day Matnculated Students
Evening Matnculants and Non-Matnculants
All Summer Session students
Special Fees
Appltcatlon
(wa1ved only for students who present an
official transcnpt conf1rm1ng prev1ous
attendance at another CUNY Unit)
Lockers (Per Semester)
(ava•lable on first come. first served, bas1s)
Penalty Fees
· A.
late Reg•stration
(charged of students perm1tted to enroll

• B.

on or after opening date of sess1on
Enrollment IS not complete until all
fees are pa•dl
Program Change

$4600
$20.00
$2000
$10.00

25¢

$500

$500

a program change involves:
1 add1ng a course or courses.
2 Withdrawing from or dropp1ng a course
or courses.
3
4
· These fees
a
b
c.

tak1ng an extended leave of absence,
chang1ng a course sect1on
are wa1ved when:
the College cance ls or Withdraws a course:
course hours are changed by the College:
a tu1t1on -paying student rece1ves less than
a 100% tu1tton refund as a result of w1thdrawl
from a course

c

Withdrawal from the College
A student who Withdraws from the College
during a semester w1ll be requ1red to pay
th1s fee
Special Exammatton
(Charged when a student requests and rece1ves College per·
m1ss1on to take an examenat1on at other tha n
scheduled ttmes A $15 00 max1mum IS charged for 3
or more spec1al examenauons per semester)
Transcnpts
(Th1s fee IS wa1ved if transcript IS sent to
other CUNY or SUNY umts)
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$500

$5 00 each

$2.00 each

Refund of Fees •
In general. no port1on of the general. m1scellaneous. penalty or spec1al fees w1ll be
refunded. If a student Wit hdraw s after the scheduled openmg date of the sess1on or
dunng the term. refunds of tu1t1on are made accordmg to the follow1ng schedule

Date of Formal
Withdrawal from Course(s)

Regular
Sess10n

Evemng
Sess1on

Summer
Sess1on

Before scheduled opening
date of session

100'11>

100%

100%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

W1th1n one week after
opemng date
Dunng second w eek after
open1ng date
After completion of
th1rd week

none

· Student• er•oJttnq M 4 tary s..~'ll.• rf'l"t ()lttl !y far a rt-f nd other th~, •s

none

•••ted

none

The Regl1otr•r st,ould be not•t•wd of the md ta."\o SUhl!i 11

the tome of Wllh;*'J"'.JI

NOTE

Payments should be made by check or money order only, made payable to
K1ngsborough Community College
A student who pays w1th a personal check wh1ch IS not honored by the bank. will
~ tequ11ea \o ?a'i a\~ ~1'\a\\'i \ee '" ~d\\\1)1'\ \() o\~t \ee~
All tu1t10n and fee schedules are subJeCt to change Without pnor not1ce. at any

time. upon action of the Board of H1gher Educat1on Should fees or tu1t1on be
mcreased. payments previously made to the College w1ll be counted as partial
payment Not1f1cation of add1t1onal amounts due. time and method of payment.
w1ll be sent to md1v1duals mvolved
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION AND PROCEDURES
Students must accept personal responsibility for fulf•lhng the•r spec•f•c program, adm•ss•on. degree and graduation reqUirements. college dead I me and attendance dates. rules
and regulat1ons as pnnted 1n off•c•al K•ngsborough publicat•ons and announcements

Health Regulations
Before reg•strat•on. all matriculated students (and all non-matnculated students who
reg1ster for Phys1cal Educat•on) must subm1t a med1cal record. mclud•ng a Chest X Ray or
Tuberculm Skm Test report taken within the past year (Ch1ld Care/Early Childhood
Education students are reqUired to take the Mat•ux Tuberculin Skm Test)
Nursing program students reqUire spec1f1c •mmun•zat•ons and tests wh•ch must be com pleted prtor to attending hosp•tal aff•l•attons Nurs•ng and CCIECE students whose TB
Tests prove pos•tlve MUST have a Chest X Ray taken at a Department of Health Cl,mc
A completed health statement. on the form diStributed by the Health Serv•ce Off•ce
(T7 1 18. ext 241 l. must be completed by the student's personal phys1c1an No
student w1ll be perm1tted to reg•ster unless a med•cal record IS on f•le and all health re
QUJrements are completed The College requues s•gned author•zatlon lby parent or legal
guard1an for students under 21 years of agel to release any necessary med1cal records .
Students health records are kept under secure cond1t1ons. They are used only by authollled
personnel and only for a students benef•t.
The College reserves the nght to reJeCt an applicant because of an ex1stmg health con d•t•on. if the college med•cal off1cer believes 1t necessary in the best Interest of the student
and the College. (See page 36 for add1t1onal Health mformatton )

Registr ar's Off ice
Herbert Chuss1d, Registrar, B.A . M A
Ben1am•n N. EskenaZI Associate Registrar. B S . M S
Jerry B Chase. Ass1stant Registrar: B S
Bertha B Colhns. Assistant Req1strar; B A. . M A
Allan R Schwartz. Assistant Reg1strar B S M A
The Reg1strar 's off1ce ma1nta1ns the academ•c records for all students and •s responsible
for students reg•strat1on after they are accepted for adm•ss•on mto Kmgsborough
Most •mportant students forms are ava1lable from or must be submitted to the
Registrar's offiCe. Room T7 106. ext 241 The off1ce IS under the Junsd•ct1on of the
Dean of InstruCtiOnal Services

Registration
A prerequ1s1te to attendmg classes •s the complet•on of reg•strat•on each semester,
followmg mstrucuons from the Registrar's off1ce Students who do not rece1ve reg•strat•on
material by the start of announced reg1stratton per1ods should tmmed1ately contact the
Reg1strar's off1ce No student IS considered reg1stered until all apprOpriate forms are f1led
w1th the Registrar's office and tu1t1on and fees are pa•d
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Students apply to the Registrar's oll1ce lor proper forms or 1nl ormat1on concerning .

Absence
Incoming freshman who exceed the max1mum number of absences allowed (see page
45) may. 1n certa1n cases have the1r ·wF grade ass•gned as a "W" grade by the Reg1strar

Absence. leave of
Students who f1nd 11 necessary t o Wi thdraw from the College for one or two sem esters
are requ•red to report to the Reg•strar's off 1ce t o obtain the proper clearance form. Those
students should file a readmission form at the same time Alt hough readm iSSIOn is not au tomatic. every cons1derat1on IS g1ven to the request based on academ•c stand1ng at the
t 1me the leave •s requested. space and fund1ng at the College at the t1me the student
w1shes readm1ss•on

A cademic Probation
When a matnculated student's cumulative 1ndex falls below standard (see page 4 5.
that student 1s placed on academiC probat1on and the fact 1s noted on the permanent
record in the Registrar's off1ce

Academic Standing
Students academic records. probation. grades. academ1c status and cred1ts for graduatiOn are submitted to. recorded and ava1lable from. the Registrar

Advanced Standing
Students requestmg advanced stand•ng cred1t (see page 20) must present a formal application. w1th off1c1al transcnpts from mstltutlons attended. for evaluation and determinatiOn of credit that may be granted A max1mum of 30 cred1ts may be allowed.

Certific ation to Outside Agencies
Students currently m attendance w ho need t o present an off1c1al report of the1r academic
h1story at the College or venl1cat10n of attendance at the College. should obtam a " Work in
Progress" form from the Reg istrar's ol f•ce

Curriculum Change
For any curnculum change. students apply follow1ng the l11ing deadline dates on page

4·6 A curnculum change cannot go mto effect until one semester m the ongmal cho1ce
has been completed These regulat1ons do NOT APP LY to students m the Nurs•ng
Program Students Interested m a cumculum change for the Nursmg Program should apply
to the RegiStrars off•ce for regulat1ons pertam1ng to that curnculum
Students are charged $18 per cred1t for each cred1t course taken 1n excess of four
cred•ts above the number requ1red lor the curnculum degree
The most recent mformat1on on College pol1cy. and all proper forms for a change of cu rriCulum (or change from Evenmg to Day sess10nl are availabl e m the Reg1strar's off1ce

Final Exam inat ions. Conflicts
Students who have a conflict dunng the f1nal exammat1on penod must 1mmed1ately
report to the Registrar's off•ce for ass1gnment to the conflict exam•nat•on room
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Final Examinations, Make- Up
Completed petitions for final make up exammauons must be f•led before deadline dates:
October 1 for 1974 Spring Semester and/ or Summer Sess10n. February 27 for 1974 Fall
Semester (see page 46 for fees)

Grade Reports
The Registrar's office mails grade reports to students at the end of each semester.

Graduation
Candidates for graduat1on must f1le a degree application wh1ch IS available at the
Reg•strar's off1ce. A "C" grade (2 00 index) 1s requ1red (slightly h1gher for students m the
Nursmg Program) Completed applications must be submitted to th1s off1ce before the
deadline dates listed in the Academ1c Calendar (page 4 -6)

Matriculation
Applications for a change in status from non- matnculated to matnculated must be f1led
m the Registrar's off•ce dunng the semester m wh1ch the student fulfills the requ1rements
(see page 4 6)

M atriculation, loss of
When a student's cumulative mdex falls below the acceptable average (see page 45),
that student 1s subJect to loss of matnculauon The Reg1strar's off1ce sends not•f•cat1on to
the student and records the fact on the student's off1c1al permanent record

Military Service
A student who w•thdraws from the College to enter M 11itary Serv1ce should so noufy the
Reg•strar's off1ce

Permit to Attend Other Colleges
A perm1t must be obtained before a rog1stered student may take a course at another
college for wh1ch Kingsborough credit IS to be g1ven The proper form IS available from and
must be approved by the Registrar's off•ce before registration at another college

Program Change
A student who plans to make a program change must f1le an off•c•al form with the
Reg•strar's off1ce Deadl1ne dates for f11ing program changes are 1nd1cated m the Academ•c
Calendar (see page 4-6) There 1s a $5 program change fee for each program change

Readmission to the College
The proper readm•ssion form must be filed 1n the Registrar's off1ce when a student
w•shes to return to Kmgsborough Although readmission is NOT automatic. every
cons1derauon IS g1ven to the request based on the pet1t10ners academ1c stand1ng at the
lime of withdrawal. space ava1lab11ity at the College. funding ava•lab11ity to support add•·
t1onal students Deadline dates for f11ing for readmiss1on are Fall. April 30 Spnng
November 30
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Status Change
Matriculated students who w1sh to change from Day to Evening or Evening to Day must
fill out proper forms in the Registrar's office according to deadline dates noted in the
Academ1c Calendar (see page 4-6}.

Transcripts
The College seal and RegiStrar's s1gnature are on official transcripts. They are not 1ssued
d1rectly to students or Alumni
Official transcripts from other institUtions. presented for evaluation of cred1t or admiSSIOn to Ktngsborough cannot be copied or re1ssued If one is needed. it must be obtained d1rectly from the ISSuing inst1tut1on
Official transcripts of academ1c performance and grades w1ll be sent to other colleges or
to prospective employers on request. Transcrtpts to CUNY and SUNY umts are sent grat1s
There 1s a $2 fee for each transcnpt sent to others At least two weeks must be allowed for
processing transcrtpts

Transfer
Application forms for transfer to CUNY. SUNY, and other colleges are ava1lable in the
Reg1strar's and Counsel1ng Off1ces Students must observe f1hng and deadhne dates tn the
AcademiC Calendar (see page 4-6)

Withdrawal from the College
Students who ftnd it necessary to withdraw from the College must complete and f1le an
official form in the Reg1strar's off1ce (If the student expects to return to Kingsborough at a
future t1me. a ReadmiSSIOn form should be filed at the same t1me.) The date that the
w1dthdrawal form IS filed-NOT the last date of class attendance-IS considered the off1cial
date of Withdrawal from the College. A student who withdraws from the College will
generally be requ1red to pay a $5 fee See Academ1c Calendar (page 4-6) for last days to
withdraw w1thout academ1c penalty

Withdrawal from a Course or Courses
Students who w1thdraw from one or more courses must ab1de by the pol1cy concerning
"W1thdrawal from the College" regulations See Academic Calendar (page 4-6) for
Withdrawal deadltne dates
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DEPARTMENT OF ST UDENT SERVICES
Dean and Chairman
Anthony F. Russo. Professor; B.A.. M.A

Associate Deans

Instructors

Manlyn Chernin. Associate Professor; B.A.. M .A.
Murray S. Plissner. Associate Professor; B.A .. M .A.. Ph.D.

Butler Dowery; B.S.. M .S.
Maier Goldberg; B.A. M.A. M .S.
Marvm Gottfned; B.A. M .A.
R1chard Mahler: B S.. M .A.
Cathy Perea; B A.. M .A. M A

Professors
Michael Newman: B.A .. M .A .. Ph.D
John Petrell1; B.A.. M.A.

Natalie Rubinton: B.A. M S.
Jenmfer Sahim: B.A.. M .S.
Robert Schwartz: B A. Ed M . Ed.D
Dale Wang: A.B .. M .Ed.

Associate Professors
Theresa M . Miller. B.A .. M S.. Ph.D.
Irwin Rosenthal. B A.. M .A.. Ph.D.
Eric Willner; B.A .. M .S.. Ph.D.

Lecturers
Richard Trachtman: B.A. M.S.W .
Anne Winchell : B.A. M .A.

Assistant Professors
Martha Brown: B.S.. M S.W .. M.A.
Uda Munroe Bradford. B.A. M .S W .
Joyce Carter: B.A .. M .A.

A djunct Assistant Professors

Ous Hill: B.S.
Oliver Klapper: B.A. M.A.
(Director. Career Counseling & Placement)
Carmel Kussman: B.A.. M.A.
Muriel Langsam; B.A. M .A .. (Coordinator Child Care Center)
H Desmond Lewis: B.S.. M A.. (Director, Financial Aid)
Paul W . Proctor; B.S.. M.A. Ph.D.
William Rivers; B.S.. M S.W .. (Director, College Discovery)

Emily Aible; B.S.. M .A
Benjamin Greenblatt; B.A.. M .A

Adjunct Lecturers
Ell1ot Benay: B.A. M .A
Norton Brenner; A.B .. A.M. M.S.
Joel Fr1edman: A.A. B A.
Megan Thorn. B.S.
Norman Toback: B.A. M .S.
Clyde Wesley: B.A

Joseph Rogers: B.A. M .S Ed .. S.T. B.
Leon Schein: B.A.. A.M .• Ed. D.
Alfredo Torres: B.S.. M S.. PhD

The Department of Student Services 1s dedicated to ass1stmg students achieve selfunderstanding and direction to help them develop their maximum educational. social and
personal potential. The Department cooperates in the finest mtellectual tra1mng within a
framework designed to h1ghlight individual growth.
To aid students in their adjustment to the College community and toward the realizatiOn
of their life and career goals during and beyond college. the Department offers a w1de variety of sen11ces
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Academic Planning and Orientation
All new Kingsborough students are required to attend counseling conferences during
their first year. An Orientation Conference held prior to registration. gives students an Opportunity to learn about curricular. co-curricu lar. extra-curricular offerings and to meet one
another. student government leaders. members of Administration. the Department. Coun seling and Instructional staffs. Based on curriculum choice. freshmen are then divided into
small groups for discussion and assistance from counselors. faculty advisors; peer advisors
and student aides on academic requirements and course choices.

Counseling Services
Every Kingsborough student is assigned to a specific counselor who is available to
evaluate progress. offer academic advice. discuss vocational. personal or soc1al concerns
and problems. The required counseling conferences between counselors and new students
held during the first year include an initial meeting. a mid-semester evaluation conference
for advance program planning. and a second semester summary conference to consider
goals and achievements and how well they were met.

Career Counseling and Placement
Vocational counseling. career opportunities and occupational information is made
available to all incoming freshmen. current students and Kmgsborough's Alumni. The office. Room T535. ext. 350. also serves as a centra l clearing house for off-campus part-andfull-time employment opportuntties. "Career Day" meetings are arranged on campus so
students can meet with corporation and business representatives for first- hand information
on future employment Opportunities.

Freshman Information- Counseling
All freshmen are required to take specified English Courses. Early in the term. counselors
visit those English classes and give new students an additional or ientat1on session. Subjects that are discussed concerning the college. include policies and procedures; the importance of knowing and meeting deadline dates: the advantages of pre-registration : the
college's financial aid programs. special services offered. etc. These classroom sessions
also make possible immediate follow-up with any specific problems students face.

Referral Counseling Services
Students who require intensive help with individual problems can receive professional
specialized counselmg wh ich is given on a strictly confidential basis. Where protracted or
particular help 1s required . referrals are made to appropriate experts on campus. or in community resources or agencies.

Transfer Counseling
Students' personal counselors explain and interpret transfer policies particularly as they
relate to City University which guarantees that all CUNY Community College graduates be
admitted to CUNY senior colleges (see page 49). College acceptance policies which require that certain conditions be met. are carefully spelled out in the Kingsborough Student
Handbook. in various publications and in matenals published by CUNY. SUNY. and other
public and private senior and professional colleges and un1versities.

Course Offering
OR 11

EFFECTIVE STUDY
1 hr. 1 cr.
Fall or Spring
Small group discussion techniques are the basis f or a course geared to help incoming
freshmen meet typical problems encountered in college. The specific areas covered include
study skills and habits. learning problems. career and program planning. col lege resources.
adjustment to college life . and related problems
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Educational and Vocational Testing
As an outgrowth of student counselor-consultation testing for areas to be evaluated are
selected. Testing and evaluation of vocational interests. academic skills. specialized
abilit1es. aptitudes and other factors assist students w ith their educational and vocational
plans.

Outreach
The purpose of this community mental health orientation program IS to present preventive and remed1al services which can actively and positively assist students and faculty.
Among the programs available to achieve these goals are· Human Communications
Workshop; Direct Involvement Program; Drug Education Counseling; Family Planning and
Health Referral Center; Veterans Counseling; Textbook Reserve Library where copies
of each textbook used in courses offered at Kingsborough are available for study

College Discovery
The College Discovery Program was designed to assist econom1cally and academ1cally
disadvantaged students with good potential to succeed in college. Under the sponsorship
of The City University of New York. College D1scovery students receive financ1al assistance.
specialized counseling. tutorial and remedial serv1ces. Students are accepted into the
program through the University's Applicat ion Processing Center (see page 19).
The success of the program at Kingsborough Community College has been notable. A
recent survey indicated that more than 90% of this program's graduates have continued at
senior colleges to earn advanced degrees. In the Fall. 1973 semester. twenty-two College
Discovery students made the Dean's List and forty-nine. who earned a 3.0 mdex or better.
were on the College Discovery Commendation list.
The College Discovery Program (Room T-236, ext. 206). at Kingsborough. is within the
Student Services Department.

Co- Curricular Activities
The Student Services Department's co-curricular activities program was designed to
enrich students' total college experience. These activities make possible. contact with individuals of diverse backgrounds and interests 1n a vanety of cultura l and social activities; the
development of talents. leadership. a sense of responsibility and an opportunity to serve
the College and the communit y.
Organized and administered by students. with faculty adv1sors assistance. the activities
are academic. cultural. educational and social Included are team sports and athletics. dramatics. special interest groups. social groups. a radio station. newspaper and yearbook.
Students and faculty work together so that both groups m ay exercise decision-making
roles in the areas of college governance. discipline. etc. Such opportunities are available on
the College Council. t he Kingsborough Community College Associa tion and the FacultyStudent Committee on Student D iscipline.
These are six student government counCilS. each representing a different curriculu m
area (business; evening studies; humanities; mathemat1cs; public and health services. and
social science).
The program includes the Campus Day Care Center where children of Kingsborough
students are professionally cared for while their p arents attend classes nearby. Funded by
the K ingsborough Community College Association. the faci lity is under the direction of and
administered by Kingsborough students-p arents Co-ordinator of the Center is Assistant
Professor. Muriel Langsam.
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Financial Aid
Fmanc1al ass1stance IS available to students through programs adm1n1stered by the
College or by outs1de agenc1es The a1m of these programs 1s to assure that no quallf1ed
student IS den1ed the opportumty for h1gher education because of a need for supplementary f1nanc1al ass1stance
Applicants for admiSSIOn. and students already enrolled 1n the College who are c1t1zens
or permanent Un1ted States res1dents. are inv1ted to meet w1th a Fmanc1al A1d counselor to
determme ellg1b1llty and type of ass1stance
F1nancial a1d programs currently available 1nclude.
I

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS
New York State Regents Scholarships- Based on competitive exammat1on results
- $250 to 5350 a year. depend1ng on fam1ly mcome.
2. Agency Scholarshtps - Kmgsborough students may be el1g1ble for scholarship
aSSIStance provided by various rellg1ous. fraternal and commumty agenc1es.
business and industnal f1rms
3
Supplementary Educational Opportumty Grants - Federal funds are allocated for

4

grants to f1nanc1ally needy and educationally deserv1ng students under the
H1gher Education Act of 1965 Amounts of from $300 to $1.000 depend on
need. fam1ly ability to contribute and ava1labillty of funds ThiS grant cannot
exceed one-half of the total financ1al a1d ..package.. prepared for a student.
Nursing Scholarshtp Program Under the Health Manpower Act of 1968. allocation of Federal funds are l1m1ted to full-lime students m the Nursmg program
who have exceptional fmanc1al need and require such aSSIStance to pursue the
course of study The max1mum Nurs1ng scholarship a student may rece1ve for any
12-month penod may not exceed $1 500 or the amount needed. whichever is
lesser
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II

LOANS
Nat1onal D~rect Student Loans· Prov1ded under the National Defense Education
Act - these loans. m amounts up to $1 .000 per year are ava1lable to ellg1ble
students No payment 1S requ1red during the student's attendance at college Repayment, at an annual mterest rate of 3%. starts nme months after graduation or
termmauon. and may be extended over a ten-year penod. depend1ng on the
amount borrowed Up to 50% or the 1ndebtedness may be cancelled for students
who enter the teachmg profeSSIOn for a period of f1ve years. Students who teach
for seven years. in areas des1gnated as disadvantaged. may have the entire loan
cancelled.
2

New York H1gher Education Ass1stance Corporat1on Loans loans are ava1lable
through th1s agency for students who are enrolled m degree programs and are
carrymg at least SIX credits per semester. The funds may be borrowed from any
local bank part1c1paung 1n the program The student beg1ns to repay the loan nme
months after educat1on 1s termmated. at an annual1nterest rate of 7% Max1mum
amounts ava1lable range from $750 per semester for f1rst year part-ume
students to $1 .500 a year for f.rst and second-year full-ume students

3

Nursmg Student Loan Fund - these loans are ava1lable to ellg1ble students
enrolled full-t1me in the Nurs1ng program. The maximum amount available to an
1nd1v1dual borrower man academ1c year may not exceed $1,500 or the amount of

4

the student' s need. wh ichever IS lesser Repayment of the loan commences nme
months after graduation or term1nat10n of studies. The annual mterest charged IS
3% Students who accept employment as full -t1me professional nurses m Federal
government des1gnated hospitals may have part of the1r loan Indebtedness cancelled
Kmgsborough Commumty College Emergency Loan Fund - th1s fund enables
students to borrow. for a penod of two weeks. small amounts to meet emergencies such as the cost or books. college supplies. and personal needs

5

Ill

Commercial Loan Programs - many banks. msurance compames and finance corporatiOns lend funds for educational purposes In many cases these loans are
made w1 thout reg ard to financ1al need While mterest ra tes may be relatively
h1gher. such loans may be helpful to those who are not in senous f1nanc1al need
WORK- STUDY PR OGRAM
College Work-Study Program prov1des JObs for students w ho must earn money
wh1le attendmg college Students may work an average of 15 hours a week
wh1le they attend classes and up to 40 hours a week dunng vacat1on penods
Students are pa1d from $2.00 to S2 75 an hour and are employed on -campus or
m approved off-campus pOSitiOns To qualify for the Work-Study Program. an ap·
pllcant must have been accepted as a full lime student.

IV

GENERAL IN FORMATION
Prospect1ve students may apply for fmanc1al aid, w hen the.r adm1ss1ons
acceptance form is f1led. Applications are ava1lable at the h1gh school or
Kmgsborough's Financial Aid off1ce • Room T 7 107. ext. 231 .
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Members of the Admm•stratlon and the faculty dev•sed and operate a number of far
reach•ng " Spec1al Programs" to help and benef1t Kingsborough students. To ass•st the
general college populat•on and serve some spec1f1c members a vanety of spec•al•zcd pro
grams are ava1lable

Cuny Baccalaureat e Degree Program
See page 16 Dr Julio Hernandez-M1yares of the Kmgsborouqh faculty 1s ava•lablc on
campus. 1n Room T-4141. ext 435. for adv•ce and additional mformation concern1ng the
program

Cuny Study Abroad Program
See page 17 Dr C Fredenck Stoerker of the Kmgsborough faculty IS the College's
representative on the CUNY Adv1sory Committee for th1s program He 1s ava•lablc on
campus. 1n Room R-255. ext 461. for adv1ce and additional mformauon concerning the
program

The Computer Center
Howard Rezmkoff. D~rector. B B A
Dav1d Berger. Assistant Director. B.A. M.B.A
The K•ngsborough Commumty College Computer Center. located 1n the T-1 bUIIdmg.
serves students mvolved •n computer science and data processmg faculty engaged m rc
search. and admm•strauve departments reqUJnng data processmg support The equ•pment
mcludes an IBM 360:30. Un1t Record equipment and keypunch machines lmmed•ate
plans for expans10n mclude termmals which Will lmk Kmgsborough w•th an IBM 370/ 16B
at the CUNY Central Computmg Fac1l1ty. Th1s w1ll upgrade KCC's computing power
and w1ll make the very latest m computmg equ1pment ava1lable to students and faculty
The Computer Center •s under the Junsd•ct•on of the Dean of Instructional Serv1ces

Cultural Affairs
Profess•onal entcrtamment and "name" personalities are brought to the College campus
dunng the entire school year. Students. faculty and community members are g•ven the opportumty to sec. hear and par11c1pate in many different art forms at nommal fees •n an
eas•ly access•ble. modern center The presentations mclude a Perform10g Arts Festival.
Children's theatre. concerts. dance. f•lms. lectures. mus1c. mime and plays
Begmners. advanced and professional adults and ch1ld ren may ta ke non cred •t low
tu111on classes •n Mus1c and Dance m a Saturday program Enrolled students can use the~r
talents and express their creativ•ty •n college theatre productions, orchestra. arts festivals.
and 1n co-curncular activities (see page 31 I
Professor Mort1mer Becker IS the D1rector of the Cultural Affa1rs program.
The Office IS 10 Room S 111. ext 440

Freshman Course P lacement
Students who are accepted as matriculants are g1ven "Placement Examinations,"
des1gned for evaluation purposes 10 the v•tally •mportant areas of readmg comprehension
and mathematiCS As a result of the Placement Exammatlon scores. students are ass•gned
to Freshman English and MathematiCS cl asses wh1ch can best meet the1r md•v•dual educational needs and prepare them to successfully complete college requ irements. fulf1ll the•r
career plans and further their educational goals
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Placem ent Exam inati ons
To help students achieve academic success at the College and continued growth 1n and
outside the Kingsborough community. Placement Exammations in the vitally important
areas of mathematics and reading comprehension are given to incoming freshman. To best
meet a student's personal. educational and future professional needs. the examination
scores are used to determine placement levels for assignment to proper Mathematics and
Freshman English courses.
H ealt h Services
All entermg students are required to submit a Health- M edical form to the Health Serv1ce
Office. Room T7118. ext. 2 14 (see page 2 5)
The Health Serv1ces Program begins with a thorough review of the medical exammation
report and the medical history submitted for each entering student. If medical attention is
ind1cated. the College nurse refers students to their own physic1an and recommends
suitable course program adjustment.
Students health records are kept under secure conditions and will be used only by authorized personnel and only for a students benefit
First aid. emergency treatment. educational. prevent ative and advisory services are pro vided. A registered nurse is in attendance whenever classes are m sess1on. Qualified physicians have regular office hours at the College By appointment. students w1th special and
specific health problems may see the doctors.
Any illness or accident incurred during school hours or enroute to the College should be
reported immediately to th is Office.
Health Services is within the Student Services Department and is staffed by J oseph
Beller. M .D .. Sylvia Minor. M .D .. Shirley Bernard. R.N .. Ruth Kahaner. R.N . Lillian Rubin,

R N.
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Institute of Bilingual Stud ies
Since 1970 the lnst1tute of Bilingual Studtes has provtded college-level mstruct1on to
Span1sh speaking high school graduates whose knowledge of English ts llm1ted Students
1n this program take credtt granting college courses m Span~sh wh1le they learn to speak.
read and wnte fluent English
The program's objectives tnclude prov1d1ng opportunities for post secondary education
to Span~sh speakmg New Yorkers; offenng them 1nstruct1on to further the1r educational
goals. 1ncreasmg their ab1llty to funct1on comfortably wtth in thts soctet y's framework . en couragmg apprec1at1on of their nattve language and culture. stressmg the importance of
mamtammg a vtable tdentlty w1th1n the Puerto R1can. or other Span~sh m1nonty. communttles 1n New York.
The success of th1s program ts cv1denced by the fact that 100% of th1s program's
graduates have contmued for further un~versity education and several are about to receive
then M A degree
The Institute of Btllngual Studies IS part of the Department of Behavtoral Sc1ences and
Human Serv1ces Assoc1ate Professor Benjamin Pacheco ts the Dtrec tor (Room S127. ext.
356)

Institu te f or Public Service
Smce 1970. the K1ngsborough Institute for Public Servtce has pursued liS goal of
education and service for the College and th e community by makmg it possible for the
ent1re college populauon to take an act1ve part 1n soctal. economic. public servtce and
political acuon proJects KIPS is mvolved tn the development of selected credtt courses
which add off campus servtce to formal on-campus tra1n1ng Workshops are developed on
t1mely toptcs of major campus Interest and a channel 1s provtded for campus and com
munity to work on shared problems KIPS compiles Information. edits and diStributes the
Ktngsborough Community Resources Handbook Dtrect or of the KIPS program 1s Professor
C Fredenck Stoerker (Room T255. ext 4 611

Instructional Resources Center
The InstructiOnal Resources Center IS a multi-faceted educational resource wh1ch offers
a variety of non-pnnt matcnals and medta servtces Among the matenals ava1lable are motion p1ctures. audto and v1deo tapes. slides. filmstnps. phonograph records and dictation
dtscs. The Center. in Room T7 101. ext 3 71 . mamtatns a complete tel evtston facility.
aud•o stud1o for tape lessons and programs for playback and remedial use. graphic arts
and photographic servtces A professional media ltbranan ts avatlable for reference servtce
throughout the academtc year. A new Learning Lab provides audto and video playback
factlit1es for facu lty and students on a ..wa lk-m" basts (Room T71 01. ext 371 ). The
Center IS w 11h1n the junsd1ct1on of the Dean of InstruCtiOnal Serv1ces Director of the Center
ts Jack Ph1lhps; B.A.. M A Staff mcludes Susan Schuster ; B.A. M A. M .l.S. Peter J . Utz.
BS MEd.CAG.S . EdD

Institute of Tutorial Services
In small group sett1ngs. tu toring is made avatlable to Day and Even~ng Sess1on students
Students who feel they could benefit from these serv1ces are 1nv1ted to apply tn the Institute's ofhce. Room T 201 . ext 361. for tutonng mall academtc and busmess areas. Dt
rector of the serv1ce 1s Naom1 Glanzrock. B A.
The InStitute of Tutorial Services IS admm1stered by the Dean of Instruct ional Serv tces.
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LIBRARY
Chairman
Gordon A. Rowell . Professor; B.A.. B.S . M A .

Associate Professors
John Clune; A.B . M L S .• M.A.
Florence Houser B A B.S.• M .A.
Sharad Karkhams D1ploma Bombay L1brary Assoc1a11on. lnd1a B A . M l. S . M .A
Adele Schneider B.A M L S . M A

Assistant Professors
Colendge Orr; B A . M A .. M l.S.
Angelo Tnp1cch10, 8 A . M .LS

Instructors
Anna Brady. B A M L S
Frances Eagon B A . M S
The Kmgsborough L1brary 1s a major learnmg resources fac11ity prov1d1ng a nch vanety of
materials and services to support the curnculum. meet information needs. assist in study
and research. and Stimulate cultural development Its h1gh-quality collection mcludes
more than 57,000 carefully selected books subscnpt1ons to over 400 magazmes and
JOurnals. more than 4.000 bound periodicals and over 4 .000 m1crof1lms. Add1t1onal
resources mclude 3.000 pamphlets. government documents. career bnefs. and spec1al
collections of maps and college catalogs Profess1onallibranans offer reference service and
md1v1dual teaching ass1stance for the full ut1l1zat1on of all library resources
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SPORTS
lntramurals
The 1ntramural act1v1t1es program. geared to promote a w1de vanet y of mterests and
sk1lls IS under the ausp1ces of the Health Phys1cal Educat1on and Recreation Department
As part of the Phys1cal Educat1on program. 11 IS a v1tal college act1v1ty All levels of com
petition are provided to sausfy those who part1c1pate 1n the sports program.
The program cons1sts of team tournaments. club programs. special events and recreational act1v111es Areas for part1c1pat1on mclude archery one-on one basketball 5 man bas
ketball. cychng. fenc1ng modern and folk dance. gymnast1cs. karate saihng sknng. softball
soccer, team football. co·ed bowlmg. tenn1s. volleyball. and general vaned recreatiOn
services

Athletics
The Athletic Program IS renown 1n the northeastern part of the Un1ted States. offering
men and women a w 1de range of opportun1t1es for part1c1pauon 1n va nous areas of sport
Emphasis 1s placed upon promotmg enJOyment. fitness skill development. knowledge. and
sportsmanlike competitiOn Male vars1ty team programs funct1on 1n the areas of baseball
basketball, bowhng. cross country. golf soccer, tenms. track and held. and wrestling For
women, the grow mg program mcludes tennis. power volleyball vars1ty teams: basketball.
bowhng. cheerleading
The women's program 1s sanctioned by the National Assoc1at1on of Intercollegiate
Athlet iCS for Women (N A I A W )
The men·s program IS sanctioned by the M etropolitan Commumty College Athletic
Conference (MCCAC) the local conference. and by the National J unior College AthletiC
Association (NJCAA) on a regional. d1stnct. and national bas1s K~ngsborough IS a member
of Reg1on XV D1stnct 1 of the NJCAA
There are 22 reg1ons and 8 more encompass1ng d1str1cts geographiCally w1th1n the
NJCAA V1ctor~ous teams 1n the Reg1onal structure compete aga1nst each other to de
term10e DIStriCt champ1ons in each sport The 8 01stnct champions in turn compe te for National titles
Dnector of the program IS Assoc1ate Professor Ronald H. Gerwm
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EVENING STUDIE S
Fred B Malamet. B A. M A
ASSIStant Dean of Faculty for Evenmg Stud1es. Continumg EducatiOn and Summer
Sess1on
Mart1n Schram. B B A.• M B.A
Ass1stant to the Dean of Faculty for Evemng Studies. Contmumg Education and Summer Sess10n
The Evemng Stud1es Program IS an 1mportant element 1n the Kmgsborough educational framework College-level study IS offered to members of the commu mty eager
for the opportumty and able to meet college requirements Students may choose to
take part or full -time programs in subjects that are fundamental to degree programs as well
as t o professional and personal self Improvement programs As not all degree programs
can be realized by attend1ng Evemnq Sess1on courses. prospective students should consult
members of the Evening Stud1es off1ce - Room T7211. ext 331-as to the degree programs offered
The courses presented by the Evemng Stud,es program serve
1 Students who are unable to. or do not w1sh t o. attend Day Sess1on
2. Adults from the busmess commun1ty who requ~re credit courses for career advancement;
Adults interested tn college courses for self-Improvement. 1ntellectval st1mulat1on
3
4.
5

and cultural pursUitS;
Super C1tizens. 65 years of age and over. who desire further education on a tu1t1on·
free basis (see page 17);
Prospective degree cand1dates who are mehg1ble as Day Sess1on matnculants
These students may be accepted by the Evenmg Sess1on as non matnculants.
al by sat1sfymg change of curnculum reqUirements (see page 4 61 these students
b)
c)

can matnculate and become degree candidates.
by meet1ng deadline dates for f1hng (see page 19).
by f1llng an official copy of h1gh schooltranscnpt. diploma or G E D score m the
Reg1strar's off1ce.

'Note Exceptions :
Does NOT apply to students interested

1n the AAS. degree programs for Nursing. Child
Care/Early Childhood Educat1on. Commun1ty M ental Health Assistant. Recreation
Leadersh1p or 1n the AS degree programs 1n F1ne Arts. Music and Theatre Arts These cur·
ncula are offered only in Day Sess1on Evenmg Students who w1sh to pursue these stud•es
must first matnculate 1nto an Evemng Sess1on curnculu m. To make the change. students
must consult with an Evening Sess1on counselor or the Head of the Department to obta1n
adv1ce concernmg necessary course work
All Evenmg students should consult w1th an adv1sor to assure that courses fulf1ll requirements for matnculat•on or degree
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
The Contmumg Education Program was designed to meet spec11ic commun1ty needs and
1nd1v1dual mterests
Non·cred1t courses. for self-Improvement and express1on. 1nclude areas such as
sculpture. painttng. photography. yoga. mcome tax preparat1on. psychology. and music.
Spec1al courses are offered to help fill the cr111cal shortages of sk1lled personnel such as
preparmg supermarket management personnel and employees '"other areas as needs are
1nd1cated
Cont1nu1ng Education courses do not necessanly coinc1de with the regular academic
schedule On request. to meet demonstrated needs and interests. they can be presented
off campus

SUMMER SESSION
The Summer Sess1ons s1x-week day and evenmg classes were des1gned to accommodate·
K1ngsborough students who need addittonal cred1ts to graduate on schedule;
non· matnculated students
1ncom1ng freshmen who want advanced standtng;
students eager to earn add1t1onal cred1ts by taking more elect1ve courses:
v1s1t1ng students enrolled tn other col leges and un1vers1t1es
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MATRICULATION
Matnculants are those students who attend the College for the purpose of pursu1ng a
degree program in a spec1fic curnculum
Day Session matriculated students must enroll m a program of study conSISting of at
least 12 contact hours • per week to ma1nta1n matnculat1on after the f1rst semester at
Kingsborough Under certam condit1ons and ONLY AFTER d1scussion w1th an ass1gned
counselor may a student have the program reduced to nme contact hours Less than that
amount w1l result 1n loss of matnculated status at the end of the semester
Evenrng Sess1on matriculated students must complete a mm1mum of three cred1ts
dunng each academiC year 1n order to mamtain matnculated status at the College
Cand1dates for graduat1on who reqUire less than the prescnbed mm•mum are exempt
from th1s pol1cy
Students who do not mamtam satisfactory mdexes as outlmed in the sl1dmg probatiOn
scale policy will be sub1ect to loss of matnculation (see page 45)
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CHANGE IN STAT U S
All non matnculated students must meet the follow1ng common cntena m order to change
from non-matnculated to matriculated status.
am1n1mumof
9-1 1 cred1ts w1th a 3 0 (BJ •ndex
or
12 or more cred1ts w1th a 2 0 (C) index
II
Ill

all cred1ts for matnculatlon to be counted 1n the cumulat1ve index must be com pleted at Kmgsborough
il mtmmum of three speclfted courses must be completed The cho1ce depends upon
the c1rriculum mto which matnculat1on 1s planned

The spec1f1ed courses must include
1 complet1on of English 1 2 or on eqUivalent;
2. a Mathematics or Sc1ence course; ·
3
a cho1ce among courses wh1ch w•ll meet the curnculum major requ1rements ; •
• Students should consult w1th an adv•sor concernrng these cho1ces
V an off1c1al copy of h1gh school transcnpt or d1ploma or G ED score must be on file w1th
the Reg1strar
Applications for matnculatlon must be f1led w1th the Reg1strar's Off1ce dunng the semester
that the requ~rements are fulfilled See pages 4-6 for hlmg dates

IV.
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Standard Grades
At the end of a semester students receive an official grade for each course. This becomes part of the permanent record . The standard grades are:
Percentage
Level of
Equivalent
Achievement
Grade
Excellent
90- 100
A
80-89
Good
B
70 -7 9
Fair or Average
c
60- 69
Below Average
0
but Passmg
Below 60
Failure
F
Withdrawal (Without Penalty)
w
W ithdrawal (With Failure)
WF
No Credit
NC '
(Courses failed in the first semester)
Incomplete (Changed to an 'T' if
INC
not removed within six months
by fulfilling Instructor's course requirements)

Point
Va lue

4

3
2

0
0
0
0

• Onty •nc.om•og freshmen. w ho do not ach•eve a pass•ng grade'" a course taken dvung I heAt first semes1er are as~-gned a NC grad• by

the

ln-;tntcto r

NOTE:

Grades cannot be altered by repeating a course. Students may register for a
course only if they received an " F" . " W " . "WF" or "NC" grade.

Grade Point Index
The Grade Point Index is obtained by multiplying the grade points by the number of
credits for the course. then totaling the grade points and dividing by total credits. For
Example·
Course

Grade

Point Value

Credits

English
French

A

Music
PhySICS
History

c

4
1
2
3

3
3
2
5
3

0
B
F

0
Tot al

Grade Point Index (34 divided by 16)

16

Grade Point
(Points x Credits)
12
3
4
15

0
Grade Point 34
Total

= 2. 125 or just above "C" average.
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Grades. Change of
Students may request rev1ew of a final grade no later than the end of the semester
following that m wh1ch the grade was given
Special requests and petitions relating to academ1c standing should be addressed to the
Chairman of the Comm1ttee on Admiss1ons and Academ1c Standing.

Honors
Students who complete 15 credits 1n a semester w1th a "B" index (3 0) are elig1ble for
the Dean's L1st for the semester in which the supenor record 1s achieved Attainment of the
Dean's List becomes a part of the student's permanent record and appears on all
transcnpts.
Eligibility for the Dean's List IS open to matriculated students carrying programs of not
less than 1 5 credits.

Honor Societies
MU ALPHA THETA
Jumor College Honor Mathematics Society
Sponsored by the Mathematical Assoc1at1on of Amenca. membership IS open to
students who have completed six credits or more in mathematics. have maintained at
least a "B" mdex in that diSCipline. and rece1ve the recommendation of the MathematiCS
Department Faculty
PHI THETA KAPPA
National Junior College Honor Society
Soc1ety members are selected based on the excellence of the1r academic performance.
Students who completed 45 credits or more. with at least 30 of them in residence at
Kingsborough. and have earned a cumulative index of 3.7 or higher. are 1nvited to jom
the Society.

M id-term Reports
Mid-term reports are provided by Instructors but are not entered on the permanent
record.

WITHDRAWAL FROM COLLEG E
Students who contemplate such act1on should first discuss the matter w1th a counselor
to see if alternatives are pOSSible and adv1sable. If 11 is necessary, proper forms must be
filed with the Registrar's Office (See page 25)

WITHDRAWAL FROM A COURS E
After consultation with a counselor and before such action 1s taken, the proper forms
must be filed with the Registrar's Office (See page 25). The date that a change of program
or withdrawal form is filed with the College-not the last date of class attendance- Is
considered the off1c1al date of withdrawal from the course.
Official withdrawal from courses by the end of the e1ghth week of classes receives a "W"
(Withdrawal Without Penalty) grade regardless of whether the student is passing or failing
at the time of withdrawal.
Offic1al Withdra w al after the e1ghth week of classes receives a grade of either:
"W" (Withdrawal Without Penalty) if the student is passing at the time of withdrawal or,
"WF" (Withdrawal W ith Failure) 1f the student is failing at the time of withdrawal
The determination of grades for students who withdraw from courses IS made by the
Instructor. Students should check academic calendar. page 4-6 for Withdraw al deadlines.
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Graduation with any of the degrees offered requires a minimum "C" average which is a
2.0 mdex.
Students initially matnculated for the Associate in Arts (A.A.) degree must successfully
complete a minimum of 64 credits. divided into three basic categories: (1) Required
courses which all students must take; (2) Group requirements. limited course choices
within five general areas; (3) Free electives which students may choose from the entire
r ange of course offerings.
Required courses of 12 to 18 credits are in English. Health Education and Phystcal
Educatton. Eight or ten credits of English are required depending on the results of the incoming " Placement Examination" given pnor to the start of the first semester. Corrective
speech and/ or remedial mathematics may be required.
Group requirements of 35 credits are chosen from the Performing and Visual Arts. Language • and Literature. Social Science. Behavtoral Science. and M athematics and Science.
The chotces serve as a foundation for future academic studies and depend upon background. interests. area of specialtzatton. and future career goals.
The free electives. 11-17 credits. may be chosen from groups already mentioned or from
any other courses offered at the College.
· Emenng freshmen who w•sh to contlflue w1th the fofe•gn language 5tudJed in h•gh school must take the M LA Pfacement Exdm•nattOn
Plaoement recommendattOns are g•ven to students by the Department of Fore1gn languages

Students initially matnculated for the Associate tn Science (A.S.) degree or Associate in
Applied Sctence (AAS.) degree must successfully complete the number of credits specifically required for that degree. These credtts are divtded into four basic categories: ( 1) Required courses; (2) Group requirements; (3) Free electives; (4) Department or curriculum
requirements .
The Department or curriculum requirements are those courses which students must successfully complete in the chosen area of specialization. such as: Nursing; Recreation:

Chemistry: Biology.
A detailed statement of all A.S and A.A S. degree requirements for students inttially matriculated as of the fall 1973 semester are in the Degree Programs section of the catalog.
In all the degree programs. Students matriculating from September 1971 through February 1973 should see the 1973 catalog for detailed credit and course requirements.
Students initially matriculated before the Fall 1971 should refer to the 1970-71 cata log
for credit and course requirements.
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TRANSFER TO SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Cuny Transfer Policies
for Graduates
A K1ngsborough graduate who earned any one of the three degrees (A A. AS . AAS) 1s
guaranteed
1 adm1ssion to a CUNY senior college (usually. but not always. the

f~rst

cho1ce);

2

that there w1ll be no requ1rement to make up h1gh school def1C1enc1es.
3 transfer of a m1n1mum of 64 cred1ts to the admitting senior col lege.
4 . that 11 w111 not be necessary. under ord1nary cond1t1ons. to earn more than the 128
cred1ts usually needed to earn a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree
Some add1t1onal cred1ts may be requ~red 1f the maJOr f1eld has been changed or 1f
prerequ1s1tes are lackmg for that maJOr
If a student who earned an A A S degree at Kmgsborough makes a change m the sen1or
college mto a program 1nd1rectly related to the former major. or 1nto a L1beral Arts program.
the new ma1or department w1ll evaluate the academ1c background and will then plan a
prescribed program of 60 to 70 cred1ts

fo r Non Graduates
Students who w1sh to transfer before earr11ng thetr degree must meet certa1n reqUirements They should consult w1th thetr counselor or the Admiss1ons Off1ce of the CUNY
unit they w1sh to enter

Suny Transfer Policy
Kmgsborough graduates are considered for entrance mto upper diVISIOn un1ts and are
usually accepted though not necessarily 1nto the college of the1r first chooce

Private College Transfer Policies
Interested students should check on available literature at Kmgsborough. obtam Information from the college they w1sh to attend, and check w1th thetr counselor
Students considenng transfer should also see pages 19 and 20 for other mformation and
application deadline dates
Students on all programs follow courses of study des1gned to prov1de a sound general
educatiOn and a carefu ly developed program of occupational or pre -profess1onal
education
The courses to be taken are d1vlded among
Requ1red. (wh1ch all students take I .
l
2
3

Group. (students have limited course cho1ces w1thm f1ve general areas),
Free Elect1ves (students make the1r chOices from among the ent~re range of
course offermgs)

It 1s Important that students plan the1r stud1es each semester by giVmg careful attentiOn
to the requirements of the individual deqreo program. and of the sen1or college being
cons1dered for transfer Student Serv1ces Counselors are ava1lable w1th advice, ass1stance.
gu1dance and 1nformat1on (see page 301
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I NDEPENDENT STUDY
The College offers Independent Study Courses in almost every area of study. They are
designated by the numbers 81 immediately following course code letters. They must be
compatible with the intent and objectives of the course and may be given as seminars.
workshops and individual and/ or group research.
Successful completion of ''81" courses requires from 1 to 3 hours per week and earns
from 1 to 3 credits. Enrollment IS limited to upper freshmen and sophomore students who
have:
overaii"B" index in the subject area:
approval from the Department Chairpman.
Students pursuing Independent Study courses will NOT be allowed to take more than 6
credits in an area and NOT total more than 12 credits in Independent Study.
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DEGREE PROGRAMS
It es assumed that every student entenng Kengsborough Communety College is commit·
ted to takeng full advantage of the opportunetles proveded for a quality educauon
In setteng forth the guedellnes for those seek eng the Assoceate en Arts {A A ) degree.
Associated 10 Sceence {AS.) degree. and Assoceate 10 Applied Sceence {A AS) degree. the
College IS concerned weth helpeng to mark the road toward a college expenence that will
help students set a ferm foundateon upon w hech they well bueld theer future careers.

The Associate in Arts (A . A .) degree
Th1s program IS partiCularly des1gned for students who enter w1th def1n1te plans to
continue theer stud1es at a four-year college It IS awarded upon satisfactory completion of
requered cred1ts for l1beral Arts

The Associate in Science (A.S.) degree
These programs are especeally appropriate for students who enter uncertaen concern1ng
theer future plans. not sure if they well wesh to or be able to continue for advanced degrees
or w1ll prefer to go into work-world emmed1ately after graduation For th1s group the programs offered enclude B1ology. Chemistry. Computer Sc1ence. F1ne Arts. Mathematics.
Mus1c. Phys1cs. Pre-Physecal Therapy. Speech and Theatre Arts

The A ssociate in Applied Science (A.A.S.) degree
These programs are for students who wesh career llex1b111ty so that they can. ef they w1sh.
enter the work world on a seme profess1onallevel immediately after graduation or cont1nue
for further education.
The Career programs offered include Accounting: Business Admin1strat1on ; Ch1ld Care/
Early Ch1ldhood Educat1on. Cev1l and Publtc Admen1strat1on . Community Mental Health
Assis t ant. Data Process1ng . Nurseng; Recrea t1on leadershep: Retail Bus1ness
Management. w1th an option 1n Supermarket M anageng. Secretanal Science w1th the
Executive. legal. MediCal or School Secretary opt1ons
In all the degree programs a student must have earned at least a "C" 10dex and have
fulf1lled all requirements to be cert1f1ed for the degree

The A ssociate in Arts (A.A.) degree
Students are exposed to the human1t1es. soceal sc1ences. natural sceences and
mathematiCS The objectives are s1milar to the prescribed courses frequently found in the
f~rst two years of baccalaureate liberal arts programs Attenteon IS focused on advanced
and speCialized courses of interest and concern
Students who plan to contenue for a bachelor's degree 1n a seneor college f1nd that theer
AA. degree serves as the ferst two years of the four year degree program Prov1s1ons for
smooth transfer between 2· and 4 -year CUNY. SUNY and many pr1vate colleges are en ef·
fect {see page 30)
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Liberal Arts
(A)

64

A.A. DEGREE-Total Credits Requ1red
COLLEGE Required Courses ( 12 to 18 credits)
I English 12 and English 22
or. (depending on requ~red Placement Examination score)

8 credits

English 13 and English 23 10 credits
Health Education 11
Phys1cal Education (2 courses)
Correct1ve Speech (if assiqned) 3 credits
Mathematics 05 (assignment to this course depends
on required Placement Exammat1on score) 1 cred1t
GROUP Requ1red Courses
I. Performing and V1sual Arts
(excluding
Art & M usic Studio Courses
II
Ill
IV.
V

(B)

Theatre Production & Techn1que
In 2 subject areas
for a mm1mum of

II

Ill.

2 credits
2 credits

35 credits

.. • . . 6 credits

Art
MUSIC
Speech
Theatre Arts
language & l1terature

..

In 2 subje&.t..areas
for a m 1n1mum of

. . 6 cred its

Foreign language ·
Literature
Philosophy
Social Sc1ence
For min1mum of . . . . . . . . . . 6 credits
Econom1cs
HISt ory
Pollucal Sc1ence

tEntertng freshman w ho w•sh lO COI'UIIlUt tne fOf'eJ!Qn ll l"flu &ge stud..ct 10 h.gh sch~ mo~u take l he M t.A PlaGemenl h 4 mU\IttOO

Pla..;.emern reconvn•f'l(fou C"tonS • • g..,." bv 1he FOJtiiQn U•"Quag~ Oeplftmef'lt

IV

Behav1oral Sc1ences
In 2 subject areas
for a m1n1mum of

V.

.. 6 credits

Anthropology
Psychology
SOCIOlogy
Mathematics and Sc1ence
In 2 or more subject areas
for a mm1mum of . . . .

. . 11 cred1ts

Biological Sc1ence
Mathematics & Compu ter Science

(C)

PhySICS
Chem1stry
Earth Science
Free Electives
for a m1mmum of

•. .•.. 11 to 17
credits

Chosen from any area of study offered at the College
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The Associate in Science (A.S.) deg ree
These programs are espec1ally des1gned for students who enter college uncertain con·
cern1ng the1r future plans. For those who are unsure w hether they w 1ll wish to, Of be able
to. continue for advanced degrees or. 1f their preference w ill be to go into the work-world
1mmed1ately after graduation. the programs offered mclude B1ology. Chem1stry, Computer
Science. Mathematics, Physics, Pre-Physical Therapy. F1ne Arts. Mus1c, Theatre Arts.
A student must earn at least a " C" 1ndex and have fulf1lled all degree requirements to be
certified for the A S degree.

Graduation Course Requirements •
Associate in Science (A .S.) Degree Programs
Biology. Chemistry, Computer Sc1ence. M athem atiCS, PhySICS and Pre·Phys1cal Therapy
courses were des1gned for students who mtend to pursue a Bachelor's degree with spe·
c1ahzat1on 1n mathematics or the sc1ences. Introductory sc1ence laboratory courses and a
ground1ng m mathematics form the core of these programs. They prov1de a sound foun·
dat1on and perm1t students opportumt1es for exploration and hm1ted spec1ahzat1on 1n their
maJOr field. The perfect foundatiOn is set after graduation for transfer to a four-year college
Of for acceptmg a pos1t1on m the f1eld of their choice

-
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.

Biology
Requtrements
Course Descriptions

Page 58
Page 105-1 06

Requtrements

Page 59

Chemistry
Course Descripttons
Computer Science
Requtrements
Course Descriptions
Mathematics

Page 172- 173

Requirements
Course Descriptions

Page 61
Page 1 56 - 164

Requtrements
Course Descnptions
Pre- Physical Therapy

Page 62
Page 175- 176

Requtrements
Course Descriptions

Page 63
Page 105- 164

Page 60
Page 162

Physics
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In addttt on to fulfilling course reqUirement s specified by the Department tn which the
m a1or tS bemg pursued (see followmg pages). ALL AS degree student s maJortng m a
M athemattcs or Sctence program . MUST fulftll
(A) COLLEGE Requtred Courses
I English 12 and 22
8 cred tts
or. (dependmg on Placement Exammatton score)
Engltsh 13 and 23 10 credtts
II
Ill
IV
(B)

Health Educatton 11
Physical Educatton (2 courses)
Correcttve Speech (if asstgned) 3 credtts

2 credtts
2 credtts

GROUP Requtred Courses
I
Performing and Visual Arts
(excludmg Art & Mustc Studto courses.
Theatre Produ ction & Techntque courses )

3 credtts

Art
MUSIC

II

Ill

IV

V

Speech
Theatre Arts
Language and Ltterature

3 credits

Foreign Languaget
Literature
Phtlosophy
Soctal Sctence
Economtcs
Htstory
Political Science
Behavtoral Sctences
Anthropology

3 credtts

3 credtts

Psychology
Sociology
Mathematics and Sctence
Btological Sctence
Mathematics and Computer Sctence
Phystcal Sctence

1fnltrlnl

frc 1'\..JI' "'h•l v. h t•' '-••rtt•nu~o. t c t4.)t'ctfn l.iftJU;iJC '~> I loKI~ 1n hl(!h
l'l.u.cmcnt ra;ommcnd .. uon ...uc Fn·cn h\ the I orc•th I un,uart: l">.:r.tnrncrn
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24 credits

~tRM.•I mu~l

101Lc I he \tl \ fti.J'-"'Cm\"rtl I \..lmtn;atl'-'"

Biology
B1olog1cal stud1es open the doors toward understandmg 1nd1v1duals. the env1ronment in
wh1ch they l1ve. and their development from the begmmng of l1fe to genetic changes and
the affects of adverse or benef1c1al cond111ons on llv1ng organisms. A special concentration
m Environmental Sc1ence 1s also offered by th1s Department. Successful attamment of the
64 credus requ1red for graduation m e1ther area prepares students for 1mmed1ate entry mto
the f1eld or for transfer to a semor college for further degrees
BIOLOGY PROGRAM
AS. DEGREE-Total Cred1ts Required
64
(A)
(C)

COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Required Courses (page 57)
DEPARTMENT-Requtred Coursesf*
I
B1ology (course descnpllons page 105-1 06)
13 14
41
52

II

Ill.

8
4
4
4
4

55
Elective for
Chemistry (course descnpllon page 172- 173)
11 12
41
Mathematics (course descriptions page 156-164)

credits
cred1 ts
cred1ts
cred1ts
cred1ts

4 cred1ts
4 credits

14
ttDepartment Requ~rements meet Group Requ.rement s where appropnate.

4 cred1ts

ReqUirements for m atriculants from Fall1971 to Spnng 1973
O•p~tOmenr

Collt!ge Aequ•ltMint!l

ENG 12
HE II
PE ~•"'r

8cred••"

2 t~e<Ms

8101Jn\')

8 Cftdl($

.l.ilt-.JI»

CHE" II 12

8aed•ls

MATH 14

• crtd•1S

GrouD ••

12 ''-' ts

G•oupb f

tto.t ts

· Grrwp a Cho. e hom the foii<YWU"Q '" lilt••• 3d fftrtnt subt~t
Language~ H•stOry

Mu••c. £ducat•O•- Ptuto.,oohy Pol•hcal
so~ects a .. mav Pe Mded by &C'ttOn of the f .tC:ulty
l Gr011p b
X:~ente

Requ•ltmtnt1

810 13 14

4 6 Cf.c11!S

•lth lOt 1

1n10•mum of 12 cr.clttt All Econorrues Eogll'lh F<wt.gn

Sc~r,re P·wchology Soc•ology

Cho<e hom the follow•ng fOf • mmamum d 4 creM·t.ts IIOIOQ'f Chem•stry
and JUCh l!tMt WJtJ,-•s as may be edded br a.;.:...on of tl• f«ulty
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Sptoch •nd fhea1re Au~ .-rld soth othtu

~ltr Sc•~

Mtthemat n

P~""n

Chemist ry
S1nce anc1ent umes. the study of the nature. compos1t1on and ac11v1ty of various
substances has been actively pursued. Spectacular advances m chem1cal knowledge and
1ts use has opened the f1eld for graduates who obtam the 64 cred1ts requ1red for successful
completiOn of th1s program to 1m mediately pursue a career in the1r field or to continue their
stud1es m a senior college to acquire advanced degrees in the sciences.
CHEMISTRY PROGRAM
(A)
(C)

AS Degree-Total Credits ReqUired
COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Requ1red Courses (page 57)
DEPARTMENT- ReQUITed Courses H
I
Chemistry (course descriptions page 172- 173)
11 - 12
3 1-32
Physics (course descnptions page 175- 176)
II
13- 14
Ill Mental Health (course descriptions page 96-97)
15- 16
or
17-18

64

8 credits
10 credits
10 credits

8 cred1ts

H Department Requ1rements meet Group ReqUirements w here appropnate.

Requ irements for matnculants from Fall 1971 to Spr1ng 1973
CtJI1tge Requwements

DtpKtment Requ•ltlf'ntit'U•

• 6 Cledlt~
2 CledltS

£NGI2
HE 11

PE (any)

CHEM 11 12

8Ctedl"

CHEM 31 32

10c:red•ll

PHY$13·14

10c:rec;lllt

Gfoupa·

2CJed•ts
12 Cfed•l$

MATH 15·16

Gt ouob l

16credts

MATH 17 18

0<

Gr041p •

8 cre<htt

Ow::. e from the fOIIaw•"O ""at lent 3 different sui:Jt4tc;t •II• for 1 llhfWI'I4Jm of 12 ct«< t• All EconomiCS. EngliSh Fue.gn

l lngv~~ HtStCir';' Muse: EduCtion Philosophy.

tubae<:tl as m1y be

~

Pohhcll Sc•nr:e hyc_hology Socdogy SpHth and Tr•atre Arb and Suth Other

by,, ItOn of t""e Fa-cult>,

t GrPUp

b
ChOtCe from the fall~""-' for a m•n•mum of • ctedltl O~logv Chem•stry Computet Sctence
Sc•enuand 1uch other subtec.tt •• may be added by &ct1on of the ftcutty
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M athemahc~ Phy111e1

Computer Science
A demandmg. techntcal. h1ghly developed program wh1ch needs s1xty-e1ght cred1ts
for graduation Computer Sc1ence ma1ors requ1re mathematical excellence. smcere
1nterest. self motivation. self-diSCipline. homework. and study time Upon graduation.
rewards may be a self-fulfilli ng place 1n th1s 1ncreasmgly important Industry or the ab1l1ty to
transfer to a semor or professional college to earn an advanced degree
COMPUTER SCIENCE
AS Degree-Total Cred1ts Requ~red
68
(A) COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Required Courses (page 57)
(C)
DEPARTMENT-Requ~red CoursesH
I Computer Sc1ence (course descnpt1ons page 162)
9 cred1t s
13 -14
35-36
9 credits
II M athemallcs (course descnpt1ons page 156-1 64)
8 cred1ts
15-16
55-56
6 cred1ts
21
4 cred1ts
Ill
Laboratory Sc1ence (course descnpllons page 177 178)
Elective for
8 10 cred1ts
:j:tOepartment Requirements meet Group Requirements where appropnate

ReqUirements for matnculants from Fall 1971 to Spring 1973
Coll~g~

D~p.,tmtnt R~llftfT''*""'~

Re-quwe,.,.••1

HE 11

2 cred•t5

COMP SCIIJ 14
COMP SCI 3~ 36

9 cred•ts

PE (anyl

}

MATH 15 16

8cred•ts

4 6 tred1lS

ENG 12

1efi•ts

G,oupa·
G•oupbf

55 ·6

6 •ed•ts

21

4\.ol'~tts

LAB SCI
• Gtoop a

Ct'IO•~.;e horn

9 creditS

10 crechts

the- fo'IOYI't•'lq tn tlt l•.nt 3 dtHerel'lt sut~tert 3re.a1 hx • m•n•murn of l:Z et-.ltt~ Art E:cononuc~ (nqft~t<!. fOtetgn

Languaqe• Ht,hwY. Mu'\•C Ed.JC&t•on Ph•l<>lophy Pohttcal Sc.-•..,;e. p,ychoiOgy. Sooology Spetorh and Theatfe Att1. lnd r.uch other

subfects n m•v l~f! lkJ<.lu<l by ac.:t•on of the 1--•c:uhv

f Gtoup b
Sc~nce

Cho..

!'I

f•om

t~

follcwH-.g f01 1 mmtmum of 4 uedtl'l

80ogy Chemtttry Computer Se•ef'rl!

and 1ucn otl'ler s._,bjecl$ .b may bt .dded bv .ctt()t'lol1he rac:ulry
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MaU~m.:tiiC.S .

PhystC:s

M at hematics
To earn the s1xty-e1ght credits required for graduation. students in this program must
start with an aptitude for f1gures and a smcere 1nterest '"the sc1ence of mathematiCS. must
have earned good mathematics grades '" h1gh school and have a natural grasp of
mathematical formulas Successful completion of the program g1ves graduates the cho1ce
of seek1ng employment in the f1eld 1n vanous commerc1al areas or of cont1numg to use the
gamed knowledge by transferring to a sen1or college for advanced degrees.
MATHEMATICS
AS Degree Total Credits Requ1red
(A) COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Required Courses
(C)
DEPARTMENT-Required Courses*f
I
Mathematics (course descnpt1ons page 156-167)
15·16
21·55
56
II
Computer Programing (course descnpt1ons page 1621
51
Ill. MathematiCS or Computer Programmg
Elect1ve for
IV
laboratory Science (course descnpllon page 177 -178)
Elect1ve for
HDepartment Requirements meet Group

Requ~rements

68

8 credits
7 credits
3 cred1ts
4 cred1ts
8 cred1ts

10 credits

where appropnate.

ReqUirements for matriculants from Fall 1971 to Spring 1973

c

, LJr

~eq,,,.,

£.'1,1G 12

""

>IE 11
P£ lo...,)

D··.. '·Jflment Requ.,en•uf•1i

4 6aedtl
2 crect.ts
2 crod ts

MATH 1!) 16

8v...::·

r.,ATH 56

3 aod IS

MAT-121 55

1 aed IS

Groopo·

12credts

MATti or CO\tP PRO Canyl

Groupb

16CledTS.

COMP PR0 51

8cred•ts

LAB SCI

· Gnmp ,, Cho••:e f•om the followu~ '"'at
Li.ii~UioiHflt'-

!ect~t 3 <hlfere•ll "'''blt!l 1 tiPil!o tm .1 mtrumum of 12 netllls

4 ned•t1
8 lOcret.f,ts
Arl Ecnnorr •co; Fnghsh. FOfa•gn

Ht<,.fl,,y Mu<>tc EduCilt101l PhtiO"lophy. Pnhtl• ,,1 Sf.Hif\CO. P!t.yt:hology. Soetology. Spooch ttlld I hdllt! A1tt.. und wth ott•c•

'qhtncl!'i& may,,,. .edd•!'d bv a.:tton of the F ttulty

t Gtwp

b

C.:ho•cc hom thfo foliOw•rlg for a l'l'lnll't'lttm of 4 Ct!Xfll!o

B•olog'¥ Chem•strv. Compotul Sc •ttll•~ \1dthemat1Ci Phy'!l•<:f.

Sr•Nlll,. and such othf!J &uli!Ett.tS es mav be adaf!'d by« loon"' I he I ..._~,~uy
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Physics
Students who major in this highly technica l fie ld need sixty-four cred its for graduation.
Commitment, interest. and good mathematical background are essential to successfully
function in this constantly expanding and demandmg science. Successful completion of the
program permits transfer t o a senior or professional college where advanced degrees may
be earned. or to a position in the field.
PHYSICS
64
A.S. Degree-Total Credits Requ1red
(A) COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Required Courses (page 57)
(C)
DEPARTMENT-Requried Courses H
I. Physics (course descriptions page 175- 176)
10 cred its
13- 14
8 credits
Elective for
II. Chemistry (course descriptions page 172-173)
11 - 12
8 credits
Ill. Mathematics (course descriptions page 156- 164)
15- 16
or
8 credits
17- 18
HDepartment Requ irements meet Group Requ irements where appropriate.
Requirements for ma triculants from Fall 1971 to Spring 1973
D•plHtmer~t AcQu•rernents

College Requ~tements
4 6 cred•ts

PHYS 13 14

lOcred•ts

2 cred•ts
2 cred•ts

CHEM 11 12

8 cred•ts

MATH 15·16

Group a '

12 cred•ts

17- 18

G•oup bt

16 creditS

ENG 12
HE 11

PE lanvl

or
8 cred•ts
8 crechts

PHYS laovl

·Group a. ChO•ce ,om tile followu'IQ .nat least 3 <hftereot subaect areas fOt a mm•mum ()( 12 C18d1ts · Art.

Econom~s.

Enghsh. F0re19n

Languages H•sotry MusiC. Educat•on Ph•losophy. Pohtical Sctence. Psychology Soc:tOiogy, Speech and TheaHe Arts tnd such o ther

svbJeCIS as may be added by achon of the ,::acully
~ Gtovp

b

Cho•ce from the foUowmg for ll m1n1mvm of 4 cred•ts

B•ology ChemiStry. COtnptJter S.::teoce Mathemaucs. Phystes

S<:tenc:e and suc;h other sub1ec;ts as may be added by actton of the Facullv
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Pre-Physical Ther apy
With this deeply needed skill. physical therapists can find useful. fulfilling employment in
hospitals. schools. and doctors' offices. Graduates of this program. which requires successful completion of 6 4 credits. may transfer to senior colleges to continue their studies
and qualify for acceptance by the American Physical Therapy Association and take the
New York State Examination for phys1cal therapists.
PRE- PHYSICAL THERAPY
...
A.S. DEGR EE- Total Credits Required
64
(Al COLLEGE and (B) GROUP Required Courses (page 57)
(C)
DEPARTMEN T Required Courses ;t
I. Biology (course descriptions page 105-1 06)
11. 12
8 credits
II. Chemistry (course descriptions page 172 - 173)
11. 12
8 cred its
Ill. Physics (course descriptions page 175- 176)
11- 12
10 cred its
IV. Mathematics (course descriptions page 156 -164)
Courses t o be determ ined upon consultation
with the Department
4- 8 cred its
H Department Requireme nts meet Group Requirements where appropriate.
Requirements for matriculants from Fall 197 1 to Spring 1973
D~partmem

Coll•ge Requwements

Requ•rements

ENG 12

4·6 cred•ts

81011 12

8 credtts

HE 1 1

2 cred•ts

CHEM 11-12

8trtdttS

2 crechts

MATH1516

8 Cf&<hti

Group a ·

16.;rechts

PHVS 11 12

10 crect.ts

Group bt

12 crechts

PE (any)

·Group a Cho•ce from the followulg '"at least 3 dtfferent subject ateas for a mtmmum of 12 credtts • Att, Economtcs. Enghsh FOte•gn
language$ HtStory. Mus•c. Educehoo. Ph•losophy Pollt•cel Sc•ence. Psychology Soctologv Speech and Theatre Arts. and suchotller
$Vbtects as may be added by act•on of the Ficulty

tGroup o. Chotce from the followtng fOf a m.ntmum of 4 cred•ts

Biology Chemts try, Cornputec Sc•ence. Mathemattcs. Pll\(5•C$.
Sctence, aoo such othe• sub1Kts n may be added by action of the Faculty
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Graduation Course Requirements ·
The Assoc1ate in Science (AS.) Degree
Fine Arts. Mus1c. and Theatre Arts courses were des1gned for students w1th devotion
and interest 10 the spec1al1zat1on m wh1ch they have demonstrated the or talents
Students on these programs receive sound educational background plus development of
the~r artostec talents and potentiaL Upon graduation. students have a foundation upon
which to start work m the :.pec1al art they chose as their major or to continue at a senoor or
professional college for advanced degrees
Fine Arts
Requirements
Course Descripteons
Music
Requirements
Course Descropteons
Theatre Arts
Requorements
Course Oescroptoons

Page 66
Page 85-89
Page 67
Page 165 ·168
Page 67
Page 186· 190
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•lt•'·-(·· IJ".t·rt· de-•. qrlf'd t., . hell

~t.n~P'l~

,111d , '"Jt,vrl\1 hP o1
knowl~dqpablt>
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an arndtl''H ddl•bler

"~p- _·(·1Dp JWdrer-("•'•

"•t
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bt~autv

.urrt ttle

pt•r· ..• nc.JIIy iJ<lrttt:tpclte w.tt, their own talents

mt,drl!flg wh •{ 11t'xr--' 111 iilt <lrt .lfu1 '• be Jb·f':
1

h''l linle professoonal or <Ill understandrng,

Art
ART 31

THE: VISUAL EXPERIENCE
3 hrs. 3 crs.

Stu,Jent, ~rP ~trodt•cEd t

the pld··.l!< .ut:

• .Jst <•110 pr-><f r-r .ls t'lP.y PXpress pe,.onal and

SCI"If.ldl dtllt~Hit" ~lbt}l;t ! 1d{Uit. {;ilV1f0ri 1T:e:lt dild dr:

ART 33

tseJ

SURVEY OF ART HISTORY I

F-all
3 hrs. 3 crs.
Tnrs 11rstor•< a!

v "W

of West"'

:~It "".: 0orn1

the .•·.olut" ··tot

art 'Hstory '"

•lt"jlfl'H~<1

t• ·survey w. cr.ronologocal sequence.

,, the rn.otor drt fr ,m pre'w>ot: throuqh the Renaossance

RPqu rcrl of Arr •hlJOr

ART 34

SURVEY OF ART HISTORY II
Sprong

3 hrs. 3 crs.
1

h,.

•use co t'rnuc· t'·t- ·,tudy of Wc·,terr· A r f•

ne1tmq • h:H•(j(",

·'P' •he Fl"ld ·,: .. mce

to the present

.md qrowrt1 n style c111d forrn

RPqdireci ,,f 1\rt rrar1r~

Prerequls,te ART 'J.f

ART 35

MODERN ART I

Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs
Thts • OtJrS£· 1s rlevute 1 t" thP s•urly of p <>'leer• cf Morlerr Art Prcasso Mondnan. Kan
d-nsk,

Brar>cL:SI

M.~t•sse

M~ro.

Museum .1s5:,1r1men:s 111 New York Cny and personal re·

'--t.:arc h on till' not.Jolc Tt"":vt.lnH'Pts 1,, the fw t d£~~ arlc,

t

f the ?Cth ·

c·'"'u~

v are tequtred

RcqunL·d of A·' •r·dJOr

ART 36

MODERN ART II
Spring

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Tr,e 'ate·.t dPvelopme•ll, •n .cn!ernporary .1rt 11·.' cxplorea J:umg 1 'us c:ourse Constdered

me (l·,e ;uueed,nq movernl'nts '" Cubtsm. tho~ mn:Jvdll>~l of th~·
r~~ai1s1n

''<" ·

20th century Sur

dno d~>strilLt dl' to CJb•'.tract expressron~~~rn

Requ,rec:l · .f Art 'l'<ll'";
Prerequ~.>llf'

ART 37

ART 35

AFRICAN ANO PRIMITIVE. ART
3 hrs 3 crs.

T'lP ,tru::fur.ll one ·_,t·/ 11Stlc 'cr•r·:. ::t
L.nturf· ~~. W1tl1

prln11'1VP

cr,pt

A.fr ..._dn 11• .c..:r•) '".•u:1~PI! d"> ts thf:'

.)!iiS pii:kt.•rll)il

:h} ct.lt-.J' Jl

,Jrt of other 'lOtJble

bdsr~ t ·~_\f tllO!.t~ form~

Recornrr~wdP.d to Ar• na,o:

ART 38

RENAISSANCE: ART I

Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
Tt1e t11st0ry of
s~ud1ed

t;1e devc·lc DmPr"t of .ut from the Goth,c to tile Hum<lriiSrTI mnveme'1t IS

fht> RPni-l1ssa:1ce s ~~teqrdtP,...i u1t11 f'"t> <:OtJrC".E· cor tpr·t With ;tn a•laly<:,~:i of t~'e new

coni~Pptron~

nf "..llure l"c•Lry and tnJI' :r· It illy

ART 39

RE-NAISSANCE

ART II (ART OF

THE:

NORTHERN RENAISSANCE)
Sprmg

3 hrs. 3 crs.
1-t ,.

I , .. l,..,. r , ..

rnOVl ·r,c· It · ,..

ART 40
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lft .

<..

P,, I

Hu

CHINFSE

ART
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I
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,,f t ·C tur:dc.l:l:f'IJf t' pt·

ART 41

ARTS IN THE

r j l ., , r '•·

•'I 1 ,, 1! 111· i

~~ tP 1

lrtl~.t

--.1st ry

' mflue'h

'"'lf'

e· wh11

h orodu< NJ onental

CITY t

Fall

2 hro; . 2 crs
t,

ART 42

P

•

€'

HlJ'JJ

r· l\tr(r·r·

ARTS IN THE CITY II
Spring

2 hrs 2 crs
lr t•

.J.

lt~

'1!0 II f· lrt

ART 51

, A·•

f·

1r ·

'

l..o •

y

thp .._, ... ,

'

1r rotc::,.

"~ ·'

Jib>, o'ut

vt·

·y

u: t~ i(;Ppl•,

1~.

PHOTOGRAPHY I

4 hrs. 3 crs.
rh-~ Jrlt~Oi1LJ •ruy (.
' -~le

(

,H'' lt· .J .

tt . - h

L.r
, .J

(

'f) tt'lr.

Jdlr'

PI"! )f\Jit!•:)"J'

·t -ro rlPvtJu:vr 1.. ,,1

~.Hoc(~

.Jnd te hr,:qtn~S of P'lOlOQ! ;Jpt·,y

1n:i •hP

:trtl~-t

•··', jSilJIIJ!re·.

:'f1PSIC!ef'j

re.!~ll'Pt1

w,t.,

,.,f' pt--•-loqr.•:-1>1' proll
PrPreqtJI•,tte 4pprcJ1iaf nf f)l·parrme/11 Ch.urman

ART 52

PHOTOGRAPHY II

4 hrs. 3 crs
In thiS llllrodu<"toon t<> Profe~<>or>nalisrn 10 Photoqr,1phy cour·.t•
UcldCI<;!dllll

!t .t' phce

;llil(t<>Qrapr ..

tl-,rouqh ;lhOt<Xl•JP~< "

tl .Jt

·.tudents are taught to

•J •, ·11 >L:• '•Oi ll'lV a1ld hi"W 'O rcahze <1'11' ·, pntcn!la•

,,,c '<'tv

f'rob.P.rl·· OP.• w·t:l ell dndly·-o;. of prc>IPs.,,onal stan

di!rds and h1 •W !o nwiLI '"-'''·' •nat wmk t . . Jttan •r·c•St ·.t.u•dd•ds
Prerequmw ART 51

a.-

ART 55

INTERMEDIA I (VISUAL ARTS)
4 hrs. 3 crs.

11f :h~~·q:-

··rp''"

ReqLJirt~d ot

ART 56

Art

1:-'l;~cvatJV~>-' tt~, r•r·•qtH~·. ·l•

', ,1. ···!t.~f:trl~:1:• ·,

.. qr~l .!I Hi·. 1•,,:·1 -trP t"•)(p:or.-d

rr1<J 1t_H-:.

INTERMEDIA II (VISUAL ARTSi
4 hrs. 3 crs.

In thas ddV~Hlced study of ex;u:r ltl'lf'ritdl .1nd mnnvatrve uses of tt1e rncdri.l tools and ma-

tcrti.Jb

111

.tdv.tnr:ed

rlesr~n p1ohlf'n1~. :nt~ '"''~~ued

Prereq(Jtslfe ART 55

ART 57

DRAWING I
4 hrs. 3 crs.

Thrs

t

our·~p .ritrlxh.n. . es :::.t ..... de•rL

\Jbtllty tc•

....,t't·

tL• tta:

!J.J·,,

\ l·l•t

(:ph uf

.lild •'rlJc•·., '-•'-di.ll ·~XtJ<-:r·t.~r·._:es

··reate for•·r

t1fdWiflq

·.;tud~::~·.

II• :11rll·•

tt1

t.llltlvate the
'~till

t1r.tw fr·1m

Ide df'ld

l•vr• rnodPI:-,
RcqlllrP.C1 of Art rna1ors

ART 58

DRAWING II
4 hrs. 3 crs.

In thrs LPfll111Ued ~tudy of lht..:' v.Jrt~u,·. ;!!o~Y•IiHl r'lf~dr.-i. ~~tlHh:nt~. f'XP''''l' :rddrltrJn()l dnd experHnerlt<JI d;dw1•;q ted1111qlH~·. tJv tJ'-tth; tr·, 41qtHt, n1ndei
Requ1ff~d of ,--Jil ~'\rt ma1or~.

Prerequ151te ART 51

ART 59

PAINTING I
4 hrs 3 crs.

lh1~. ~fllliiO LOU(~~~ !fl Oil d

rt

d• f\.!

pdi'llll:.l ·,•'!Vt'~_, .y, ;111 ,J(•:--;fllf'fH l{)llf'•f.t!HHI for ~,,JII.iliOflS

toexprt.'~•~•l\11_! ~roble1l1'o Of lf:fHt''d l'l,tfiiHl.tl -IIlli

atJ·-,lr,1Cffnrnt

t,j(Jf ;tliil ~.pan~

Rt!quHerl of /\rt mi!Jnr'·,

ART 60

PAINTING II
6 hrs 4 crs.

Th!(, ( on:rr-~(Ji.JT!Orl

uf

self e)(orPs-..,to" ..JIH!
f-'rt.'fl.'IJIII.'>tlt.'

ART 61

AH T

ART sg

01\-t•', ·;ldt1('!1.

,!;

··~T"--'r~L..fllt~·

1ur

d•!'wdl

I'll I/>IIJik

Ill

~ldP>rlng.

~~e.J!1v1t~

5.9

SCULPTURE I
4 hrs. 3 crs.

Student,, .JrP qrvPn an opportunrtv tc' •,tlJdy and work"' a S!lHlro se!lll!IJ Lrnpha:,rs ~~placed
on the techruques and aesthetrcs uf rnocle11r ·,culpturdl concepl'>

Requrrcd of Art rlli.!Jors

ART 62

SCULPTURE II
6 hrs. 4 crs.

More cJd\fd!H_:erJ ~~.tur1ents
niQUe·~

lfl•:ludtnq

If• t!lP.

liPid of ( ~P(lliVe -c.c:utpture are dtJ ;P :o exnlore new tech-

weldtng and rd-...trnt;

Requrred of Art maJors

Prerequts1te AR f 6 I

HR

ART 63

CERAMICS ' IEIFGINNING CERAMICS:
4 hrs 3 crs
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11

QL·

I'll

f

C
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t
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HUMAN GROWTH DEVELOPMENT
(Also listed"" PSYCH 32)
3 hrs. 3 crs.
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EDUCATION IN MODERN SOCIETY
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SEMINAR AND PRACTICUM IN
EDUCATION AND THE BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES
12 hrs. 4 crs
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SEMINAR AND PRACTICUM IN
EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION
SKILLS
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OFEDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
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SEMINAR AND PRACTICUM IN
BILINGUAL STUDIES
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SCHOOL IN THE URBAN SETTING
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ORIENTATION FOR STUDENTS WITH
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
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BEHAVIOR PATHOLOGY
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INDUSTRIAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
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INDEPENDENT STUDY
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CHILD CARE/EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM
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CURRICULUM IN EDUCATION
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ART WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS IN
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ECE 24

PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS IN
YOUNG CHILDREN
(also listed as PSYCH 24)

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Students learn about psychological d1sorders 1n young ch,:dre'l and the practices rerrmed
to de<JI with them m early d11ldhood settu1gs. Included will be ch1ldren who <Jre mentally
retarded. g1hed. deaf blind, orthopedoc. c<pnnrh handicapped or flllfllmillly hram damaged
C~uses. d1agnost1c therapeutiC and educational procedures dnd teachmg methods are re·

v•ewed for each category tJased upon p11rlc1ple~ ie<uned

111

mtrodu.:tory psychology
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INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
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SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
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r, H·,,c · r:tJrS€ Wltb c.pnrt.J' t:'l·q·" t·.·, p!.tr-(•d r•'l !'18

and P~v·-:hoi~]H:dl "--lllpf>Ort th.tt the f<lnltly

~.tudy

t!lciude dt_lftPttrtJrls pdtrerq

lunctton'; •'"d tt'"" effect on fl'-''
PrerrqtiiSIIt• SOC 31

"'""'''Y

\:~,.HidlH'n~-

,J"il! J.)li·V'th'

t

dt}Vt:·lopnu·r·t.ll

l d'lll"l.dh•rdudl nnwr
th•·•)rtc~.

·,pe•.tcliiZPrl

SOC 36

MINORITY GROUPS IN THE UNITED STATES

3 hrs. 3 crs.
tuC'\1 .f'lcrh"d ril "0rlt·.t l.: :"Cups 1n J\merwa·1 .orletv Amonq the course top1cs In-

c •udPr·'

' lu Je

i

1

th( ,,,l!Jre of n'

,,,

n

)fl!y ·r nup

••e soc1al r1ean1rq

of re .JtHYlt.l prtwe·;se"" lf'vr: v11 q ,.,HlOr·ty group'">.

d ,

J'lo•

I'"',

f:C•c-;(' lt

on p•t•t•c

< •·ilf·•· t

~·

mnor.ty

the chmar.ter

;uct"1 as dCCOMf"'l·>datlon dnn1hllat•on.

explor'at; n. sotoal

md

dltural , hanye. past and

trt rd" c.irrl ,l,)VF· Jf1P1Prt

Prerequ,.>,tes .SOC 31 a"'d Upper fre8hman <tanrl•nq

SOC 37

INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY

Trf

"lC

3 hrs. 3 crs.
a•r·1 of

~·vOIIJ'tor

OqiLd

t •.

our•(· 1< t

ap~·r ''"

r· ""·"·e•y of aspect:; •'

the human rond•t·O'l. •.ur.h as

t'f· i•vers1ty of pfiP11t•VP. souel'tls. anc! ~ompare the relallon:,h,ps ot anthropo
1GPfl''l wtth ·'Ur i<.nnwledgP of our owr c 1VI.tzat1on .Jnd '(_J history

SOC 40

ISRAELI SOCIETY

3 hrs. 3 crs.
fh1s c ·>w se prov1cies an 1nteqrated F'xpo',Jt·c•n dnd dnaly ,., ot tt1e don11nont r.orwl. pol•tlcdl
Jnd ef'onom < a<>pP< t•• of l·.r.lPI' ·;or •e•v It •s rlP.s1gned to q1ve •.tudents iln iHlderstandmq of
the <1vn.un1L• of thC' c JmponPnt e•ements ;f that souety a11d an •ns•qht lf'!O the ideas and
qoal•, of 1h pP•'rlr

PrerequiSite SOC J 1 ur J I

SOC 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY
1 -3 hrs. 1 -3 crs.

lndepend('n: St.Jdy m Sou01ogy lf'dudes resear' h. work •ione outs1de of the College or
part·• 1patoo,· "1 lnd•v•<fual ·H qroup

prow·~~~

Eac·1 c0ur•.e of ;t,Jdy ,ncuCII1<J hou; ·. ued1•s. Hld reqt11r£'d work

·s deve•oped between

studellt ,nll tacult·y ·nemher .-1nd '11ust be reported to the depJrtrnent p••or to the start of
thP. pr'lJI'' t

)'l
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PA 11
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PA 81

SEMINAR AND INDEPENDENT STUDY ON ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
IN PERSONNEL AND MANPOWER IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
2 hrs. 4 crs. plus independent work-related acttvtttes

Semu1ar and mdcpendent study 1n the field of Public Adm1nostrat1on Students woll exam1ne
personnel and manpower polic1es and 1ssues on the public sector and w1ll complete an 1nd1
v1dual pro1ect on a key ossue on problems m that foeld

PA 91

FIELD EXPERIENCE SEMINARINTRODUCTION TO WORK IN A PUBLIC AGENCY
Fall
2 hrs. •4 cr·

Exploratoon of work and learnmg opportu111t1es and expenences on publoc and quaso pub•::
agenc1es by students workong on f1eld experoence placements

Exammatoon of J<'b

placement procedures. supervosory relat1onshops. mtra-agency communocatoons AnalysiS
of student's own role 1n relatoon to hos agency·s moss1on and the work of hos unot
CoreqUtsite PA 11
plus· 14 hrs of fteld expenen< e

PA 92

SEMINAR ON PROBLEMS AND
ISSUES IN PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
Spring
2 hrs. ·4 crs.

For Evenmg students only Detailed del1neat1on and analys1s of the problems mherer t

1

the conceptoon and adm11ustratoon of publoc and quas' publ1c programs
Comp&at!ve evaluatoon of tradot10nal and onnovatove ways of voew1ng urban problems ar d
programmatoc solutoons to them, exammatoon on depth of the ways on whoch the•;e
processes can be utolozed m relatoon to on-gomg 1ssues and problems of publoc and qua •
public agem oes
Prerequtstte PA 71
plus ·term paper based un

Corequtstte PA 12

work-related expenente

101

FA 9.!

FIHD EXPERIENCE SEMINAR ON URBAN AGENCY PROBLEMS
AND ISSUES IN PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
Spr•ng

2 hrs. "4 crs.
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from
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plus· 2 days a week f1efd
cxpeflcnu· If/ d Public Aqencv

PA 94

SEMINAR IN THE DESIGN OF URBAN PROGRAMS TO
SATISFY METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY NEEDS

Fall

3 hrs. 3 crs.
t
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n

f ··Ill ol Ptrbk Adm llh!I.Jti(J:J Stucents will com~;,ete an rndlvKJual
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l''

trt'•/LII. ,,,,.,

PA 9!)

v

JC;Iilm de·,llJ'l ,Jild evdiUdlrOr'

PA I ' I,' 92 or 93

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
MHHODS IN URBAN AGENCY
Sprrng

3 hrs. 3 crs.
'-f'ro J<Jr or· ···~e.,r b IE' t •WJUP.'> 11 thP. freld of Public Admllllstrallon Students w1ll .:om
r·P·€· d

•r :J~tllr
c ·
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f'.H ~h
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pu·

pdper
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rrethOdS

Department of Biological Sciences
C h;mnhw
Leu·•J•tl S Al>r.J•n.

p,.,,, .. ·"'

1\11 A

K S

Ph 0

Pr.>le<t:;:; or.,
Jt_)hn Jo'-1

BA M

~,

Pr1

l~

V•ro··•·nt R l '"'" •ro fl r, M S

Assoc,.ne

Pt· D

Prn!P~_...,,,~

I Rot•alrl He• t.t H

~>

1\11 S

Josep.., N M'""' H A M 1\ t<1 D
VIi. Cr>ar 0Ps W"'' A H M S 1-'t- D
Assl.\f,JrJt Prof(•f:,c;.or'.

!sarah A Benathr·• B S M ~.

f't•

[l

Carol BrerfYl,HHl. H A M A

Roslyn F o•.fun;m R 1\ M
.Jame~

Mtroarn

C GoPtl £3 :;

Kilt"'''

~;

M Sc

B S M c;

Peter A l ""'"" .1. i\ R P!r [l

Tlwod•>rt' C M.uku•. B S
Peter PoiclmLH• B A
Gmy B S,m[l·,i<y A A

M

S

PhD
l:l A

Dornthv SchwP•I<cr B A

1\11 A

M A

Peter J Sqw··· '·"'"'· f~ ,\ M A

Ph 0

Lecturer
Artht.r r-,j le•l '" H <;
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Biology
BIO 10

PREPA RATO RY BIOLOGY COURSE·

3 hrs 2 c;;,
De~•q,ed

for •.!ttclnnt·. w1th ltttle or no prev1ous btoloyy COltrSC exportence who pian o

PLo' ue .1 c.1rcer proqrJIT' '" the allied heillth c;..:aence<> Sluderots are tntroduced to lund.

ll't'llt ,t r nnu!p's n l•l·'>loqv ul"d re•ated c·htmaco.JI a<'d physacal processes. und ll•etrn var . ,

<

oasac ,;kai I·;
(,.1.,\l,lt

I

:;;

BIO 11 12

rt

GENERAL B I OLOGY FOR AL LIED
HEAL rH SERVICES

6 hrs. 4 c.,
(each sem estc f)
r~e

ILII yedr course whtch •r·c .rdes classroom dl"d ldboratory sess•ons. de.Jis w•th • c

roorm<l' Jn.uomtcal o.Jnc1 phy•.•ologauJI mterrl'lcltton:;htps of the vartous systems '"

•e

'lUT•d 1 Ot<J.J'ltsrn fmphasts 1, on the dynaiT'tC aspects to r.how how the oruarusm 1
teqra•c, cxtarnal and tl'1te•n,J; onformatton

so

that tt brolog•cJIIy resporlds to constar

~

c holil!ltn(j cor •dtltOil:.
Retor>lmcnded for ·.tudent•. pursUI:lq

~arcero.;

tn one

o1 t~·e health ftelds

Pre,•qurs•te 810 11 for 8f0 12

BIO 13. 14

GEN ERAL BIOLO GY

6 hrs. 4 cr,
(eac h semest.-r)
~t. ,

ore ye;; ectvr• .Jrld laboratory c.llurse" qenera: btology ts 'ltended for sctcnre ·r.

JO•· wt·o ,Jidn to pursue car.,ers tn the btoiO{liC .11 sc•en<:es A modl'rn tro;Jtrnent •Jf clas •• , Jl
a1·• 111rC'r' btoooql( ol.:orocppt. from d contemporary v•t•wpoont
• 1e boolvqoc.J:

fvr~ l

ll W·Jrk ol'l

•r ·' worod ,,, wh:

~

r~

l)reseroted wtth ernp'I.

•,

,.tudents ·1ve

Prefl•qurstt£· 810 11 for 810 14
(

l!f !Jitt.<~te

BIO 21 22

I..H[M 11

COMP A RATIVE ANATOM Y A N D
EMBRYOLOGY

6 h rs. 4 "'"
(each se meswd
ye,Jr or<J d.J•,sroorfl il"d rabor.Jtory
pr >ll':,se•••ur t.

ilS

r,urse tnr ludes th(' study of fundllmE

Jl

ferttioz.ltton, qrowt:o. dtff('rent•atton .md development underlynq ' ('

bllly .•nbryooogy <Jn<.l adult structures uf the vertebrate~ Selected orqan systems from t

t'

fruq chtck p1q. Nc• t•Hus. dogfish and c,1t •rlustrate pr•ncrple:;.
Prerequtsltt• 810 14

810 51

MICROBIOLOGY

6 hrs. 4 c

<;

A cl". ,roor" and labordtorv <uL•• e wh1ch mvolves tt1e ~tuoy of the prmr tplcs and prac!l. 'S
of rntcrobrology, pur<' ·.u-ture tec.,rliQUC'i . mu ro organtsms "nd thl'tr envtronmcr
phystcJI and chcrn1c .tl factorc. alfect•nq qrowtt1 tmmunology. cpuiam •oloqy . and the rr 1
toO'lShtp betweer man a•ld th(' rntcrotuclogtca world
Sugqe•.tcd l or stucl eroro.; trl the .allied hP..Jith srtences only
Prt•rcqutstte 810 12 or 14
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'IIIARINE BIOLOGY
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'4 1:JdCHE'\11' ·lfJ1l't'111"\SJOnofthe/r.c:fnutor

TfRRESTRIAL BIOLOGY

5 hrs. 3 crs.
,. l

810 '>4

BIOLOGY Of GREEN PLANTS

6 hrs. 4 crs.
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Science
~'!STORY

SCI 31

AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE I
2

--,.
SCI 32

'l •

(

hr~

2 , r'c

1

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. II
.!hrs .,' 'rs

f>IH nq

fh:·, cnur~,f'

~)I(I'<J'y

~n·

_.turh_,,.,.,

eJ_Jt,t·r,.,~-h,:

'-ht11y HlP

SCI 33
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INTRODUCTION TO MODERN CONCEPTS Of BIOLOGY
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CONTE:MPORARY TOPICS IN BIOLOGY
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SCI 43
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FIELD BIOLOGY
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··n
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Department of Business
(hJifman

N'e vm L levule Professor B B A M B A J 0 . C P A
P· ofcs."ior<

flf•ed R Masroto B S M A
~ 'urs Sd•uster. B S

:v1 B A Ph.D

D wid B Srlvcr B A J 0
Vliwter Wemlr.Juh . 8 S M B A

[ lward Wiener B B A CPA M A.
Mr:-haellrbrrl' Jr A A A B M B A
Auocrate Professors

A 'red E Berkowuz. B S M S Erl 0
'l-:eph H Berlu•er B S . J D C.P A M 8 A
N'orton Husch. B.B A M H A
lrvrng Platto B A

M B A C P /1.

A ~S!St<lnt Professors
R•~harrt

AtiPI.on. H S M /1.

Allnn Canrtee. B S M /1.
Cene Golds tern. B B A. M S C. P A
• o<;eph Kar.rsyk B 8 A M B A. C P A
Con<oolar.ron /1. M.lltdanq.ll, B S C M A M B A

C Prshen Marrnbach. 8 S S C P A M S
~

o: P Merlw> J 0

BA M 8 A

• or.Pph Ncrrnan. H A M 8 A

Alexander Ped1ron1' B A M A.
~

avrd S•nger B.A M $(

l'lrch<Hd Va~J<JC B 8 A M B A CPA
(iN aid Val' rte Vorr,t B A J D M C L Ph 0
Adjunct Professor
f.brdLam H lrtke B S J D

Adjunct Assrstant ProfeHor<;
<'ara

E V l•ZI. Ll 8

Anton

Pf<~ffle

LL M

RS M H A

Rprnmd S RosPnher11 B.S M B A . M A C. P A.
~

Hberl Turkowrtz B B A C P /1.

Norm;m Waltm B S M S

CPA

'\llrrhael lane B B A
ln<tnu:tor<

Alan Golden B S M B A
') lVI!l

Lang, H

5

Adjunctl.octurers

rrvol Henry B S M S
IP·bertJ Kvulman. B B A

Rern<lld 0 SyiVd"l. B.A Ll B lL M
101:!
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FR 68

SEMINAR

3 IYs. 3 crs.
With the consent of the Instructor. students may choose to analyze a problem in the areas
of French language or literature and prepare a term paper prior to taking the f inal exami·
nation.
Prerequisites: FR 5 1 and permission of Chairman

FR 81 , 82. 83, 84

WORKSHOPS

2 IYs. 1 cr.
These workshops are designed for students who need additional help based on the recommendation of the Instructor or on the Language Placement Examination score Workshops
are keyed to the sequence of elementary and intermediate courses.
FR 7 1

BLACK FRENCH LITERATURE I

3 IYs. 3cr s.
Students in this course study the first period of Black Frenc h Literature. (Period of
Assimilation- 1804- 1920) and the second period. (Period of Negritude- 1920-1959).
with an analysis of both periods. especially the major works of Dr. Price-Mars. Carl
Brouard. J acques Roumain. Leon Damas. Leon Laleau. Aime Cesaire. Paul Niger. Guy
Tirolien. Leopold Sedar Senghor. Frantz Fa non.
Prerequisite: FR 4 or equivalent

FR 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1· 3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study of French is designed to give students of advanced French intensive
w ork in the French language. literature. linguistics. culture and civilization. Study. research
and projects are developed individually between student and faculty member who w ill
guide the study and must be approved by the department.

13 1

German
GER 1

ELEMENTARY GERMAN

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This course is designed for students w ith no previous training in the language. or as indi·
cated by the language Placement Examination score. Emphasis is on correct pronuncia-

tion through intensive oral practice. extensive use of the language laboratory, acquisition of
basic vocabulary and the elements of grammar for conversation. comprehension. reading
and writing.

GER 2

ELEMENTARY GERMAN II

4 hrs. 4crs.
In this continuation of GER 1 students receive further development of their language skills.
comprehension. speaking, reading and writing.
Prttrequisittt: GER 1 or Acceptabltt Language Placttment Examination scortt

GER 3

INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Progressive development of language skills. based upon the foundations established in ele·
mentary German. 1s continued in this course with grammar review supplemented by read·
ings of modern German literature.
Prerttquisittt: GER 2 or Acceptable Language Placttmttnt Ex11mln11tion score
GER 4

INTERMEDIATE GERMAN II

3 hrs. 3 en.
In this continu ation of GER 3. advanced grammar. composition and reading of modern
German authors is stressed.
Pr erequisite: GER 3 or Acceptable language Placement Examination score
GER 22

CONVERSATIONAL GERMAN

GER 61

SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE

2 hrs. 2 crs.
Course stress is plac,ed on basic vocabularies and conversational patterns to develop
fluency in speaking. Open to all students.
Prttrequisite: GER 1 or pttrmission of Chairman

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A survey course of German literature which uses selected writings of representative
authors. An analysis of literary values and movements is included. Instruction in this course
is entirely in German.
Prerttquisite: GER 4 or ttquivalent

GER 61 . 62. 63. 64, WORKSHOPS

2 hrs. 1 cr.
These workshops are designed for students who need additional help based on recom mendation of the Instructor or on the language Place.ment Examination score. Workshops
are keyed to the sequence of elementary and intermediate courses.
GER 81

INDEPENDENT STUD Y

1 · 3 hrs. 1-3 era.
Independent study of German is designed to give students of advanced German intensive
w ork on the language. literature. culture and civilization. Study. rese arch and projects are
developed individually between student and faculty member who will guide the study and
must be approved by the department.
t32

Hebrew
HEB 1

ELEMENTARY HEBR EW I

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This course is designed for students with no previous training in the language. or as indi·
cated by the Language Placement Examination score. Emphasis is on correct pronunciation through intensive oral practice. extensive use of the language laboratory. and acquiSition of basic vocabulary and the elements of grammar for conversation. comprehension.
reading and writing.

HEB 2

ELEMENTARY HEBREW II

4 hrs. 4 crs.
In this cont1nua11on of HEB 1 students receive further development of their language skills.
comprehension. speaking. reading and writing.
Prequisite: HEB 1 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score.

HEB 3

INTERMEDIATE HEBREW I

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Progressive development of language skills. based upon the foundations established in elementary Hebrew. is continued in this course with grammar review supplemented by read·
ings of modern Hebrew literature.
Prerequisite: HEB 2 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score

HEB 4

INTERMEDIATE HEBREW II

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this continuation of HEB 3. advanced grammar. composition and reading of modern Hebraic authors is stressed.
Prerequisite: HEB 3 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score

HEB 3 0

HEBREW LITERATURE IN TRANSLAT ION I

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Designed for non-Hebrew speaking students. the course stresses reading and analysis of
Hebrew classics in cultural and historical context. Al l reading and discussions are in
English.

HEB 31

HEBREW LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION II

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Designed for the non-Hebrew speaking student. course consideration is on the emergence
of Hebraic writers in the modern world. Emphasis is on the main literary personalities
and their major contributions. All reading and discussion is in English.
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HEB 51

SURVEY OF MODERN LITER ATURE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This survey of modern Hebrew literature from selected wr itings of representative authors
includes an analysis of Hebraic values as reflected in their writing. Instruction in this course
is entire ly in Hebrew.
Prerequisite: H£8 4 or equivalent

HEB 53

HEBRAIC LITERARY MASTERPIECES

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this comprehensive course. the works of two great authors of Hebrew fiction are studied
in their historical and cultural context.
Prerequisite : H£8 4 or equivalent

HEB 54

READINGS IN HEBRAIC TH OUG HT

HEB 56

THE HEBREW BIBLE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Students in this course are given intensive study of the Hebrew writings of a medieval and
a modern Jewish thinker. Emphasis is placed on the linguistic and ideological aspects of
these writings.
Prerequisite: H£8 4 or equivalent
3 hrs. 3 crs.
Selections from : ne prose and poetry of the Old Testament in Hebrew are studied in this
course. Emphasis is on language. cuiture and the unique Hebraic values contained in these
selections.
Prerequisite : H£8 4 or equivalent
HEB 61 . 62 . 63. 64

WORKSHOPS

2 hrs. 1 cr.
These workshops are designed for students who need additional help based on the recom mendation of the Instructor or on the Language Placement Examination score. Workshops
are keyed to the regular sequence of elementary and intermediate courses.
HEB B1

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent Study of Hebrew is designed to give students of advanced Hebrew intensive
work in the Hebrew language. literature. linguistics. culture or civilization. Study. research and individual or group projects require written permission from the Instructor who
will guide the study and must be approved by the department.

Italian
ITAL 1

ELEMENTAR Y ITALIAN I

ITAL 2

ELEMENTARY ITALIAN II

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This course is designed for students with no previous training in the language. or as indicated by the Language Placement Examination score. Emphasis is on correct pronunciation through intensive oral practice. extensive use of the language laboratory. acqui sition of basic vocabu lary and the elements of grammar for conversation. comprehension.
reading and w r iting.
4 hrs. 4 crs.

In this continuation of ITAL 1 students rece ive further development of their language skills.
comprehension. speaking. reading and writing.
Prerequisite: /TAL 1 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score.

ITAL 3

INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN I

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Progressive development of language skills. based on the foundations established in elementary Italian. is continued in this course with grammar review supplemented by readings
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of modern Italian literature.

Prerequisite: /TAL 2 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score
ITAL 4

INTE RM EDIATE ITALIAN II

3 hrs. 3 crs.

In th is continuation of ITAL 3, grammar. composition and reading of modern Italian
authors is stressed.

Prerequisites: ITAL 3 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score
ITAL 17

INTENSIVE REVIEW OF ITALIAN GR AMMAR

4 hrs. 3 crs.

This course is designed for students who have had three or more years of high school
Italian but have not studied the language for a substantial period of time.

Prerequisite: Acceptable Language Placement Examination score
ITAL 18

READINGS IN MODERN ITALIAN

3 hrs. 3 crs.

The emphasis in this course is on rapid reading, composition and discussion in Italian.
Students are requ ired to complete selected readings from contemporary short st ories,
novels. magazines and newspaper articles. cinema and theatre review s.

Prerequisite: /TAL 4 or equivalent
ITAL 22

ITALIAN CONVERSATION

2 hrs. 2 crs.

To develop fluP.ncy in speaking this course stresses basic vocabularies and conversational
patterns. M ay be taken as a coelective with ITAL 2.

Prerequisite: /TAL 1 or permission of Chairman
ITAL 30

LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Designed for non-Italian speaking students. the course includes reading and analysis of
representative works of Italian literature in their cu ltural and historical context. Reading
and discussion is in English.
Prerequisite: ENG 12
ITAL 61

SURVEY OF ITALIAN LITERATURE

3 hrs. 3 crs.

A survey of Italian literature from selected writings of representative authors. Instruction in
this course is entirely in Italian.
Prerequisite: /TAL 4 or equivalent

ITAL 62

ITALIAN LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Principal Italian authors of the Renaissance and their relation to the intellectual currents of
the time are studied. Contributions of the Italian Renaissance to Western civilization in the
fields of literature. art. politics. science and education are also cons idered during the
course.

Prerequisite: /TAL 4 or equivalent
ITAL 63

LIFE AND WORKS OF DANTE ALIG H IER I

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this course. which is conducted entirely in Italian. students are given selected readings in
Dante's " Divina Commedia" for consideration in relation to the religion and philosophy of
Dante's time.

Prerequisite: ITAL 4 or equivalent
ITAL 61 , 62, 63,64

WORKSHOPS
2 hrs. 1 crs.

These workshops are designed for students who need additional help based upon the
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recommendation of the Instructor or on the Language Placement Examination score.
Workshops are keyed to the sequence of elementary and intermediate courses.

ITAL 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.

Independent study of Italian is designed to give students of advanced Italian intensive work
in the Italian language. literature. linguistics. culture and civilization. Study. research and
individual or group projects require written permission from the Instructor who will guide
the study and must be approved by the department.

Spanish
SPAN 1

ELEMENTARY SPANISH

4 hrs. 4cra.

This course is designed for students with no previous training in the language. or as indicated by the Language Placement Examination score. Emphasis is on correct pronunciation through intensive oral practice. extensive use of the language laboratory. acquisition of basic vocabulary and the elements of grammar for conversation. comprehension.
reading and writing.

SPAN 2

ELEMENTARY SPANISH II

4 hrs. 4 cra.

In this continuation of SPAN 1, students receive further development of their language
skills. comprehension. speaking. read ing and writing.
Prerequisite: SPAN 1 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score

SPAN 3

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I

3 hrs. 3 crs.

Progressive development of language skills. based on the foundations established in elementary Spanish. is continued in this course with grammar review supplemented by readings of modern Spanish literature.
Prerequisite: SPAN 2 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score

SPAN 4

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this continuation of SPAN 3. advanced grammar. composition and reading of Spanish
literary masterpieces is stressed.
Prerequisite: SPAN 3 or Acceptable Language Placement Examination score

SPAN 16

SPANISH PHONETICS

3 hrs. 3 era.

A system atic study of the sound system and patterns of intonation. The organized
development of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions are included. The course aims to
improve students' pronunciation. ability to understand the spoken language. and use it with
fluency.
Prerequisites: SPAN 4 or native conversational ability and permission of Chairman

SPAN 17

INTENSIVE REVIEW OF SPANISH GRAMMAR

3 hrs. 3 era.
This course is designed for students who have had three or more years of high school
Spanish but have not studied the language for a substantial period of time.
Prerequisite: Acceptable Language Placement Examination score.

SPAN 18

PROPER MODELS OF SPANISH GRAMMAR
AND CONVERSATION FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS

3 hrs. 3 era.
Designed for Spanish-speaking students. this course places stress on improvement of
reading and wr iting skills.
Prerequisites: Native conversational ability and permission of Chairman
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SPAN 22

ELEMENTARY SPANISH CONVERSATION

2 hrs . 2 crs.
A course stressing basic conversational skills which students may choose as a coelective
w ith SPAN 2.
Prerequisite: SPAN 1 or permission of Chairman
SPAN 2 3

CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH FOR THE COMMUNITY

SPAN 24

CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH FOR TRAVEL

2 hrs. 1 cr.
Open to all students and community residents who have contact with New York's Spanishspeaking community. The course aims to improve students' ability to converse in Spanish.

2 hrs. 1 cr.
This cou rse stresses basic vocabularies and conversational patterns to help American
tourists abroad enrich their knowledge of the language. peoples and cultures of Spanishspeaking countries.
Open to all stud ents.
SPAN 30

READINGS IN PENINSULA SPANISH LITERATURE
IN TRANSLATION

3 hrs. 3 era.
A study of the important novels. plays and poets of Spain from the Archpriest of Hita to
Garcia Lorca. This course is taught in English.
Open to all students.
SPAN 3 1

READINGS IN SPANISH AMERI CAN LITERATURE
I N TRANSLATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course is designed for students who wish to explore the high points of Spanish
American literature. This course is taught in English.
Open to all students.
SPAN 3 2

READINGS IN PUER TO RICAN HISTORY AND LITERATURE
3 hrs. 3 era.
This course is designed for all students who w ould like to gain insight into Puerto Rican
literature and culture. Depending on Spanish proficieacy. students may register in the
English or Spanish sections.
Prerequisite: Permission of Chairman
SPAN 33

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CON VERSATION

2 hrs. 2 crs.
This course aims to give students intensive practice in spoken Spanish. It is designed for
those who wish to use the Spanish language to communicate with Spanish-speaking
people in everyday situations. This course may be selected as a coelective with SPAN 3.
Prerequisite: SPAN 2 or permission of Chairman
SPAN 34

SPANISH AMERICA: ITS CULTURE. ART AND MUSIC

3 hrs. 3 era.
A presentation of the outstanding facets of Spanish American culture. students in this
course examine all important historic. political. literary and artistic movements. Important
individuals. ideas and periods are highlighted. Grammar. literature and composition are
emphasized through reading selected representative authors and w orks of each period.
Course is taught in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Permission of Chairman
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SPAN 40

SPANISH FOR STUDENTS IN CAREER PROGRAMS

2 Irs. 2 crw.
The course stresses basic vocabularies and conversational patterns to help students in
career areas communicate more effectively with peoples of Spanish-speaking countries.
and enrich their own knowledge of the Spanish language and cu lture.

SPAN 44

ADVANCED SP A NI SH CONVERSATION

2tws. 2 era.
A course designed for students who wish to speak fluently and correctly in current idiom.
Stress is placed on student practice in class group discussions. prepared and impromptu.
with emphasis on growth in oral expression and vocabulary building. This course may be
selected as a coelective with SPAN 4.
Prerequisite: SPAN 3 or permission of Chairman

SPAN 51

SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERAT URE

3tws. 3 crw.
An advanced course for students who successfully completed SPAN 4 or the equivalent.
Selected writings of representative authors. with analysis of literary values. are studied.
Instruction is entirely in Spanish.
Prerequisite: SPAN 4 or permission of Chairman

SPAN 52

READINGS IN SPANISH LITERATURE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The literature of the period from the Generation of 1898 to 1925. including the works of
Garcia Lorca. Unamuno. Jimenez. and Ganivet. with emphasis on specific full-length works
is studied in this course.
Prerequisite: SPAN 4 or permission of Chairman

SPAN 53

SPANISH AMERI CAN LITERATU RE

3 tws. 3 cr s.
A survey course of the significant literary production of Spanish America from colonial be·
ginnings to the present day. with special attention given to the major authors of the 20th
century. The course is conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisite: SPAN 4 or permission of Chairman
SPAN 54

ADVANCED SPANISH GRAMMAR

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The course concentratAs upOn the development of skill and facility in Spanish grammar
composition and conversation.
Prerequisite: SPAN 4 or permission of Chairman
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SPAN 66

HISTORY AND CIVILIZATION OF SPAIN

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A chronological study of major Spanish historical trends and developments up to t he
present time are undenaken in this course. Political. literary and artistic m ovements highlighting important individuals. ideas and periods are examined. Selected texts
representative of each period are read.
Prerequisite: SPAN 4 or permission of Chairman

SPAN 5 6

SEMINAR

3 hrs. 3 crs.
With the consent of the Instructor. students may choose to analyze a problem in t he areas
of Spanish language and literature. The course is primarily intended for Spanish majors.
Prerequisites: SPAN 51 and permission of Chairman

SPAN 61. 62 , 63, 64

W OHKSHOPS
2 hrs, 1 cr.

These workshops are designed for students who need additional help based upon the
recommendation of the Instructor or on the Language Placement Examinat ion score.
Workshops are keyed to the sequence of intermediate courses.

SPAN 70

SP ANI SH CINEMA

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A thorough study of the best films and film scripts in the Spanish cinema. this course is
taught in Spanish with a view toward developing an appreciation of the history. art and
aesthetics of the Spanish cinema and increasing Spanish language experience.
Prerequisite: Spanish 4 or equivalent. or permission of Instructor

SPAN 8 1

INDEPENDENT STUDY
1 -3 hrs. 1-3 crs.

Independent study of Spanish is designed to give students of advanced Spanish intensive
work in the language. literature. linguistics. culture and civilization. Study. research and irr
dividual or group projects require wntten permission from the instructor who will guide
the study and must be approved by the department.
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Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Ch11irman
Ronald H. Gerwin. Associate ProfessOf; B.S.. M.Ed.
Professors
Ralph Edwards; B.S.. M .S.. Ed.D.
Lester Rhoads; B.S.. M .A . Ed. D. (DirectOf. Recreation Leadership Program)
A ssociate Professors
Richard A. Kaye: B.S.. M .S.
Angelica Petrides: B.A .. M.A.
Samuel Scherek: B.S.. M .S.
Assistant Professors
Carol Flomerfelt. B.S.• M .A.
Sheldon Friedland; A.A. B.S.. M .S.
Barbara Ginsberg: B.S.. M .S.
Arline Glassman; B.S.. M .S.
Helen Gerardi; B.A .. M .S.
Stanley Gross; B.S.. M .S.
Edward Nober; B.S.. M.A.
Wayne Oberparleiter; B.S.. M .A.
Guzey OnOf; B.A.. B.A. M.A.
Judith Perez; B.A.. M .S.
Louis Shor: B.S.. M .S.
Nikola Zlatar; B.S.. M .A.
Christopher Zook; B.S.. M .S.
Instructors
Joanne Ardolf: B.A. M.A.
Lee Ciardiello: B.S.. M .A.
Rachelle Goldsmith: B.S.. M .A.
Sherry Harris; B.A.. M .S.
Patricia Hazlewood: B.S.. M .S.
William Lopez; B.S.. M .S.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Sidney Levine; B.S.. M .S.. M .S.
Adjunct Lecturers
Joseph Pancila. B.S.. M .S.
Samuel Simon: B.S.• M .S.W .. D. O.
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Physical Education
Requirements:
Two courses in Physical Education are required of ALL students. Students may elect additional Physical Education courses. Students interested in majoring in Health and Physical
Education should consult with the Department Chairman.
Limitations/Waivers:
Extenuating circumstances. with prOper official medical documentation. College Health
Services consultation. conferences and written approval from the Department Chairman
w ill permit waiver of Physical Education regular requirements. However. to satisfy the
College Physical Education Requirement. students medically restricted by the college physician are assigned to PEC 33.
Course Information:
All Physical Education courses include the fundamental development of specifically related
rules and history: skills and techniques: strategy and game experience. Fitness and
lifetime carry-over values are inherent wit hin course content. No credit shall be given for
repeating a course previously passed.
Students should not ordinarily carry more than one Physical Education course persemester.
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Health Educatio n
All students. except Nursing students. are REOU IRED to take HE 1 1.

HE 11

FOUND ATION S OF HEALTH

2 tws. 2 crs.
This cou rse involves a critical examination of t he health problem s facing the present
college-age adult. Students are encouraged to evaluate their individ ual physical and emotional health status as m onitored by their behavior. Emphasis is on physical and mental
health. sex and hum an reproduct ion. drugs and alcohol. and environmental health.

HE 31

ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH

3 tws. 3 crs.
Public health opera tions in an urban society are reviewed in this course. Areas covered include epidemiology. radiation hazards. w aste d isposal. protection and treatment of water
supplies. pesticide control. air pollution. consumer protection. food sanitation. sw imming
facilities protection. safety and accident prevention.

HE 62

SEXU A LITY I N TH E INDIVIDUAL: MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
3 lws. 3 Ct'S.
During this overview of public health services. students study the organization and nature
of public health program s. patterns of medical care. health career opportunities. methods
of public health education. communication techniques in working w ith the public. and
public health laws.

HE 36

EDUCATION FOR SAFE LIVING

2 hrs. 2 crs.
Principles for safe living are dealt w ith in terms of theory and practice of first- aid
procedures. Qualified stu dents receive American Red Cross Certification. This course fulfills
the safety and first aid requirement for those contemplat ing a teaching career.

HE 62

SEXUALITY IN THE I N D IV IDUAL MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
3 tws. 3 crs.
This course fosters the positive development and expression of sexuality b'ased upon
factual information related to sex. anatomy and physiology. Students learn to identify and
understand their roles in dating. courtship. marr iage and parenthood.

HE 60

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES : EMPHASIS ON FAMILY
PLANNING

4 tws. 3 crs.
This course requires a survey of community family health services with emphasis on
family planning. Topics to be reviewed include reproduction. contraception. family planning, birth control and population growth. The cou rse is designed to introduce students to
community family health services through campus seminars and field assignments.
Prerequisite: HE 11
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Physical Education
Co- Educatio nal Activities
All the following courses meet for 2 hours a week and earn 1 credit for each semester.
PEC 18 ARCHERY - BADMINTON
PEC 18

FENCING

PEC 20

PRINCIPLES OF CLASSICAL BALLET

PEC 22

SOCI~L.

PEC 23

BOWLING
Course Fee $1 4.40 (No Transportation)

PEC 24

SKIING
Course Fee $16 (No Transportation)

PEC 28

GOLF

PEC 27

BEGINNING KARATE AND SELF-DEFENSE

FOLK AND SQUARE DANCING

PEC 28 INTERMEDIATE KARATE AND SELF-DEFENSE
Prerequisite: PEC 27
PEC 29

INTRODUCTION TO HATHA YOGA

PEC 30

BASIC SWIMMING
Sommer

PEC 3 1

SENIOR LIFE-SAVING
Summer

PEC 32

ICE SKATING

PEC 32

ICE SKATING
Course Fee $1 4 (No Transporation)

PEC 33 MODIFIED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The activities in this course are modified specifically to meet the needs of students w ho.
due to medical limitations. cannot participate in any of the require:! Physical Education
courses.
Prerequisite: Health Service Department approval
PEC 36

ON -SLOPE SKIING
Intercession

30 tvs. 1 cr.
For fee information. departure and return dates. check Spring '7 5 pre-registration form.

PEC 36

SAILING
Course Fee $ 12 (No Transporation)
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PEC 37

INTERMEDIATE SAILING
Course Fee S 12 (No Transportation)
Prerequisite : PEC 36
PEC 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 en.
Independent study of Physical Education is developed individually, or with a group.
between student and faculty member and must be approved by the department.
An example of such study w ould be:
ARCHERY
30 hrs. 1 cr.
lntersession (No Transporation)
For fee information, departure and return dates. check Spring '75 pre-registratio n form .

Men's A ctivit ies
All the follow ing courses meet for 2 hours a week and earn 1 credit each semester.

PEM 1

FUNDAMENTALS OF FITNESS AND CONDITIONING

PEM 2

BASEBALL
Spring

PEM 3

TOUCH FOOTBALL
Fall

PEM 5

BASKETBALL TECHNIQUES

PEM 6

SOFTBALL AND VOLLEYBALL
Spring

PEM 7

SOCCER TECHNIQUES
Fall

PEM 8

POWER VOLLEYBALL

PEM 11

BEGINNING TENNIS

PEM 12 INTERMEDIATE TENNIS
Prerequisite: PEM 11
PEM 17

WRESTLING

PEM 18

TRACK AND FIELD

PEM 19

BEGINNING GYMNASTICS
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Women's Activities
All the following courses meet for 2 hours a w eek and earn 1 credit each semester.

PEW 1

FIGURE CONTROL AND BODY CONDITIONING

PEW 2

BASKETBALL

PEW 6

SOFTBALL. TRACK AND FIELD

PEW 7

POWER VOLLEYBALL

PEW 10

BEGINNING GYMNASTI CS

PEW 11

BEGINNING TENNIS

PEW 12 INTERMEDIATE TENNI S
Prerequisite: PEW 11
PEW 18

MODERN DANCE TECHNIQUES
(Open to M en)

PEW 19

MODERN DANCE COMPOSITION
(Open to M en)
Prerequisne: PEW 18
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Recreation leadership
REC 11

INTRODUCTION TO RECREATION

3 hrs. 3 c:rs.
This introductory course to the historical and philosophical foundations of recreation and
leisure includes study of institutions providing recreation services. and the socio-economic
factors which influence the growth and development of recreation.
For Recreation Leadership majors only.
REC 12

RECREATION LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The importance of obtaining know ledge of human dynamics. leadership abilities. and related techniques of teaching recreational skills are stressed during this course. Recreation
leadership, personnel practices and policies. and techniques of supervision are presented.
Prerequisite: REC 11
REC 13

SOCIAL RECREATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this course. students are taught how to conduct. plan and program social recreation
activities in camps. centers. clubs. institutions and playgrounds. Under supervision. individual leadership abilities are developed and performance is evaluated.
REC 14

OUTDOOR RECREATION

2 hrs. 2 crs.
Trends in outdoor recreation are traced in this course. The place of the recreation leader in
outdoor programs. the scope and extent of programs in conservation. camping. aquatics
and nature are considered. A weekend camping trip is required. Course fee is $16.
REC 16

SUMMER CAMP LEADERSHIP

2 hrs. 2 crs.
The course aims to prepare students as future camp counselors by presenti ng a basic
camping philosophy. examining camping objectives. studying problems in the camp ing
field. and providing opportunities to acquire skills and leadership essential in ca mp life. A
weekend camping trip is required . Course fee is $16.
REC 16

METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING FOLK, SQUARE AND
SOCIAL DANCE
2 hrs. 2 crs.
In this course students become famil iar with basic dance movements. dance positions.
dance etiquette and dance terminology. and learn how to teach and direct folk dances in
various forms.
For Recreation Leadership M ajors only.

REC 20

EDUCATION FOR LEISURE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The course deals w ith the basic ideas and problems of leisure that confront contemporary
society. Students are encouraged to develop concepts concerning leisure for today and for
the future. They are also helped to develop attitudes toward the use of leisure time which
will create beneficial living patterns.
For Recreation Leadership M ajors only.
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REC 3 1

RECREATION FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

31ws. 3 crs.
The philosophy and history of therapeutic recreation is studied during this course. Class
discussions consider areas of disability. physical development. psychological and emotional problems and social adjustment. Attitudes toward the disabled. are examined and attempts are made to rectify those founded on myth and misinformation. Students are taught
medical terms. the role of therapeutic recreation as part of the rehabilitation team's efforts
and are given the opportunity to plan recreation programs to fit the needs and capabilities
of specific disabilities.

Ptetequisire: REC 12
REC 3 2

ORGANIZATION OF A RECREATION PROGRAM

31ws. 3 era.
The underlying principles for effective recreation programming are presented in this course.
An overview of the operation of recreation facilities. including budget. public relations,
records. reports. equipment and evaluation is included.
For Recreation leadership Majors only.

Ptetequisite: REC 12
REC 33

LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN ARTS AND CRAFTS

21ws. 2 era.
The course provides students with opportunities to learn skills with various mater ials and
to teach the use of clay, paper. paint. yarn, wire. soap and w ood. Emphasis is on encouraging creativity and providing enjoyment for all ages and special groups. Course fee is

$2.
RE C 3 5

RECREATION FOR THE A GING AND MENTALLY RETARDED
31ws. 3 era.
The course deals with two special populations- the aging and the mentally retarded.
In the area of the aging, the course examines biological. psychological. and sociological
aspects of aging. Through this study, students gain an understanding of the aging process
and the problems affecting the aged. and become able to furnish recreational services for
their benefit.
The mental retardation area provides students with knowledge of the social. emotional.
physical and intellectual characteristics and problems of an individual with retarded mental
development. Through guidelines developed in the course students will be able to diagnose
recreative functioning. understand leadership techniques and plan recreation programs for
the mentally ret arded.
For Recreation Leadership Majors only.

Ptersquisite: REC 31
RE C 9 1

FIELD EX PERIENCE IN RE CREATION LEADERSHIP

61ws. 3 era.
Students are assigned to supervised field w ork in a variety of recreation agency settings in
the community. The course includes one hour seminar. student field reports and class discussions of these experiences.
For Recreation Leadership M ajors only.

Ptetequisites: REC 11 and 12
REC 92

FIELD EX PERIENCE IN RE CREATION LEADERSHIP II

61ws. 3 ers.
This advanced field experience program involves increased student participation in the
work of the assigned recreation agencies. assignment to a second type of agency for varied
experience. and includes one hour seminar.
For Recreation Leadership M ajors only.

Pterequisites: REC 11 . 12 and 91
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Department of History
Chsirm11n

Bernard Klein. Professor; B.A. M.A. Ph.D.
Professor

William Klubach; A.B .. M.A.. Ph.D.
Associate Professors

Patrick Abbazia; A.B .. M.A.. Ph.D.
Betty Boyd Caroli: B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D.
Robert Hecht: B.A. Ph.D.
Morton Wagman; B.A. M.A. Ph.D.
Assist11nt Professors

Frances Kraljic Curran; B.A.. M.A.
Herbert Gelbart; B.A. M.A.
Norman Hanover; A.B.• M.A.
Alphonse Homeha: B.A.. M.A.
Thomas Kessner; B. A.. M.A.
Richard J. Nachtsheim; A.A. B.A.. M.A. S.T.B.. M.A.
Arnold Perlmutter; A. B.. A.M.
Mitchell Okun; B.A.. M.A.
Sydney Rosenberg; B.A. M.A.
Joan Sedgwick; B.A. M.A.
Stuart Suss: B.A. M.A.
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American History
HIST 11

AMERICAN CIVILIZATION I

3 IYs. 3 crs.
This course describes American life from the Age of Exploration to the Civil War. American
democracy IS examined against the background of the nation's history with emphasis on
crucial issues and periods.
HIST 12

AMERICAN C IVILIZATION II

31Ys. 3crs.
This course continues the study of American life from the time of the Civil War to t he
present.

HIST 13

AMERI CAN COLONIAL HISTORY. 1492 t o 1763
Fall

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The foundations of Amencan civilization from its European origins to the French and Indian
War are traced in this course. Topics such as the expansion of Europe. the Indian's struggle
for survival. the origins of American Negro slavery and the roots of prejudice. the Puritan
impact on Ameri can cu lture. the structure and basis of American politics. and the grow th of
American nationalism are covered.

HIST 58

AMERI CAN REVOLUTION AND THE EARLY NATIONAL PERIOD.
1763to 1828
Spring
3 tws. 3 crs.
A survey course to consider the various forces that produced the American Revolution.
How the American people built a new nation. struggled With the problems of an
underdeveloped economy. created a two-party system. and sought to protect and enhance
their national sovereignty are discussed.

HIST 15

ERAOFTHECIVILWAR. 1828to1877

3 IYs. 3 crs.
American CIVIlization from the " Era of Good Feelings" of Reconstruction is traced in t his
course. Included are such topics as the Age of Common Man. the humanitarian impulse
and the reform movement. the problem of slavery and race. romanticism and nationalism in
the Old South. the Civil War and the triumph of American capitalism. and the role of the
Black Amencan in the reconstruction of the nation.

HIST 16

THE GILDED AGE AND THE PROGRESSIVE ERA. 1877 to 1920
31Ys. 3crs.
The transformation of America from a rural. agricultural. isolated nation to an urban industrial power is described in this course. Topics include society and politics in the G ilded
Age. the age of t he Robber Barons. the rise of the city, the impact of immigration on
American life. the search for identity in the modern world. Theodore Roosevelt and t he
modern Presidency. Woodrow Wilson and the triumph of Progressivism. W orld W ar I and
the rise of America as a world pow er.
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H IST 69

M O DERN AMER ICA . 1920 to PRESENT
Spring

3 tra. 3 era.
A study of the development of the United States from 1920 to the present. the course
considers the Jazz Age. the Great Depression. the New Deal. World War II, the Cold War.
Vietnam. the Civil Rights Revolution. and the Protest Movement of the present.
HIST 14

AMERI CAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

3 trs. 3 era.
The origin and development of the American Constitution. emphasizing key Sopreme Court
decisions. changing Constitutional interpretations. the relation of the Constitution to the
changing political, economic and social conditions in modern America are studied in this
course.
H IST 2 0

THE IMM IGRANT IN AMER ICAN SOCIETY

Spring

3 trs. 3 era.
The history of immigration to America is examined as the course traces the changing pattern of immigration from the 17th century to the present. The motives and ambitions of the
immigrant, his role in American society. and his contributions to American life are
described.
HIST 2 1

AM ERI CAN SOCIAL H ISTORY

3 trs. 3 ers.
This course traces the development of significant aspects of American society,from the colonial era to the present. Topics include the role and treatment of minority groups.
education in America. poverty and cr ime. Popular culture such as sports. fads. folklore and
music will be discussed.
HIST 23

T HE A MERICAN FRONTIER
Fall

3 trs. 3 era.
This course traces the movement of the American frontier from colonial times to the 20th
century. Discussion includes the impact of the frontier on the settler. the confrontation
between the Indian and the settler. and the settler's efforts to tame the American
wilderness. Also covered are topics such as the cotton and cattle kingdoms. the problem of
law and order in the West. and the continuing legacy of the frontier in Amencan society
and culture.
HIST 4 1

THE INDIAN IN AMERICAN HISTORY

3 trs. 3 ers.
A course on the history of the American Indian from the time of Columbus to the present.
Emphasis is on the relationships between the American Indians and the European settlers.
Attention is given to the problems of the Indians in contemporary American society.
HIST 50

THE BLA CK IN A M ERICAN HISTORY

3 trs. 3 era.
This course is devoted to a study of the Black American within the context of American
civilization. His role in the growth of the nation is examined with the aim of understanding
his contributions. his problems. and the attitudes of all Amer icans. black and white. on the
issues of race. Primary. historical and current sources are utilized.
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HIST 64

T HE UNITED STATES A N D W ORLD AFFAIRS
Spring

3 hrs. 3 era.
In this course. study is made of modern American foreign policy since 1898. Major t opics
include America's outward thrust and the Spanish-American War. United States relations
with Latin America and the Far East. intervention and isolationism. the diplomacy of World
War II. the Cold War and containment. and contemporary problems of Amer ican foreign
relations.

HIST 66

H ISTORY OF ITALIAN AMERICANS

3 hra. 3 era.
This course examines the circumstances of the immigration of Italians to the United States
from the colonial period up to the present The contributions which Italians made to
American culture. and the changes which they experienced in their own lives as a result of
living in the United States. will be considered. The political. economic and social record of
Italian- Americans. as well as their treatment in Amer ican literature. will be examined.

H IST 60

AM ERICAN INTELLECTUA L H I STORY
Fall

3 hrs . 3 ers.
This course traces the develOpment of Amer ican thought from the colonial period to the
present. The ideas and values which influenced and directed American society are
examined.

HIST 61

T H E CITY IN AMER I CAN HISTORY
Fall

3 hrs. 3 era.
A study of urban history in Amer ica. from the trade centers of the 17th century to the
modern megalOpolis is made in this course. Also included are topics such as intellectual
ferment in the cities. rural migration. foreign immigration. and the problems the city faces
in contemporary America.

HIST 68

WOM EN IN AMERI CAN HISTORY

3 hrs. 3 ers.
A study of the various roles- famil ial. social. legal and political- that women have playtd
in American history is made in this course. To concretely depict women's position in society. emphasis is placed on historically important women. as well as on outstanding fictional female characters.

HIST 69

AMERI CAN JEWISH HISTOR Y

3 hrs. 3 era.
During this course a study of the Jews within the context of Am!rican history will be made
w ith emphasis on tha settlement of America as part of the Diasporic experience. The historical causes for the unique aspects of American J udaism and the success of the German
Jews in the expanding entrepreneurial economy of the 1850's will be explored. The immigrant expenence and the process of accommodation with American society and its values
w ill be studied in detail. Economic and geographic mobility. the Jewish labor movement.
the radical intellectuals of the '30's, as well as contemporary issues w ill be considered.
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World His tory

HIST 3 1

MODERN EUROPE. 1789 TO PRESENT

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A soci al. cultural. political. and economic approach to the development of European civilization from the French Revolution to the 20th century. emphasis in this course is on the
technological revolution and the predicament of modern man.

HIST 32

ASIA IN MODERN TIMES

3 hrs. 3 crs.
An examination of contemporary Asian civilizations is conducted during th1s course w ith
special emphasis on 19th and 20th century developments. Such topics as the conflicts
between indigenous cultures and external forces are included.

HIST 33

AFRICA

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
The historical developments of Africa are studied in this course. Emphasis is on the cultural
interchange. colonialism and the nationalist revolts. new governments and the problem of
modernization. conflicts of interest of the great powers. and 20th century nationalistic rivalries.

HIST 74

MILITARY HISTORY
Spring

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Modern military history is studied w ith cou rse emphasis placed on the strategic. cultural.
ideological and technological factors relating to warfare. Topics include war and society in
old Europe. modern nationalism and conventional warfare. modern guerrilla and
counterinsurgency warfare.

HIST 35

UTOPIAN DREAMERS AND THE WESTERN WORLD
3 hrs. 3 ~.

During this study of utopian th1nkers and thought as a significant expression of Western
culture. the major works in the utopian literature and the historical backgrounds which
produ ced them are considered.

HIST 36

EUROPE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Europe in the 20th century is a study of the transformation of European society from the
end of the 19th century to the present. The aim of this course. to view Europe as a civilization. requ ires discussion of political. military. economic and cultural factors as well as social
and technological changes which gave the 20th century its unique character.
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HIST 37

THE MIDDLE EAST FROM WORLD WAR I TO THE PRESENT
3 hrs. 3 crs.
An analysis of the major political, social. religious. economic and cultural developments in
the Near East is offered in this course. Emphasis 1s on the attempts of Islamic society t o
adjust to the Western w ay of life and the rise of nationalism. recent developments such as
the emergence of the State of Israel. The role of oil in world diplomacy and the efforts at
modernization will be considered.
HIST 3 8

REVOLUTION AND POLITICAL PROTEST IN AFRICA,
1860 TO PRESENT

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course will examine the historical causes for political protest and revolution in su~
Sahara Africa as well as the prospects of non-violent political change. The emphasis w ill be
primarily on the anti-colonial reactions. insurrections and the role of the military in shaping
African society. Attention will be given to organized and unorganized forms of protest in
their political and proto-political manifestations.

HIST 51

THE AN CIENT WORLD

Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course traces the origins of civilization and the emergence of the great cultures of the
Near East. including the religiOUS. soc1al. economic. and political Ideas and mstitutions of
Egypt. Mesopotamia. the Hebrews. Greece. and Rom e. which shaped Western civilization.
HIST 52

WESTERN CIVILIZATION FROM THE MIDDLE A GES
TO THE 18TH CENTUR Y
Spring

3 hrs. 3 cr s.

This course considers the main themes of Western Civilization from the Middle Ages to the
18th century. Discussion top1cs include; the nature of medieval society. the binh of
modern capitalism. the rise of individualism and humanism. the religious revolution of the
16th century, the emergence of modern science. the Age of Reason. the expansion of
Europe and its impact on the world.

HIST 53

RUSSIAN HISTORY FROM 1860 TO THE PRESENT

Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course deals with reform and revolution in Russia and the establishment of the Soviet
regime. An analysis and evaluation of the U .S.S.R. under its several leaders is included.

HIST 57

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course traces the political, economic. social. and cultural evolution of the peoples and
nations of Latin America. The region's development from the wars of independence to the
contemporary problems and changi ng patterns of life in Latin America today are studied.
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HIST 64

MODERN JEWISH HISTORY

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The focus in this course is on the history of the Jewish people from the Enlightenment to
the establishment of the State of Israel. The topics to be covered are emancipation.
assimilation. anti-Semitism. economic. social and ideological developments. and Zionism.

HIST 65

MODERN RADICAL MOVEMENTS IN WESTERN CIVILIZAT ION
Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
The course examines the ideological bases of industrialism. laissez-faire. doctrines of
reform and transformation. as well as the co-related movements in the 19th and 20th
centuries. It traces the emergence of post-democratic totalitarianism in Russia. Italy. and
Germany. and contemporary expressions of Socialism. M arxism-leninism. and revisionist
views of liberalism and democracy.

HIST 66

REVOLUTION IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION- A COMPARATIVE V IEW
3 hrs. 3 crs.
The aim of this course is to study the processes and personalities involved in revolution as
well as their legacies to future generations. Revolutions in general. with special emphasis
on the English Revolution. 1640- 1660. the American Revolution. 1763-1787. the French
Revolution. 1789- 1799. and the Russian Revolution 1917- 1923 are compared and
contrasted.

HIST 67

JEWISH HISTORY FROM POST- BIBLICAL TIMES
TOTHEENLIGHTENMENT

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
In this course. students study the Babylonian exile and its impact on the development of
Judaism. the Second Commonwealth and the comm unities outside Palestine. the growth
of the Talmud and the literature surrounding it. the relationship with Christianity and Islam.
and the communal structures and institutions in Europe and Africa

HIST 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study in History is open to students who have demonstrated an interest and
have a " B" index or better in the discipline. Each course of study. including hours. credits.
and required work. is developed individually. or w ith a group. between student and faculty
member and must be approved by the department.
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Philosophy
PHIL 7 1

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY: THE CLASSICAL PHILOSOPHERS
Fall

3 hrs. 3 era.
The beginnings of man's search for meaning. value and purpose in classical Greece. India.
and China are studied in this course.

PHIL 72

HIST ORY OF PHILOSOPHY : THE MODERN PHILOSOPHERS
Spring

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course. which is a continuation of PHIL 71 . is a dialogue with modern thinkers
concerned w ith the destiny and dignity of man and his place in the universe.

PHIL 73

LOGIC : THEORIE S OF ARGUMENTATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The purpose of thi s course is to introduce students to the basic theories of argumentation
in their evaluation from Plato and Aristotle to contemporary theories. The theories of logic
and its application w ill form the core of this course.

PHIL 74

ETH IC5-A ST UDY OF ETHICAL PROBLEMS

3 hrs. 3 era.
In this course. students explore the concern for ethics from the beginnings of thoughtfrom Greek philosophy to the present. The types of problems that arise and remain
constant in human history w ill be discussed during the semester.

PHIL 81

INDEPENDENT STU DY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 ers.
Independent study of Philosophy permits students to engage in study in areas in which
they have special interest and nec,essary competence. Such study may include research.
work outside the College. and participation in individual or group projects. Students must
obtain written permission from the Instructor who w ill guide the study and approval from
the department.
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Mathematics
MATH 01

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

4 hrs. 1 cr.
A comprehensive treatment of the topics outlined for the Ninth Year Mathematics course
by the University of the State of New York, and some topics in geometry. Not open to
students who have taken Math 05 or equivalent.

MATH 0 2

PLANE GEOMETR Y

3 hrs. No Credit
A comprehensive treatment of the topics outlined for the Tenth Year Mathematics course
by the University of the State of New York.
Prerequisite: MATH 01 , or 05, or Elementary Algebra

MATH 03

ELEVENTH YEAR MATHEMATICS
4 hrs. 1 cr.

Same course as Eleventh Year Mathematics in high school.
Prerequisite: MATH 01, or 05, or ElemBntary Algebra

MATH 06

INTENSIVE MATHEMATICS REVIEW

4 hrs. 1 cr.
This intensive review of basic mathematics includes an introduction to basic algebraic
manipulations. The course emphasis is on individualized attention using programmed
instructional materials under the direct supervision of the Instructor. Studies are supplemented by one hour of mathematics laboratory work. Not open to students who completed
Math 01 or passed Elementary Algebra and the College Placement Examination.

MATH 2

BASIC CONCEPTS OF STATISTICS

4 hrs. 3 cr.
This course introduces students to the rationale of statistical methods in an intuitive way.
Students are expected to learn by doing. Most of the computation IS done by use of calculators/ t ime-sharing terminals. Topics include mean, median. mode. standard deviation. histograms. hypothesis testing. and confidence intervals.
Not open to students who have taken MATH 03. or Intermediate Algebra.
Prerequisite: Competence in Kingsborough Mathematics Placement Examination or "A" or
" 8 " grade in MATH 01 or 05

MATH 3

BUSINESS AND CONSUMER MATHEMATICS

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Course topics include credit cards: automobile. life. health and property insurance: compound interest; savings plans; mortgages; checkbook records: and taxes and income tax
forms.
Recommended for all non-transfer students.
Prerequisite: Competence in Kings borough Mathematics Placement Examination

MATH 6

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Topics in this course include mathematics of investment; compound interest. present
value. annuities. amortization. sinking funds. bonds. stocks, and elements of statistics.
Recommended for non-transfer Business students.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Algebra or MATH 03
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MATH 7

PRIN CIPLES OF MATHEMATICS

4 hrs. 4 c:rs.
A basic course in mathematical discovery during which student participation is emphasized
in the development and investigation of topics such as: number sequences. calculating
devices; extrapolation. mathematical mosaics and curves. probability; and topology.
Recommended for transfer and non-transfer students.
Not open to students who have taken Intermediate Albegra. or MATH 03
Prerequisite : MATH 01, or 05. or Ninth Year Mathematics

MATH 8 MATHEMATICS- A HISTORICAL SURVEY
3 hrs. 3 cr s.
Topics in this course are presented in a historical setting and include numerical systems.
sets. number bases. and logic and mathematical systems.
Recommended as an alternate or sequence course to MATH 7 .
Not open to students who have taken a mathematics course number 11 or higher.
Prerequisite: MATH 01 , or 05, or Elementary Algebra

MATH 9

UNDERSTANDING MATHEMAT ICS: A PRACTICAL APPROACH

4 hrs. 4 cr s.
This course is primarily designed for students in the Educational Assistant Program.
M athematics laboratory equipment is used to gain insight into basic mathematics concepts
and principles which are further developed through formal discussions and the completion
of a requ ired term project.
Prerequisite: MATH01 or05

MATH 11

FINITE MATHEMATICS

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This course includes analysis of polls. linear programming by graph. an introduction to
probability. games and game theory. Markov chains, growth and decay problems. savings
plans. annuities. amortization and other problems in the mathematics of management.
such as PERT. and simulation and forecasting . Calculators and/ or mini-computers are used
to do the calculations. Designed as an elective for liberal arts or business students
interested in some practical problems solved by mathematics.
Prerequisite: MATH 03, or Eleventh Year M 11thematics

MATH 12

CONCEPTS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS I
FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A basic course designed. to introduce A.A. and A.A.S. students to the beauty and
structure of mathematics and to recent developments in the field. Topics include the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic. the Euclidean Algorithm. nethwork theory. tiling and congruences. Recreational mathematics is also introduced. Students may take M ATH 12/
MATH 13 during the same or different semesters in either order.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Algebra. or MATH 03, or "A " Grade in M ATH 7

MATH 13

SURVEY OF MATHEMATICS FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS
4 hrs. 4 c:rs.

This course is designed to introduce A .A. and A.A.S. students to several branches of
mathematics. Topics include Probability and stat istics. computer programming. logic. the
real number system. and linear programming. Students may take MATH 12/ M ATH 13
during the same or different semesters in either order.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Algebra or MATH 03
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MATH 14

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This pre-calculus course stresses real numbers. fields. open sentences. functions and relations. and serves as an introduction to analytic geometry and to probability. Recommended
for students planning to continue with Calculus and/or mathematics electives.
Not open to students who have completed advanced algebra or MATH 12A in high school.
Prerequisite: Eleventh Year Mathematics or MATH 03

MATH 16

CALCULUS I

4 hrs. 4 cr s.
This is the first part of a three-semester integrated course in the elements of coordinate
geometry. differential and integral calculus. with applications. Emphasis here is on algebraic functions of a single variable. Among topics to be covered are the derivative. dif·
ferentiation formulas. and application to geometry, physics and maximization.
Not open to students who have completed at least one term of calculus in high school.
Prerequisite: Advenced elgebra. twelfth yeer high school mathemetics or MATH 14

MATH 16

CALCULUS II

4 hrs. 4crs.
A continuation of MATH 15. the emphasis is on transcendental functions. special methods
of integration. and hyperbolic functions.
Prerequisite: One term of high school calculus or MATH 15

MATH 17-18

C ALCULUS 1-11 (Honors)•

4 hrs. 4crs.
(each semester)
An intensive year-long course for students concentrating in mathematics whose previous
performance in the subject earned a "B" or higher grade. Topics include rate of change of
function . derivatives applications. integration. applications of a definite integral.
transcendental functions. determinants. linear. polar coordinates. vectors. solid geometry
and partial differentiation. MATH 17-1 B is equivalent to MATH 15. 16. and 21 .
Not open to students who completed at least one term of high school calculus.
Prerequisites: Twelfth yeer high school math. MATH 14. ':A" grede in edvenced elgebre
• CoutM w 1ll be offered only If w a.nrned by su H~e•nt erwolfment

MATH 19

INTRODUCTION TO FORMAL LOGIC

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course consists of a study of the methods and forms of reasoning in Mathematics and
Science w ith emphasis on deductive systems and their implications. Topics include sets.
propositions. and predicates fallacies and formal systems. This course is an alternative to
MATH 12.
Prerequisites: Intermediate Algebre. MATH 03

MATH 20

ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS

3 hrs. 3 crs
This course introduces students to probability and statistics. and includes tabulation and
graphing of distributions. central and dispersion tendencies. comparison techniques. correlations and predictive techniques. Instruction and practice in the use of desk calculators
and the basic language is included.
Recommended for students planning careers in economics. education. psychology. sociology. data processing. and environmental technology.
Prerequisites: lntermediete elgebra. MATH 03
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MATH 2 1

CALCU LUS Ill

4 lvs. 4

Cl'S.

This course is a continuation of MATH 16 with emphasis placed on partial differentiation,
polar coord inates. multiple integration. solid geometry and vect ors, and hyperbolic functions.
Prerequisite: M ATH 16 with "C" grade or better

MATH 22

CONCEPTS OF MODERN MATHEM ATICS II

31vs. 3 crs.

A continuation i n greater depth of MATH 12. This course includes some independent
reading under the guidance of the Instructor to introduce student s to research
mathematics.
Prerequisite: Math 12 or 13 with "8" grade or better, or permission of Department
Chairman

MATH 23

HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS

4 1vs. 4 cr s.

An introduction to the history of mathematics from Babylonian and Egyptian civ ilizat ion to
the present time . Course emphasis is on mathematics as a cu ltu ral force in the
development of Western civilization. Recommended for prospective teachers of junior high
school and secondary school mathematics.
Not open to students who have completed MATH 8 .

Prerequisite: MATH 12 or higher

MATH 24

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF NUMBERS

31vs. 3 crs.

This course covers the classical number theory, and such related topics as divisibility, congruences. quadratic residues. continued fractions. Diophantine equations. prime and
perfect numbers.

Prerequisite: MATH 12 or higher

MATH 55

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

41vs. 3 cr s.

This course delves into the solution of ordinary linear differential equations. operational
techniques. solution by series. numerical solutions. Laplace t ransforms. and applications in
engineering and the sciences.

Prerequisite: MATH 16 or 18 with "C" grade or better

MAT H 56

LINEAR ALGEBRA

4 1vs. 3 crs.

This course consists of a study of vector spaces, matrix algebr a transformat ions. and vect or
analysis.

Prerequisite: MATH 15 or 17 with "C" grade or better

MATH 57 -58

CALCULUS III- IV :Honors)•

4 1vs. 4 crs.
(each sem ester)

A year long advanced course in calculus from a vector calculus viewpoint. Topics inclu de
limits, sequences. and series.

Prerequisite: MATH 18 or 21 with "8" grade or better
· Course will be offered only if warranted by sufficient enrollment.

M ATH 8 1

INDEPENDENT STUDY
1-3 lvs. 1-3 crs.

Independent study of Mathematics involves any organizaed study of M athematics as
mutually agreed upon by an Instructor and one or more students. w ith approval of t he Department Chairman. The Instructor shall be responsible for recommending t o t he department the cred it value of any such course and for listing the method of evalu at ion of the
student's work.
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Computer Programming
Courses in COMPUTER PROGRAMMING are offered as electives to all students.

COMP PRO 30

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC

4 hrs. 4crs.
BASIC is a general-purpose computer language used in both conversational mode and
time-sharing computer centers. It is a simple and natural language requiring a minimum of
programming skills. yet bringing about an appreciation of the power of a computer. In this
" hands- on" course. with direct interaction between students and the computer. problems
in mathematics. the sciences and the social sciences are explored to awaken and augment
students' interest in the problem areas of today's civilization.
Prerequisite: MATH 03 or Intermediate Algebra

COMP PRO 50

INTRODUCTION TO RPG PROGRAMM I NG

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This mtroduction to programming uses the RPG (Report Program Generator) program language. Typical business applications are considered. Programs written by students will be
tested on an IBM System/ 360 at the Kingsborough Computer Center.
This course is not intended primarily for Data Processing majors.
Prerequisite: Elementary Algebra or MATH 01

COMP PRO 51

PROGRAMMING IN FORTRAN IV

4 hfs. 4crs.
An introduction to programming including flow-charting using the FORTRAN IV program
language. Examples are taken from business as well as mathematical applications.
Students are allocated time on The Kingsborough Computer Center IBM System/ 360 to
run their own programs.
Prerequisite: Three years of high school mathematics including Intermediate Algebra or
Eleventh Ye11r Mathem11tics

COMP PRO 52

INTRODUCTION TO COBOL PROGRAMMING

4 hfs. 4crs.
This introduCtion to programming uses Common Business Oriented Langu11ge. Typical
business applications are considered. Programs written by students will be run on the
Kingsborough Computer Center IBM System/ 360.
Recommended as an elective for students w ho wish to learn how to program a computer
using a language which is oriented to the solution of business problems. Students majoring
in Data Processing will not receive credit for this course.
Prerequisite: MATH 01

COMP PRO 53 PL/1 PROGRAMMING
Spring

4 hfs. 4crs.
An introduction to basic PUl programming for the IBM System/360 during which
business and scientific applications are considered. Programs written by the students will
be run on the Kingsborough Computer Center IBM System/ 360. This course is recommended as an elective for Data Processing and Computer Science majors.
Prerequisite: MATH 03, or Intermediate Algebra. or a programming language course
(FORTRAN. COBOL. or ASSEMBLER)
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Computer Science
COMP SCI 13

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS
Fall
4 hrs. 4crs.

As an introduction to statistics. this course includes the operation of a desk calculator. approximation. probability theory. statistical analysis. solution of equations and systems of
equations. curve-fitting. linear programming. and finite differences.
Corequisite: MATH 15 or 16

COMP SCI 14

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
Spring

5 hrs. 5 crs.
The course examines the nature of a computer center. the systems approach. unit record
operation. and the programming of an IBM System/360 in assembler language.
Corequisite:MA TH 15or 16

COMP SCI 35

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMM lNG I
5 hrs. 5 crs.

The first part of this one-year course introduces numerical analysis and programming.
covers solution of an equation. solution of sets of linear and non-linear equations. and matrix operations including inversion. FORTRAN IV or a similar sophisticated compiler is applied for the solution to these problems.
Prerequisites: COMP SC/14 and MATH 16

COMP SCI 36

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING II

4 hrs. 4crs.
This second semester of the two-semester course includes the study of finite differences.
quadrature, numerical solutions of d ifferential equations and eigenvalues. In each case. error analysis is stressed.
Prerequisite: COMP SC/35
Corequisite: MATH 55 or 56
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Data Processi ng
DP 11

INTRODU CTION TO DATA PROCESSING

4 hrs. 4 crs.
Students in this course receive a thorough introduction to data processing. including the
use of electronic desk ca lculators and unit record equipment. the card punch. verifier. interpreter. reproducer. sorter. collator. and calculator and accounting machine. During the
semester students are given detailed instruction in the concepts. structure and operation of
electronic data processing systems. including topics such as: components of a computer
system. input/output devices; principles of arithmetical operation. decimal. binary and
hexadecimal. coding representations of information in computers. flowcharting and coding
of problems; machine language and assembler language programming. Procedure oriented
languages such as FORTRAN. COBOL and PU1. and the architecture of the IBM System
are included.
Prerequisite: MATH 01 or Elementary Algebra

DP 12

ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

5 hrs 5crs.
A detailed study of assembler language programming for the IBM System/360. Typical
business applications are considered. Programs written by the students are run on an IBM
System/ 360 at the Kingsborough Computer Center.
Prerequisite: DP 11

DP 13

ADVANCED ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING :
IBM SYSTEM/ 360

4 hrs. 4 crs.
This cou rse consists of a detailed study of advanced programming techniques and sophisticated applications. Topics include subroutine linkage. table lookup. fl oating point
arithmetic. magnetic tape usage; direct access storage devices. physical IOCS and automatic interruptions. Programs w ritten by students will be run on an IBM System/360 at
the Kingsborough Computer Center.
Prerequisite: DP 12
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DP 31

COBOL PROGRAMMING

5 hrs. 5crs.
Thts course involves a detailed study of COBOL programming. Typical business applications are considered. Programs written by students are run on an IBM System/ 360 at the
Kingsborough Computer Center.
Prerequisite: DP 1 1
Recommttnded: DP 12

DP 32

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING

4 hrs. 4 crs.
Tape and disk programming.
Most of the course consists of a thorough introduction to the IBM System/ 360 disk
operating system. including such topics as system control and system service programs:
interaction of the control program and the problem program w ithin the systems environment; program libraries; data management and IOCS; supervtsor and input/output macros: sequential access method, indexed sequential file management system; direct access
method; utility programs; multiprogramming considerations; system generation.
Prerequisites: DP 12 and 31

DP 41

RPG PROGRAMMING

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A detailed study of RPG (Report Program Generator) programming for the IBM System/
360. This language enables students to write programs which will produce a wide variety

of business reports. Programs written by students w ill be run on the Kingsborough Computer Center IBM System/ 360. Recommended as an elective for Data Processing majors.
and Business and Accounting majors who w ish to learn how to produce business reports
on a computer.

DP 61

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

3hrs. 3crs.
This course introduces the tools and methods used by management to develop systems for
computer applications. Topics covered are systems investigation. input design. output
design. file design. documentation, system testing. system implementation, and hardware
and software.
Prerequisite: DP 12 or 31 .

DP 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study in the field of Data Processing is developed individually between
student and faculty member and must be approved by the department.
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor
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Department of Music
Chairman

Bernard I. Shockett. Professor; B. Mus.. M .A.. Ph.D.
Associate Professors

Yvette Bader. B.A .. B. Mus.• M . Mus.. M.A.. Ed. D.
Warner S. Bass. B. Mus.. M .A.
Charles G. Jacobs. B.S.. M.A.. Ph.D.
Simeon Loring. B.A.. M.A.
Assistant Professor

Ursula Mamlok. B.M .. M .M .

Music
MUSIC 20

RUDIMENTS OF THEORY

31ws. 3 en.
This course is for students who have no pt'evious musical training but are interested in ecquiring basic skills in music reading. writing and performance.

MUSIC 31

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC

31ws. len.
Included in this course is the development of perceptive awareness of music through
guided listening. Materials and forms of music and their use in musical literature are
studied.

MUSIC 91

CHORUS

31ws. 1 cr.
MUSIC 92

BAND

3 lws. 1 cr.
MUSIC 93

ORCHESTRA

3 lws. 1 cr.
Students may enroll for more than one of the above performing groups. However. credit is
allowed for only one activity.
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Courses for Music M ajors •
MUSIC 01

BASIC SK ILLS : TH EORY
2 hra. Ocr.

A review of basic skills in M usic Theory and Ear Training.

MUSIC 02

BASIC SKILLS : PIANO I

1 hr. Ocr.
A beginning piano course for music majors.

MUSIC 03

BASIC SK ILLS : PIANO II
1 hr. 0 cr.

The second piano cou rse in this sequence for music majors.
Pr erequisite: MUSIC 02
• Courses listed for Music Majors may be open to other students with the permission of the
Department Chairman

MUSIC 32

THEORY OF M USIC I

3 hrs. 3 era.
Students in this course study the diatonic tonal system. Scales. intervals. chordal construction in various positions. chord rel ationships and successions, melodic construction and
analysis, voice-leading techniques. metric and rhythmic organizations, harmonization of
figured-bass exercises and melodies are included. Relevant techniques in representative
melodies and in traditional repertoire are analyzed.
Prerequisite : MUSIC 01 or Permission of Chairman
Corequisite: MUSIC 36
M USIC 33

T HEORY OF MUSIC II

3 hrs. 3 era.
During this continuation of MUSIC 32. tones of figuration (passing-tones. neighboring
tones, leaps. suspension and anticipation techniques). chords of the seventh and ninth. applied (secondary) dominant techniques in trad itional musical repertoire are studied.
Prerequisite : MUSIC 32
M USIC 34

T HEORY OF MUSIC Ill

3 hrs. 3 era.
This continuation of MUSIC 33 includes diatonic harmony, two and three part counterpoint. chromaticism and t he harmonization of melodies in various styles.
Prerequisite: MUSIC 33

MUSIC 35

T HEORY OF MUSIC IV

3 hrs. 3 er a.
A continu ation of MUSIC 34. this semester is an advanced study and application of music
theory learned in previous classes.
Prerequisite: MUSIC 34
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MUSIC 3 6

EAR TRAINING I

2 hrs. 2 crs.
Fundamentals of notation. rhythms. key signatures. tempo and dynamics. are studied with
practice in elementary sight-singing and dictation. This course is designed to enable
students to sing melodies at sight and to develop hearing perception.
Prttrttquisite: MUSIC 01 or Permission of Chairman
Corequisite : MUSIC 32
MUSIC 37

EAR TRAINING II

2 hrs. 2 crs.
During this continuation of MUSIC 36 students are involved in sight-singing and dictation
of melodies. rhythm. harmony. major and minor modes. intervals and chords. and rhythmic
patterns.
Prttrttquisite: M USIC 36

M USIC 38

EAR TRAINING Ill

2 hrs. 2 crs.
A continuation of MUSIC 37 during w hich sound recognition and sight-singing is applied
to the principles of music theory. Analysis of melodic construction and harmonization.
study of form in music. regular and irregular rhythms is included.
Prerequisite : MUSIC 37

M USIC 39

EAR TRAINING IV

2 hrs. 2 crs.
A continuat1on of MUSIC 38. this course includes advanced study and application of eartraining learned in previous semesters.
Prerequisite: MUSIC 38
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MUSIC 61

MUSICAL LITERATURE
Fall

3 hrs. len.
Analyt1c:al study of cadences and phrase structures. utilizing monophonic and homophonic
examples is made in the course. Included 1s formal analysis of chorales. piano miniatures
and art songs in simple (binary and ternary) forms. and freer types (keyboard preludes and
fantasies). Several kinds of variation form and compositions in rondo form are examined.
Symphonic works are utilized and the suite is studied as a complete form.

Prerequisite: MUSIC 32
MUSIC 52

MUSICAL LITERATURE II
Spring

3 hrs. 3 c:rs.
Study in this advanced course includes analysis of various types of canons. inventions and
motets. the fugue and sonata form as applied in literature for the keyboard. chamber combinations. and symphony orchestra. and the extension of rondo and fugue forms to the
Baroque concerto. Simpler concertos by Carelli, Vivaldi. and Bach are studied. as well as
relatively uncomplicated keyboard. chamber and symphonic works by Haydn. M ozart.
Beethoven. and Schubert. Fugues from Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier and Art of the Fugue
are examined.
Prerequisite: M USIC 51

MUSIC 60. 61 . 62. 63

PERFORMAN CE AND PRACTICE

3 hrs. 3 c:rs.
A four-semester sequence during which students are given a private lesson each week and
are requ~red to participate in Orchestra. Chorus or Band. Acceptance into the course is
based on an audition to demonstrate the students' readiness to begin work on the
literature of the first semester. (Guidelines regarding minimum preparation are available
from the Music Department.)
At the end of each semester students perform before a jury. Students who fail this examination may not continue the course sequence. Under special circumstances. petition for a
new audition w ill be considered. Courses in the sequences described may not be repeated.

MUSIC 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 c:rs.
Independent study of Music. including such areas as theory, history and performance is
developed individually between student and faculty member and must be approved by the
department.
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D epartment of Nursing
Chairman
Annette Fisher. Assistant Professor. B.S.• M.A.. R.N.
Professors
Eunice Kessler. B.S.. M.A. Ed.D.. R.N.

June Kirkland. B.S.• MA. M.Ed .. R.N.
Sylvia Mart1n. B.S.. M.A . R.N.
Sophia Yaczola. B.S.N.E.. AM .. Ed.D.. R.N.
Associate Professors
M ildred Pitts Brennan. B S.. M .Ed.. R.N.
Bernice Finger. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Barbara Gurski. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Eleanor Hosking, B.S.. M.A .. R.N.
Bella Kanturek. B.S.. M.A. R.N.
Assistant Professors

Halice Beckett. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Catherine Carr. B.S.. M.S.. R.N.
Gloria Glickfeld. B.S.. MA. R.N.
Molly Halofsky, B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Gloria Hartman. B.S.. M.A .• R.N.
Fannie Jackson. B.S.. M.S.. R.N.
Rose Jackson. B.S.. MA. R.N.
Louise G. James. B.S.. M.S.. R.N.
(Sister) Aileen Kelly, B.S.. M .S.. M .Ed.. R.N.
Elsa Kissel. B.S.. M.A .. R.N.
Oliva Morse. B.S.. M.S.. R.N.
Theresa Rodin, B.S.. M.A. R.N.
Leah Ross. B.S.. MA. R.N.
Harriet Sato. B.S.. M .A.. R.N.
Joyce Socoloff. B.S.. M.S.. R.N.
Gladys Torres. B.S.. M.A .. R.N.
Delores Washington. B.S.. M.Ed .• R.N.
Instructors
Rosalind Barnes. B.Sc.. M.A. R.N.
Patricia Corcoron. A. B.. R.N.
Rina Eisenbach. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Edith Glantz. B.A.. M.A.• R.N.
Irene Mendelsohn. B.S.. R.N.
Cora Parnassa. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Sarah Sutton. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
L11cturers
Annette Cockburn. B.S.. M.A.. R.N.
Trinette Erickson. B.S.. MA. R.N.
Christine Melendy. B.S.. M.A .. R.N.
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Nursing
NURS 10

M ATHEMATICS OF DRUGS AND SOLUTIONS

3 hrs. 1 cr.
This course is designed to develop basic mathematical knowledge needed by nursing
stude nt s so that they understand the preparation of solutions and dosages. Skills required
in the interch ange of metric to apothecary to English measuring systems are taught in
classroom and laboratory.
Prerequisite : College Placement Examination score as determined by the Mathematics
and/ or Nursing Departments
NURS 18

FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING

13 hrs. 7 crs.
This course serves to introduoe the knowledge. skills. and understandings which are basic
to nursing. The dependent and independent functions of a nurse technician are expiOfed.
Selected fa cts. principles. and concepts. derived from the biological and behavioral
sciences are applied to common elements of nursing care during lecture and laboratOfy
sessions.
Corequisites: 810 II and PSYCH II
NURS 19

FAMILY- CENTERED MATERNITY NURSING

14 hrs. 4 crs.
(one- half semester)
This course introduces students to family-centered maternity nursing. During lecture and

laboratory sessions. facts. principles and concepts relevant to the care of individuals and
fam ilies during the reproduct ive years of the life-cycle are discussed.
Prerequisites: NUR S 18; 8/0 11 ; PSYCH 11
Corequisite: 810 12
NURS 20

NURSING OF THE EMOTIONALLY Ill
14 hrs. 4 crs.

(one-h alf semester)
This course introduces students to the intricacies of nursing individuals who have emotional illnesses. The major topics are organized to show how emotional illness affects the
needs of the individual and the family. Lecture-discussions are used in the classroom and
laboratory to relate concepts and principles of psychodynamics to the behaviOf of these
patients.

Prerequisites: NUR S 18; 810 11 ; PSYCH 11
Recommended; SOC 31
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NURS 21

NURSING T HE ILL ADULT I

17 hrS. 9 CfS.
This course is designed to present methods of nursing during illnesses which are major
health problems to society. Nursing intervention. based on physiological and psychological
needs of adult patients. is studied. Opportunities are provided in classroom and laboratory.
to adapt and combine the nursing skills needed when caring for patients with health problems in the areas of infectious processes. accidents. respiratory. cardio-pulmonary, nutrition. and elimination, disorders.

Prerequisites: NUR S 18; 810 11, 12; PSYCH 11
Corequisites: 810 51 may be taken with NURS 21 or 22 and NURS 23

NURS 22

NURSING THE ILL ADULT II

18 hrs. 6 crs.
(one-half semester)
This lecture-laboratory continuation of NURS 21 is designed to present the concepts of
illness upon which nursing intervention is based. Topics are organized to demonstrate how
illness affects the needs of ind1viduals, families and society. Selected major adult health
problems d1scussed. are those of interference with normal cellular growth and w ith mobility. Emphasis is on concepts of long term illness and rehabilitation.
Prerequisites: NURS 18, 19, 20.21; 810 11. 12; PSYCH 11. 32 ; SOC 31

Corequisites: 8 io 51 may be taken with NURS 21 or 22 and NURS 23; SOC 31

NURS 23

NURSING OF CHILDREN

18 hrs. 6 crs.
(one-half semester)
This course is designed to teach the special skills necessary for the nursing children afflicted w ith illnesses that are major health problems to society. Topics are organized to
show how the needs of children. from infancy through adolescence. are affected by illness.

Prerequisites: NURS 18. 19.20 .2 1; 810 11.12; PSYCH 11.32; SOC31
Corequisites: 810 51 may be taken with NURS 21 or 22 and NURS 23; SOC 31

NURS 32

NURSING IN PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ILLNESS II

18 hrs. 1 0 crs.
The meaning of illness to soc1ety. families. and individuals is considered during the
semester. Nursing intervention, based on the physiological and psychological needs of
patients in all age groups is emphasized. Opportunities are provided to adapt and combine
nursing skills when ca ring for patients.
Prerequisites: NURS 11.12.31; 810 11.12.51
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Department of Physical

S~ences

Chairman
Kenneth Neuberger. Assistant Professor: B.A.. Ph.D.
Professor
Irving Resnick; B.A .. M.S.• Ph.D.
Harvey Yablonsky; B.S.. M.S.. M.A .. Ph.D.
Associate Professors
Arnold Gallub; B.S.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.
M iles Goodman; B.S.. M .A.
Thomas M eeks: B.S.. M .S.. Ph.D.
Assistant Professors
J ohn Blunt; B.S.. M.S.. M.A.
Harvey Carroll; A.B .. Ph.D.
Sidney Emerman; B.S.. Ph.D.
Samuel Jaffe: B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.
Rose K. Rose; B.A.. M.S.
Adjunct Lecturer
Bruce Einsohn; B.A.. M.A.

George Prince; B.A .. M.A.

Chemistry
CHEM 01

PREVIEW OF COllEGE CHEMISTRY
2 hrs. 1 cr.

This combined lecture and w orkshop course introduces students to chemical nomenclature, symbolism. structure of atoms and molecules. simple chemical reactions and basic
stoichiometry. As needed. the mathematics for these topics. as well as solution of simple
verbal problems. w ill be taught. Critical reading of chemistry texts will be encouraged. Each
student will receive intensive help w ith any weak areas.
Prerequisite or Corequisite: MA TH 03 or equivalent
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CHEM 1 1

GENERAL CHEMISTR Y I

e lw's. 4 Cl'l.
In this two-semester classroom and laboratory course. the first term introduces students to
chemical equations. stoichiometry. chemical nomenclature. atomic structure. periodic
properties. bonding. especially of carbon compounds. the gaseous. liquid and solid states.
phase changes, electrolytes. and the properties of selected elements in relation to environmental problems.
Prerequisite: M ATH 03, or CHEM 01, or competence on Department Placement Examination

CHEM 12

GENERAL CHEMISTRY II

6

m . 4crl.

The second term of CHEM 11 continues with advanced study of chemical kinetics. equilibrium. acids. bases. and salts. weak electrolytes and pH. solubility, thermochemistry, electrochemistry. and transition metal chemistry. laboratory experiments give students a
fee ling for the classical and modern methods of chemtstry.
Prerequisite: CHEM 11

CHEM 13

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

91w'l. 5 Cl'l.
A two-semester course which introduces students to physical chemistry. qualitative organic analysis. and ionic reactions. Studtes in cl assroom and laboratory sesstons include
examination of bonding. resonance and reaction mechanism theory. aliphatic and aromatic
organic compounds. sterochemistry and functional groups.
Prerequisite: CHEM 12

CHEM 32

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II

91w's. 6 era.
During the second section of this Organic Chemistry course. students continue t heir
studies w ith more advanced areas of the science introduced during the first semester.
Prerequisite: CHEM 31

CHEM 41

POLLUTION METROLOGY

6 lw's. 6 crs.
This course is designed to familiarize students w ith the physical and chemical techniques
and equipment useful in quantitative pollution. and in forecasting short- term changes in
pollution levels. Standard chemical procedures for commonly know n pollutants are
surveyed and these procedures are related to physical and chemical instrumentation.

CHDM 62

QUANTITATIVE INORGANIC ANALYSIS

81w's. 4 era.
This classroom and laboratory course is structured to familiarize students w ith the principles. procedures and techniques of classical chemical analysis. Topics stu died include
chemical equilibrium. acid-base neutralization, titration curves. solution properties. An introduction to the theory and use of instrumental methods in m odern analytical chemistry is
included.
Prerequisite: CHEM 12
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Geology
GEO 31

METEOROLOGY

3 tws. 3 crs.
In th1s Introduction to the fundamental physical and chemical structure of the atmosphere.
the topics covered deal with weather. climate. meteorological instrumentation. and air
pollution.
GE032

PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

3 tws. 3 crs.
Factors that have a major influence on the physical and chemical structure of the oceans
are considered in this course. Topics covered deal with tides. waves. currents.
oceanographic instrumentation and coastal oceanography.
GEO 33

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

6 tws. 4 crs.
Physical geology is a study of the nature of the Earth and its processes. During the course.
students consider the following topics: mineral and rock classification; analysis of the
agents of w eathering and erosion; dynamics of the Earth's crust as manifest in mountain
building. volcanoes and earthquakes; review of recent data concerning the geology of other
planets; field and laboratory technique s of the geologist.

GE036

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY

3 tws. 3 crs.
Presented in this course is the history of the geological development and changes of the
planet Earth through the course of geological time as revealed by rock and fossil records.
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Physics
PHYS 11

GENERAL PH YSICS I

6 hrs 6c:n.
This college-level two-semester course in classical and modern physics. includes study of
mechanics. heat. wave motion. electricity and magnet1sm. atomic and nuclear physics. and
optics. Recommended for pre-medical. pre-dental. pharmacy, optometry. allied health and
liberal arts students.
Prerequisite: MATH 03
PHYS 12

GENERAL PHYSICS II

6 hrs. 6crs.
During the second semester of this course. students are given further and more advanced
classroom and laboratory sessions in college-level study of classical and modern physics.
Prerequisite: PHYS 11
PHYS 13

ADVANCED GENERAL PHYSICS I

6 hrs. 6crs.
In this two-semester. college-level course in classical and modern physics using calculus.
topic areas to be covered include mechanics. heat. and wave motion. Recommended for
students majoring in mathematics. science or engineering.
Prerequisite: MATH 14
Corequisite : MATH 15- 16
PHYS 14

ADVANCED GENERAL PHYSICS II

6 hrs. 6crs.
This second semester of the two-semester course includes the study of electricity and
magnetism. atomic and nuclear physics. and optics. Calculus is used throughout the
course.
Prerequisite: PHYS 13
PHYS 21

M ODERN PHYS ICS

6 1vs. 4 crs.
The course covers such subjects as: atom1c and nuclear physics: special theory of
relativity: kinetic theory; the failure of classical physics: introduction of quantum concepts;
electrons; the Bohr atom; the "Uncertainty Principle." An introduction to wave mechanics.
radioactivity. nuclear reactions. fission, and fusion is included.
Prerequisite: PHYS 14
PHYS24

ANALYTICAL MECHANICS

6 hrs. 4crs.
Course work includes selected topics in Newtonian mechanics; equilibrium; the Principle
of Virtual Work: Newton's Second Law: rocket motion; central forces ; planetary motion;
relativistic mechanics; the damped. driven harmonic oscillator: coupled oscillators and vibrating systems: rigid bodies. the gyroscope and the top.
Prerequisite: PHYS 14
Corequisite: MATH 55
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PHYS 26

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

5 hra. 4era.
This course devel ops the conceptual basis for Maxwell's equation. Vectors. electrostatics
and magnetostatistics. electromagnetic induction. circuits, electric and magnetic properties
of matter. radiation. and relativistic electrodynamics are studied.
Prerequisite: PHYS 14

PHYS 28

ELEMENTS OF THERMODYNAMICS

3 hrs. 3 era.
The Zeroth. First. Second, and Third Laws of Thermodynamics and their consequences;
thermodynamic var iables and equations of state; entropy; phase transitions; theory of
dilute solutions; law temperature physics; Gibbs and Heimholtz potentials and thermal
rad iation are studied during this course.
Prerequisites: PHYS 14, CHEM 12, MATH 55
PHYS 29

BASIC ELECTRONICS

5 hrs. 4era.
During this one-semester course. students are given lecture and laboratory sessions on the
fundamentals of D.C. and A.C. circu its. vacuum tubes. transistors and electronic instrumentation.
Prerequisite: PHYS 14

PHYS 30

PHYSICS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

3 hrs. 3 era.
This course is especially designed for non- science students desiring an up- to-date narrative
of devel opments in physics. Such non- traditional topics as space trave l. atomic energy and
the atomic bomb, ecological problems and the computer w ill be covered.
PHYS 35

INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY

3 hra. 3 era.
An introduction to the concepts and methods of astronomical science. In systematic
fashion, the course covers the early theories of the universe. astronomical instruments. the
solar system and its members. the stars. galaxies. recently discovered objects. and concludes with a study of modern cosmological idea s. Students are required to spend several
evenings of observation using basic equipment (telescopes. photographic apparatus.
binoculars, spectroscopes) plus assigned hours in the laboratory where some emphasis
is placed on the structure of the subject. and its place in the general framework of the
sciences.
Prerequisite: Elementary Algebra or MATH 01
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Science
SCI21

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

2 hrs. 2 crs.
This first part of a college- level two-semester sequence in physical science. covers
astronomy. mechantcs. electricity and magnetism. It may be taken w ith SCI 38. a two-hour
laboratory course for a total of 3 credits.

SCI22

PHYSCIAL SCIENCE II

2 hrs. 2 crs.
This second semester of the college-level Physical Science course covers light. atomic
structure. chemistry, meteorology and geology. It may be taken w ith SCI 39. a two-hour
laboratory course for a total of 3 credits.
Prerequisite: SCI 21 or p ermission of the chairman

SCI 30

SCIENCE SURVEY FOR STUDENTS IN THE INSTITUTE
OF BILINGUAL STUDIES PROGRAM
For complete course description refer to Department of Behavioral Sciences and Human
Services (page 90-1 03).
SCI 31

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

2 hrs. 2 crs.
This course is designed for students in the career programs. A discussion of the sciences
from the historical and philosophical point of view and how the problems of modern society are interrelated to the history and philosophy of the var ious sciences is included.

SCI32

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE II

2 hrs. 2 crs.
For complete course description refer to Department of Biological Sctences (page 107).
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SCI33

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN CON CEPTS OF BIOLOGY

2 hrs. 2 crs.
For complete course description refer to Department of Biological Sciences (page 1 07).
SC1 34

INTRODU CT ION TO MODERN CHEMISTRY

5 hrs. 4 crs.
Basic principles of the atom and the elements-particularly carbon- and gas. liquid, and
solid states of matter are developed in this course. Students gain insight into the chemical
aspects of urgent problems. including the energy crisis in relation to fossil and nuclear
fuels: the population explosion in relation to drugs. fertilizers and pesticides: air and water
pollution. Synthetic fibers and plastics are discussed.
For non-science majors

SCI 3 5

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PH YSICS

5 hrs. 4crs.
A one-semester college-level survey course in classical and modern physics. Areas covered
encompass such topics as mechanics. heat. wave motion. electricity, optics. atomic and
nuclear physics.
Recommended for liberal arts students.
SCI36

INTRODU CTION TO EAR T H SCIENCE

5 hrs. 4 crs.
During th is course. emphasis is placed on the earth's environment. meteorology, geology,
astronomy. and oceanography. Field trips are included.
For non-science majors
SCI 3 7

CHEMISTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

5 hrs. 4 crs.
During this cou rse the principles of atomic structure. chemica l bonding. and periodic table
are introduced. Structures and properties of simple acids. bases. salts. and organic compounds are examined. Current topics such as air and water pollution, pesticides. lead
poisoning of children. drug detection. and nuclear energy are discussed. Laboratory work is
coordinated with lectures. A term paper is required.
For non-science majors
SCI38-39

PHYSICAL SCIENCE LABORATORY

2 hrs. 1 cr.
This course was designed to promote understanding of activities of physicists. chemists,
and earth scientists. for students desiring a basic laboratory course in science. Important
principles of physical sciences will be illustrated.
SCI41

ASTRONOMY LABORATORY

2 hrs. 1 cr.
A laboratory course in astronomical instruments during which telescopes. transit spectroscopes. and cameras are used to solve selected problems.
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Politic al Science and Urba n Affa irs
Chairman

C. Frederick Stoerker. Professor. A.A .. A. B.. S.T.B. Ph.D.
Professors
Israel Glasser. B.A .• M .P.A .. Ph.D.
Sidney Helfant. B.A .. M .A

Politic al S c ie nc e
POL SCI 51

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

3 hrs. 3 crs.
An examination of the structure of the national government and its functions. topics in t his
course include the three branches of government (executive. legislative and judicial).
political parties. pressure groups. and current legislation.
POL SCI 52

COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT
Spri ng
3 hrs. 3 cr s.
An analySIS of the major types of political systems rn selected foreign countries. the course
includes study of the role of Ideology, econom1cs. el1te groups. political parties. and political
institutions. Comparison of Western and non-Western systems. w ith emphasis on Britain.
France. Germany. Italy. Sov1et Union. and selected Africa and Asia nations are compared
POLSCI53

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Fa ll
3 hrs. 3 crs.
The role of state and local governments in t he tota l American political system are
described and analyzed in this course. Spec 1al attention is given to New York State. New
York City and to representative urban problems. Governmenta l structure is presented as
the permanent yet changing framework w ithin which urban-centered political action takes
place.
POLSCI64

THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The m ajor emphasis of the course IS on the description and analysis of the Pres1dency as a
post-W orld W ar II political institution. The course includes a historical introduction tracing
the development of the role of the President. that of the institution of the Presidency from
the Constitution to the prese nt. and the fact ors currently affecting the Presidential role and
power.
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POL SCI 55

PUBLIC OPINION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The mass media's 1nstaneous communicat ion patterns. and the public's impact through the
polling techniques are major factors to the role public opinion plays in our political
processes continuing revolution. Following an introduction to the area of public opinion
and propaganda. the contribution of the mass media and polling are discussed. The course
points up the linkages of public opinion. public policy. political socialization and the
problem of political analysis.
Prerequisite: POL SCI 51 or permission of department

POL SCI 56

URBAN COMMUN ITY RELATIONS

3 hrs. 3 era.
Urban Community Politics grow from the ethnic, racial. religious. economic and
geographic neighborhoods. Majority-minority groups increasingly function as political
blocs within and outside of political party lines. The average citizen. seeking social and economic goals through political activity. is more concerned about public services than
political structures The course is concerned w ith opening up the inclusive. persuasive
political nature of our society; analyzing the concerns of the man on the street as he relates
to government; and studying the ways in which the community initiates political action and
responds to policies and services received from government.

POL SCI 59

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Fa ll
3 hrs. 3 era.
Analysis of the sources of conflicts and tensions in international relations is the major focus
of this course. Emphasis IS placed on soveretgnty, state power. balance of power. colonialism. imperialism. natiOnalism and ideologies. The course also includes the role of
international organizations and law. and collective security and regionalism in the
maintenance of international order.
POL SCI 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study of Political Science is developed individually between student and
faculty member guiding the study. Students must obtain permission from the Instructor
who will guide the study.
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Department of Secretarial Sciences
Chairman
Isabelle A. Krey. Professor: B.A.. M .A.
Prof~ssor

Eunice L Miller: A.B .. M.A. Ph.D.
Associat~ Prof~ssor

Catherine Barry; B. B.A. M .S.
Assistant Professors
Frances Consolo Mostel; B. B.A.. M .S.. R.A.T.

David Henry; B.S.. M.A.
Naomi Platt: B.S.. M.S.
Instructor
Gloria M cDonnell: B. B.A.. M.A.
L~ctur~r

Bobby lee Baldwin; B.S.. M .S.
Adjunct Assistant Professors
HerbertJ. Diamond; B.S.. M.A. M.A.
Arthur Flamm; B.S.
Anne Pennino; B.A.. M.S.
Anthony Sanfilippo; B.S.. M.A.

Barbara Venito; B.A.
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Secretarial Science

SE C SCI 11

ELEMENTARY T YPEW RITING

4 hrs. 2 crs.
Basic skills necessary for the operation and care of the typewriter. and application of these
skills to the typing of simple personal and business forms are developed in this course.
(With approval. students who completed one year of high school typing may enroll in SEC
SCI 12)

SEC SCI 12

INTERMEDIATE TYPEWRITING

4 hrs. 2 crs.
In this course. stress is on continued development of typing speed and control. Typing
business forms. including letters. tabu lated materials. business reports and manuscripts
wit h emphasis on business standards is included. (With approval. students who satisfactorily completed the equivalent of this course may be exempted.)
Prerequisite: SEC SCI11 or equivalent

SEC SCI 13

ELEMENTARY STENOGRAPHY (PITMAN)

4 hrs. 2 crs.
The Pitman shorthand theory is presented in this course. Practice in reading and w riting
contextual m aterials and pre-transcription tra ining are included. Open to students w ho
studied Pitman in high school for less than one year.

SEC SCI16

ELEMENTARY STENOGRAPHY (GREGG )

4 hrs. 2 crs.
The Gregg shorthand theory is presented in this course. Practice in reading and writing
contextual materials and pre-transcription tra ining are included. Open to students who
studied Gregg in high school for less than one year.

SEC SCI16

INTERMEDIATE STENOGRAPHY (PITMAN)

4 hrs. 2 crs.
In this course stress is on continued development of Pitman stenographic skills and
continued pre-transcription tra ining. The emphasis is on taking dictation at sustained
speeds. and reading shorthand fluently. (With approval. students who satisfactorily completed the equivalent of th is course may be exempted.)
Prerequisite: SEC SCI13 or equivalent

SEC SCI18

INTERMEDIATE STENOGRAPHY (GREGG)
4 hrs. 2 crs.

In this course stress is on continued development of Gregg stenographic skills and
continued pre- transcr iption train ing. The emphasis is on taking dictation at sustained
speeds and reading shorthand fluently. (With approval. students who satisfactorily completed the equivalent of this course may be exempted.)
Prerequisite: SEC SCI15 or equivalent
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SEC SCI 31

ADVANCED STENOGRAPHY

41ws. 2 cr s.
During this course students' shorthand skills are intensified with development of the ability
to take shorthand at rates of 100 to 120 words per minute for sustained periods. The
development of transcription techniques. to meet office standards. is introduced.
Prerequisites : SEC SCI 12. and 16 or 18 or equivalent

SEC SCI 3 2

ADVANCED STENOGRAPH Y AND TRANSCRIPTION

61ws. 3 crs.
Student speed dictation is increased to rates of 120 to 140 words per minute. Concomitant development of dictation and transcription skills to meet office production standards is included.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI31 and 33.

SEC SCI33

PRODUCTION TYPEWRITING
4 1ws. 2 crs.

This course involves student mastery of typew riting skills and high-speed techniques.
Course work includes integrated office typewriting projects involvtng business communications. directives. business reports. statistical typing. composition on the typewriter and
legal typing
For Secretarial majors only or department approval.
Prerequisite: SEC SCI 12 or equivalent

SEC SCI 34

SECRETAR IAL PRACTICE

3 hrs. 2 crs.
A broadly based. comprehensive course which simulates on-the-job secretarial duties concerning correspondence responsibilities. use of transmittal service. records management,
receptiontst and telephone techniques. travel procedures. financial and legal duties.
procedures for preparing business reports. Attention to fostering good human relations in
the office and to developing attitudes and traits of the successful executive secretary is
stressed.
For Secretarial Science majors only.
Prerequisities: SEC SC/31 and 33
SEC SCI 35

ADVAN CED PRODU CT I ON TYPEWRITING- EXPERT
TECHNIQUES AND CORRESPONDENCE PRODUCTION

2 lws. 1 cr .
This course is designed to enable students to achieve expert speed levels in typewriting.
high levels of competency in \he production of business letters. interoffice memoranda. and
directives. and high business standards in the production of business correspondence in
simulated office situations. The course consists of two packets of learning. one for each of
the performance goals to be achieved. Each packet of learning is to consist of 15 hours of
learning materials.

Prerequisite: SEC SC/33

SEC SCI 36

ADVANCED STATISTICAL AND MANUSCRIPT TYPING

2 hrs. 1 cr.
The course is designed to enable students to achieve expert levels in the produ ction of
statistical typtng. manuscripts and reports and to meet high business standards in the
production of these materials in simulated office situations.
The course consists of two packets of learning. one for each of the p~rformance goals to be
achieved. Each packet of learning is to consist of 15 hours of learning materials.
Prerequisite: SEC SC/33
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SEC SCI 51

ELEMENTARY LEGAL STENOGRAPHY AND PROCEDURES
4 hrs. 2 crs.
The course focuses on the development of a comprehensive legal shorthand vocabulary
through dictation and transcription of legal materials and development of sk1ll in taking dictation and in transcribing legal forms and communications. 1ncluding letters.
contracts. proxies. w ills. bonds. releases. and legal documents involving the settlement of
estates. land and real estate sales. leases. mortgages. partnerships and incorporation
procedures.
Open only to Legal Secretarial majors.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI 12 and 16 or 18 or equivalent.
SEC SCI 52

ADVANCED LEGAL STENOGRAPHY AND PROCEDURES

6 hrs. 3 crs.
This course includes rapid dictation of litigation materials. continued legal vocabulary
development plus accurate transcription according to legal office standards. The structure
of the courts and their relationship to one another. typical civil and crim1nal proceedings for
initiation to enforcement and judgment. the various documents used in litigation and the
responsibilities of the legal secretary are cons1dered.
Prerequisites : SEC SCI33. 51
SEC SCI 63- 64

THE SCHOOL SECRETARY

2 hrs. 2 cr s. (each semester)
In this 2-semester course. consideration is given to the educational principles relating to
the school secretary's work. with emphasis on the organization of school systems. particularly that of New York.
Open only to School Secretarial majors.
SECSCI 56

SCHOOLRECORDSANDACCOUNTS

2 hrs. 2 crs.
Students are introduced to the activities and responsibilities of the school secretary,
including the preparation of a variety of reports usually completed in the school office;
records of school personnel. textbooks. and supplies ; and school accounts.
Prerequisite: SEC SCI 54
SEC SCI 67

BEGINNING MEDICAL SECRETARY PRACTICE

3 hrs. 2 crs.
An introduction to the semi-technical medical-activity respOnsibilitieS of a medical
secretary. the course includes analysis of medical care plans and their respective forms and
the development of skill in the use of office machines and medical filing techniques and
procedures.
Open only to Medical Secret11rial m11jors.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI 12 and 16 or 18

SEC SCI 68

ADVANCED MEDICAL SECRETARY PRACTICE

3 hrs. 3 crs.
The cou rse covers the duties and responsibilities of a medical secretary. Included are
telephone techniques. meeting patients. preparation of case histories. medical records
management. ethics. business aspects of a medical pract1ce. financial records. insurance
forms. organization and administration of a medical office. The development of skills in the
use of calculating machines. dictating and transcribing machines. and duplicating devices
are also stressed.

Prerequisite: SEC SCI31. 33. 67.69
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SEC SCI69

BEGINNING MEDICAL DICTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
4 hrs. 2 crs.

This course involves a comprehensive study of medical terminology. including outlines.
spelling. pronunciation and definitions in the area of cardiology. thoracic medicine.
dermatology. eye. ear. nose. throat. urology. endocrinology. mental health. gynecology,
obstetrics. and pediatrics. Medical dictation and transcription ability are developed.
Open only to Medical Secretary majors.
Prerequisites : SEC SCI 72 and 16 or 78, 67

SEC SCI70

ADVANCED MEDICAL DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION

6 hrs. 3 crs.
Stress in the course is on the continued development of medical shorthand vocabulary in
the areas of Gastroenterology. Chemotherapy. Orthopedics. Neurology, and medical abbreviations. Included are high-speed drills in dictation and transcription. development of skill
in taking dictation of 120- 140 words per minute. accurate transcription of case histories.
letters. hospital records. medical journal articles. and medical reports.
Prerequisite: SEC SCI3 7. 33. 67. 69

SEC SCI 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1 -3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study of Secretari al Science includes Executive. Legal. Medical and School
Secretary. Each course of study. including hours. credits and requ ired work. is developed
individually, or with a group. between student and faculty member and must be approved
by the department.

SEC SCI 92a

FIELD EXPERIENCE- EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
9 hrs. 3 crs.

Eight hours per week of supervised work experience in business concerns in the community. plus one hour a week of classroom discussion of on-the -job exper ience. are course
requirements.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI31 and 33

SEC SCI 92b

FIELD EXPERIENCE- LEGAL SECRETARY
9 hrs. 3 crs.

Eight hours per week of supervised work experience in law firms in the community. plus
one hour a week of classroom discussion of on-the-job experience. are course requirements.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI 3 7. 33. and 57 .

SEC SCI 92c

FIELD EXPERIENCE-SCHOOL SECRETARY
9 hrs. 3 crs.

Eight hours per week of supervised work experience in schools in the community. plus one
hour a week of classroom discussion of on-the -job experience. are course requirements.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI3 7, 33, and 53

SEC SCI 92d

FIELD EXPERIENCE- MEDICAL SECRETARY
9 hrs. 3 crs.

Eight hours per week of supervised work experience in medical environments in the community. plus one hour a week of classroom discussion of on-the-job experience. are cou rse
requirements.
Prerequisites: SEC SCI3 7, 33, 67, 69
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Department of Speech and Theatre
Chairman
Mortimer Becker, Professor: B.A.. M .A.. Ed.D.
Professor
Andrew H. Drummond; B.A.. M .F.A.

Assistant Professors
Alvin Abelack; B.A.. M.A.. M.A.
Sheldon Aptekar ; B.A.. M.A.
Dorothy Beckmann; B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D.

Daniel J . Callahan: B.A.. M.A.. M .Ed.
Helen Fried Kirshblum: B.S.. M.A.
Adele Pessen: B.A.. M.A.
Terry G. Trilling; B.A.. M .A.

Associate Professor

Mary V. Crowley: B.A.. M.A.

Speech
SPE 11

LISTENING AND SPEAKING SKILLS

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course is designed to help students develop and strengthen such language skills as
listening. comprehension. fluent and conherent verba lization of ideas. In addition. students
study acceptable American pronunciation.

SPE 16

SPEECH ARTS FOR NURSERY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Methods and materials of teaching the speech arts in nursery and elementary schools are
studied in this course. Students learn to understand children and to work with them on
such activities as dramatic play. pantomime. creative dramatics. puppetry. storytelling.
reading aloud. choral speaking. group discussions and talks.

SPE 16

SPEECH PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN

3 hrs. 3 crs.
A study of the normal speech and language development in children is offered to students
in this course. Future speech majors. classroom teachers. child care workers and parents
are taught to diagnose and help remediate children's major speech and language disorders.

SPE 20

PERSONAL SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Correction is provided in overcoming problems in the articulation of sounds. pronunciation
of words. vo ice production, stress and rhythm in connected speech. Attention is given to
overcoming regional accents. Standard American speech is emphasized. The underlying
theory of proper voice production and speech formation is discussed.

SPE 21

ORAL COMMUNICATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Theory and practice is provided in presenting ideas. thoughts and feelings intelligently. Emphasis is placed on the organization of ideas. appropriate means of delivery. and critical
listening. Included are informative and persuasive speaking. speeches for special occasions. oral reading and group discussion. Attention is given to standard voice and diction.
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SPE 22

PARLIAMENTA RY PROCEDUR E

2 hrs. 2 cr s.
This course is designed to help students participate effectively at meetings and
conferences and to learn the process of reaching rationa l decisions through orderly democratic procedures.
SPE 23

SPEECH FOR FORE IG N-SPEAKING STUDENTS

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Students are taught to speak English more effectively by studying the formation of word
pronunciation. and the correct stress and rhythm in phrases and sentences. Students
practice in conversat ion. reading aloud and informal speech.

SPE 24

CAREER COMMUNICATION

3 hrs. 3 crs.
This course prepares students in the communication skills used most frequently in the
professions. business and industry. Emphasis is placed on speaking logically and
expressing Ideas creatively. Theones of Interpersonal communication are presented and
practice provided .n such speak1ng situations as job Interviews. small group presentations.
business meetings. conferences and platform speaking. Clear and acceptable speech is
developed.

SPE 2 5

GROUP DISCUSSION

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
Principles and techniques of group interaction are studied in this course. Conference
leadership and participation skills are learned through reading. d1scussion and pract1ce as
well as observation and evaluation of group discussions. Focus is on how learned concepts
may be applied to educational. social and business situ ations.

SPE 2 7

ORALINTERPRETATION

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
Students in this course learn to recreate and com municate what writers and poets say in
various types of literature. Through guided preparation. analysis. presentation and evaluation of individual readings of materials ranging from simple reports to poetry. students are
given the opportunity to develop practical skill and enjoyment in reading aloud. The course
is also useful to students of Theatre Arts and Radio Broadcasting.

SPE 29

VOICE AND ARTICULATION

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
A course designed for students with acceptable speech who w ish to study the theory of
voice productiOn arid the proper formation of the sounds of speech as typified by American
standard usage. The mechanics of pitch. volume and quality are studied. Study of phonetic
symbols is provided. Assistance is given in overcoming minor speech and voice problems
most commonly found in the New York City area.

SPE 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
lndeperldent study of Speech. including such areas as rhetoric. theatre and communication
is developed individually between student and facu lty member arid must be approved by
the department.
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Mass Communications

MCM 30

MASS MEDIA

3 hrs. 3 crs.
An analysis is made of mass media to discover their effect on the way information is
perceived and influences behavior. Extensive use is m ade of films. tapes. recordings and
video tapes to examine the message systems employed by individuals. groups. institutions
and politics. Study focuses on radio. television. newspapers. magazines. film and ad·
vertising.

MCB 35

INTRODUCTION TO BROADCASTING

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Comprehensive study of the histoncal development. social philosophy and technology of
radio and television is made in th1s course which includes radio and television studio
practice and technique. Video-taping and playback. field trips and guest lectures are in·
cluded during the semester.

MCB 36

ANNOUNCING - RADIO AND TELEVISION

3 hrs. 3 crs .
This cou rse serves as an introduction to the techniques of broadcasting. The theory underlymg the use of the equipment employed and the practical aspects of their proper use is
discussed. Correct voice production procedures for announcing are studied. Methods of
sight reading and oral reading are taught.
Prerequisite: SPE 29 or permission of the Instructor

M CB 3 7

BROADCAST JOURNALISM

3 hrs. 3 crs.
An understanding of the role of radio and television in reporting and shaping the news is
offered in this course. The differences between these m ed ia and the press is observed and
discussed. Reporting. writing and editing newscasts is taught. Practical experience in
working against a deadline is emphasized.
Prerequisite : MCB 35

MCF 40

FILM : THE CREATIVE MEDIUM

3 hrs. 3 crs.
In this course students learn to recognize the film medium as a creative art. The historical.
social. psychological and aesthetic elements of selected films are studied as illustrations of
this creative force .
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Theatre Arts
Th.A. 50

INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS

3 hra. crs.
The various elements which compose theatre are studied both as art forms and as parts of
an integrated whole. Study ranges from classical to modern times. The cultural role. as well
as the business of theatre. is considered as an institution in society. Films. slides. projects.
and guest lecturers are involved to help comprehend the nature of theatre art. Students will
be required to participate in at least one theatrical production. This course is recommended
for liberal arts. fine arts. and business students as well as those interested in a professional
career.

Th.A . 51

PLAY ANALYSIS
Fall
3 hrs. 3 crs.
Through consideration of a number of outstanding plays in theatrical history. and the study
of various productions given these plays. students gain understanding of the plays and appreciation of the production problems involved. Relevance of the plays to the contemporary
stage will be discussed during the course.
Th.A. 52

ACTING I

4 hra. 4 era.
Students explore the basic techniques of sensory awareness. improvisation. memory.
character study. and preparation of a role w ith emphasis on the works of Constantin
Stanislavsky. Special projects include performance workshop and scene study.
Recommended background: Th.A. 50 or ThA . 51

Th.A. 53

ACTING II

4 hra. 4cra.
A continuation of Th.A. 52. this advanced classroom and laboratory course furthers
sensory awareness. memory and character study for the preparation of a role. Basic vocal
and body techniques are employed to explore the psycho-physical ac tions. objectives and
superobjectives of characters. Theories of acting are studied and practiced in laboratory
situations.
Prerequisite: ThA . 52 or permission of department

Th.A . 55

STAGECRAFT

4 hra. 3 era.
Through discussion and demonstration. students learn the various elements of production.
including theatre organization. scenery construction and painting. lighting. costuming.
make-up and stage managing. Each student is required to participate in the major school
productions during the course.
Prerequisite: Th.A. 50 (may b6 waived by department)
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Th.A . 56

LIGHTING DESIGN
Spring
3 hrs. 3 crs.
This is an introductory course to the fie ld of theatre lighting design. Students are taught the
principles of electricity and light. and how they relate to stage light designing. The lighting
designer's procedures and methods of operation are studied and applied in laboratory conditions and in actual produ ctions. Students are required to make in-depth studies of
lighting particular plays and to participate in at least one college production.

Prerequisite: Th.A. 50
Th. A. 57

PUPPETRY

3 hrs. 3 cr s.
Appreciation of puppets and puppetry is developed as the ir history production and manipulation is studied in this course. During the semester. students apply the techniques of
building and using puppets as effective theatre.

Th.A . 58

MA KEUP AND COSTUME DESIGN

3 hrs. 3 crs.
Through lecture and demonstration. students are taught basic acting crafts. stage make-up
and costume design. Working closely with instructors. students learn about theatrical
make-up and the proper choice and application needed to create the required character
illusion. In the costume shop. students learn the basic elements of costume design. Labora tory sessions in these crafts are required in connection with regularly scheduled theatre
productions.

Prerequisite: ThA. 50
Th.A. 59

PLAY PRODUCTION
2 hrs. 1 cr.

Students who participate in theatre produ ction during their stay at Kingsborough can earn
up to a total of four credits (one credit each semester) for successful contributions in a
produ ction.

Th.A . 62

ACTING Ill

3 hrs. 3crs.
This course involves studies of acting in pre-modern drama with a detailed analysis of the
acting styles of selected Cl assic, Elizabethan. Neo- Classic. Restoration and Romantic
drama. Study of historical periods. in regard to language and movement. is supplemented
by practice in laboratory situations. Class enrollment is limited.
Prerequisite: Th.A. 53 (may be waived by the department)

Th.A. 67

PLAYWRITING
3 hrs. 3 crs.

A study of the craft of writing plays through selected readings. discussions and student
writing. is made during th is course. Scenes and one-act plays written by students will be
read and discussed in class. Students' writing efforts may be mounted for workshop
productions.

Prerequisites: Th.A. 50 and permission of Instructor
Th.A . 81

INDEPENDENT STUDY

1-3 hrs. 1-3 crs.
Independent study in the fie ld of Theatre. including such areas as acting. directing, design.
history, and criticism or scenographic techniques. are developed individually between
student and facu lty member and must be approved by the department.
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Rules and Regulations for the
Maintenance of Public Order
(Henderson Rules)
The tradition of the un•versitv as a sanctuary of academic freedom and center of •nfOrmed d•scusston •s an honored one. t o be g ulfded
vtgtlantly The b a$•c s•gn•ftcance of that sanctuary lies in the prot&c:hon of intellectual fre&dOtns: the ught s of professors to teach, of
scholars to engage m the advancement of knowt&dge. ot students to learn and to exPress thetor vtews, free from external pressures Of inoterletence. These freedoms can flourish

omv in an atmosphere of mutual resoect.

c•vil•ty Jnd trust among t eachers and student s. only

w hen members of the umvers•tv commun•tY are w iilhng to accept self-reslramt and reciprocity as th& conditton upon which they share in

its intell~ctual autonomy
Academic freedom and the sanctuary of the university campus ex lend to all who share these

cums and responsib ilities

They cannot be

invoked by those w ho woukt subordinate intellectual freedom to pohttcal ends or who v.ofate the norms of conduct established t o
protect that freedom Against such offendets the university has the ug ht. and indeed the obligatton. t o def end ttsetf. Theref ore the
following rules end regulattons are 1n eff&et at K1ngsborough Commun1ty College and w in be adm inistered in accordance w 1th the , 8•
quwements of duel)focess as provtded in the Sytaw s of the Board of Higher Education.
To enforce these rules and r&gulatlons the Bylaw s of the Soard of Hagher Education provtd e that:
THE PA ES IOENT w ith respect to tus educational untt. shall
a Have the afftrmative respoMtbtltty of conserving and enhancu'lg the educatton standards of tile college and SA::hools under his juris·
d tct ton,
b

Be the advisor and e...ec~.nive agent to the BoiWd and of his respective Coll8{t8 Committee and as such shall have the immedtate
SUP8fviston w1th full d•s.crettona.ry power in carry1ng mto effect the Bylaws, resolut•ons 1nd po hctes of the Soard, the lawful resofu·
t tons of any of tts commrnees and the poftctes, program s and lawful resolutions of t he several f acu lttes:

c

Exerc•se general s.upertnterldence over t he concerns, officers, employees and students of hts educatton un•t.

Rules
1

No member of the academte commumty shallmtenttonally obslluct a nd/ or forc tbly prevent others hom the exerc-tse of their nghts.

nor interfere wtth the tnstttutton·s educational process or factlthes, or w tt h the rtghts of those who wish to ava11 themselves of any of the
mst •tvtion·s tnstruchonal. personal. administrat tve. recreational. and communiry servtces.
2 . lnd1vduats are ltabte for fat lure t o comply with lawful dt~eCttons tS:Sued by representaltves of the uA•verstty/college w hen they are
&et1ng in their official capacities M embers of the academic community are required to show their identification cards w hen requested to
do so by an offiCial of the college
3 Unauthomed occupancy of u n1vers•tv/coUege facth t tes or blocking access to or from such areas IS proh1b•ted Permiss1on from ap·
propriate college authofihes must be obtained for removal. relocat•on and use of umversity/ college equtpment iJndlor suppl.. s
4

Theft from or damage to umverstty/college premtses ts proh1btted.

5

Each member of the academiC community. or an inv1ted guest. has the nght to advocate hiS posrtion w tthout havtng to fear abuse.

phystc.al. verbtl. Or otherwise hom others supporting conflicting points of v•ew. M embers of the academic community and other persoos
on the college grounds. shall not u se language or t ake act •ons reasonably likely to provoke Ot enc~Xtrage physical vtOience by demonstre·
tors. those dem onstrated against. or spect ators
6 . Action m ay be t aken aga•nst any and all pefSOns who have no leg1t1mate reason for thew presence on any campus wtthin the
college. or whose

pr esen~

on any such campus obstruct s and/ or forcibly ptevents othefs from tM 81(8rcts.e of the~r r'ohts or tntMferes

with the institution's educational proces.s.es or f acilttt&s. Of the t ights of those who w ish to avail themselves of any of the institution's
tnstructional. personal. admtnlstrative. reeteattonal. and communrty servtces
7 Disord erly cw tndecent conduct on coll19e~ owned or controlled propert y is ptohibited
8 No mdtvtdual shall have in hts possession a rifle, shotgun or ftrearm. a knowtngly have tn his possession any other dangerous
tnstrument or maten al that can be used to infhct bodily hatm on an tnd1vick.tal or damage up on a building 01 the grounds of the college
w ithout the w ritten &uthorization of such educ.ational inst itution. New shall any individual have in his possession any other instrument or
matertal whtch can be us-ed and tS mtendoed to tnfhct bochly harm on an indtvidual or damag e upon a butldtng

oollege
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KINGSBOROUOH COMMUNITY COI.LE8!
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Olfloe of the Prllldlnl
Ex.anM Aa*tMt
Ja.l H. C.V.; B.A.
~to tJw , _ _ ,
Wlllem A. Mee,.; B.A.
EUQitiw S«:ntrr ,_ ,,_ ,...,.,

t•,. ,.,..._,

M•Pwrtman
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Yloe,........... and o..n of tlilt College

OIIKiot tii/MiitutJoMI RNHnh
Morrie Reblnqwka; I .A.. M.A.. Ed.D.

ExewtJw AaM~Mit

to,,. Va ,...,.,

M8rV D. Rothleln: I.A.

Office of the Dean ollrwtructional ~enricH

h•'-'•"'· DHn tllm.tnH:tlo,., s.mt:.•
Vera D. Mettlngly: I.A.

Olrer:tor til Comlltllltlty bl«/on6
Bryent Miller. A.A.S.• I .A. M.A.

Gr.,. Olflt»r
Philip M. t.ynor; I .A. M.A.
0/ret:tOt , l'ublloetlona
Bernice Douglea; Certlficett In JGurMiilm

Au/6t., to Onctor til Pullllut/on6
Stlephen R. Stww: lA
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M•ciaAiten

Aui6t.ncs to Olr.ctOt til Compur. C•nter
l.Dula Lampert; A.A.S., I .S.. M.S.
Medelyn lapMin: I .A.
Micheel Mundy: Certificate in Elec1ronic Computer ProgremmiRg

111

'

.

'.

Office ol the DMn ~ Adm*lllon 8nd Plennl•
PentmMI OllltM
Robert E. Berryman; B.A.

c_,.,. Fw:ll*s 011/tw
Hefwy M. Fournier: B. An:h...A.I.A.. N.c;.A.R.B.
An~ C.mpusF_... Ollar

Simon R. Thcneon: B.A . M .Arch.

Anilf•nrs to

c.,pu• FM:IItla 011/tw

JohnW. GIGIIbert Retrey: B.A.
Dltecttw til MMtenent»

Norman Goldberv: B.S.'M.E.

\

Dltecttw d HDUMic..,.

John Gooden
Pr,..nyOIIItw
Jule1A. Heger
Dbcrcw til Olin SMv~ce•
Ileac Relet. Diploma. Empire School of Printing; A.A.S.
S.curlty Olflcw
Joeeph Schaefer: B.S.

Au'-t•nt to D••n d AdmlnlstT.,/oll etrd Pl•nni"'l
Jeck Samet: A.A.S.• B.S.
OffiDe ........ _
l'urehal"ff Olfltw
1Aonore Dick

M.,.,.,.

Auistent llusinea
M8rtln Hanilh: A.A.S.• B.A.
BernardS. Roeanberv: B.S.. M.B.A., M.A . C.P.A.

Au;.rent to llu•lnea M.,.,.,
Faroulr. H..-.,: 8. Commerce Accounting
S.nitw At:cOIInt•nt
Eugene sutour: A.

a.
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TRAVEL DIRECTIONS TO ·KINGUOROUGH
-1
SUIWAY

-T

BRIGHTON LINE
QB or M treln to Sheepahnd

Bey

ltetlon;

to Brighton Beech 8t8liOn; 1-21 . . .

B-1

a..a•

or,

SEA BEACH LINE
N trein to ae S1r11t St8tion: 1-1 bus"
WEST END liNE
B train to 215 Avenue Station: 8-1 ....•

FOURTH AVENUE LINE
RR trait, to 58 St.- StAitlon; c:hangl fcw S.. -...ch N 1r8ln to
ae 11r11t Station: 1-1 ..,..

IRT
LEXINGTON AVENUE LINE
Trelr• 14 or 15 to Atfentlc Avenue Station: or,
to Borough Hill SUtion; cha• to
Tr*+ lnd bul'

SEVENTH AVENUE LINE
Trainl I 2 or 3 to Atlantic A.,...,. lbtion: or,
to Borough H.U Station; chlnge to
TNin+ ... M'

IND

SIXTH AVENUE LINE
D treln to~ Bey ltMion: 8-1 . . . or.
to Brigtlton leech at.tion: 8-21 ~~us·
F train to AVInUI X s..tion; B-1 bus •
EIGHTH AVENUE LINE
A train to FrenWin AYII1UI 5-..ion: Shuttle to PtOipiCIPedt .._... . . . . .
to trein+ and bus •

lUI
8-1•. 8-21 •, 8-48"
B-4. B-34. 8·38 end a.ea connect with 1-1 •
8-38, 8-44 end 8-88 connect with 8-21 •
8·2. 8·3.
,8·48"

a.&. a-e. a.a. 8-8. 1-12. 8-31. B-35. a.ae. B-415 ...:~ B-47 oonnec:t wW~

·r•.-..._ tat~~el..t..,
ar.... ....._...

Wlllllllrelghtlllong
dONotly inlo the Ccllleg..
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